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Management summary 

Goal: Assessing the adoption of EHR functionalities and determining & ranking the barriers and 

facilitators of EHR implementation success in Dutch mental healthcare. 

Research questions: 

 What is the current adoption state of EHR functionalities in Dutch mental healthcare?  

 What are the barriers and facilitators of EHR implementation success in Dutch mental 

healthcare? 

 How do institutions, consultants and EHR suppliers rank the barriers and facilitators from 

literature? 

Method: Semi structured interviews based on a framework set up by reviewing 6500+ scientific 

articles: 8 with GGZ institutions, 5 with consultants, 5 with EHR suppliers and 2 with thought leaders. 

The interviews were transcribed and descriptively coded to match barriers and facilitators from the 

framework. Codes were analyzed to have insight in the awareness of respondents of certain 

barriers/facilitators. Furthermore respondents were asked to rank the barriers and facilitators from 

literature from most important (1) to least important (27). 

Conclusions: EHR can be classified as a generation 3 system (Gartner, 2007) due to high information 

access and documentation possibilities, a medium adoption of clinical decision support systems due 

to the adoption of prescription modules but still very poor adoption of workflow management and 

knowledge management functionalities. 

 

The barriers and facilitators of EHR 

implementation success are 

represented in Figure 1. The top 4 

ranked facilitators and barriers are 

“synergy: standardization  & 

customizability”, “user involvement”, 

“User friendliness” and “scoping” 

It can be concluded that EHR 

implementations in mental healthcare 

are similar to any other EHR 

implementation except for: an 

underperforming IT foundation as 

starting point for the implementation, 

oligopoly of EHR providers causing lock 

in and the necessity of tight agreements and discussions of care professionals obstructing healthcare 

standardization. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: framework with resulting barriers & facilitators 
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Version Control 

Many changes have been made to this thesis: these are elaborated in Appendix P: Version Control. 

Introduction 

The importance of EHR implementations  

One of the considerate investments in healthcare is the introduction of Electronic Health Record 

(EHR) systems. More evolved EHRs are more and more into decision support and workflow 

management next to the administration of healthcare information (Gartner, 2007). Decision support 

systems assist healthcare professionals in decision making at the point in time that these decisions 

are made such as diagnosis or analysis (Berner & La Lande, 2007 ). Workflow management systems 

completely define, manage and execute workflow processes through the execution of software 

whose order of execution is driven by a computer representation of the workflow process logic 

(Dogac, 1998). EHR implementations are one of the most transformational projects and one of the 

biggest expenses care institutions do apart from building a new hospital (Anthony, 2012).Positive 

outcomes are therefore extremely important for the performance of the entire hospital. Buntin 

found that 92% of articles determining outcomes of general health information technology are 

positive when assessing quality, efficiency and provider satisfaction (Buntin, Burke, Hoaglin, & 

Blumenthal, 2011). On the other side, dissatisfaction about electronic health records is still occurring 

and creates a barrier for the potential of health information technology even though it occurs only in 

8% of the recent articles (Buntin, Burke, Hoaglin, & Blumenthal, 2011).  Despite the relatively small 

dissatisfaction percentage, dissatisfaction and barriers for the potential of health information 

technology can cost healthcare institutions considerate amounts of money. The focus of this thesis is 

therefore at the identification of dimensions of EHR implementation success.  

Background of Dutch mental healthcare 

Before discussing the dimensions of success, it might be relevant to get an impression of the Dutch 

mental healthcare system. GGZ Nederland is the association of healthcare institutions that aims at 

preventing and treating mental disorders. It ensures that Dutch individuals can healthily participate 

in society with 98 mental healthcare institutions as its members (GGZ Nederland, 2013).  These 

member institutions are providers of clinical and ambulant care. Most institutions have merged. 

Institutions provide both clinical- as well as ambulant care to treat the entire spectrum including 

addictions, pediatric psychiatry & forensic psychiatry. The division of institutions, with different 

characteristics and varying sizes can be seen in Figure 2. 

 
 

Figure 2: division of mental healthcare institutions of the GGZ (GGZ Nederland, 2013). 
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These institutions work with a Diagnosis Treatment Combination (DTC) approach (DBC Onderhoud, 

2013). In 2006 two types of DTCs were introduced: A-segment DTCs stayed at fixed costs under 

budget caps, but volume and price of B-segment DTCs became negotiable between insurers and 

hospitals (Ikkersheim, 2013). B-segment DTCs provide opportunities for insurance companies to 

negotiate on price and quality with mental healthcare institutions. It provides opportunities for 

insurance companies to purchase high quality and affordable healthcare (DBC Onderhoud, 2013). 

The DTC approach is based on registration, validation and deduction (DBC onderhoud, 2013). The 

process can be found in Figure 3. 

 

DTCs in mental healthcare consist of activities and their times that are spent both directly as well as 

indirectly (DBC Onderhoud, 2013). The DTC a patient is provided with influences the health care 

institution that is chosen by the patient. Not all institutions offer every type of mental treatment, as 

can be seen in Figure 2. An overview of the product groups for 2014 can be found in Table 46.The 

Dutch Care Authority, the NZa, determines the financial rates based on the chosen product group 

and health care institution (DBC Onderhoud, 2013). Specifying the product groups is performed each 

year based on 1 year’s data from the “DBC-Information System (or DIS)” (DBC Onderhoud). The 

specification of product groups is compliant to the international classification system of psychic 

disorders, DMS-IV (American Psychiatric Association, 2000).  805.036 DTCs have been specified for 

2014 (DBC Onderhoud, 2013).  EHRs need to support the invoicing function of institution and are 

customized to the Dutch legislative framework relating to the financing of care. Invoices of mental 

healthcare institutions need to be addressed to the right payer. Oversight of the payers can be 

acquired in Appendix R: Financing of the GGZ. 

 

The Dutch “Vereniging EPD GGZ” is founded within the GGZ to manage the acquisition procedure of 

EHR systems for the mental healthcare. De “Vereniging EPD GGZ” represents 38 mental healthcare 

institutions that serve 58% of the care provided by the Dutch mental healthcare institutions of GGZ 

Nederland (GGZ Nederland). This implies that member firms are institutions that have a large share 

in the national production care. Acquiring functional EHR systems is important for GGZ Nederland 

since it strives towards creating more EHR-system-based-added value. One of the methods for this is 

the creation of an REPD, the “Referentiemodel voor een EPD voor de GGZ” (GGZ Nederland, 2009) 

(GGZ Nederland, 2008). This is a reference model that describes the care processes in the Dutch 

mental healthcare sector and their desired IT support presented in a large list of non functional 

requirements. A public offer sourced for REPD based EHR systems for the Dutch mental healthcare in 

April 2010. After initial failure to comply with the REPD, feedback was given to the participating 

suppliers giving them more insight in the selection process. The criteria on which the choices for the 

second test were based were the same as for the first test and were technical quality, functionality, 

the action plan for the implementation & user friendliness and process support. As decided by the 

general meeting of the “Vereniging EPD GGZ” on 2 February 2011, four providers of EHR-systems 

were chosen (GGZ nederland, 2011). This number was set subjectively as it provides substantial scale 

Registration

primairy diagnosis  
based on DSM IV

Validation

Check for right & 
complete registration

Deduction

Determine 
productgroup

Billing & data 
exchange to 

DIS

Figure 3: DTC process 
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benefits for the suppliers and offers institutions sufficient choice (GGZ nederland, 2011).  An 

oversight of the selection process of suppliers can be found in Table 1. 

 

Participating suppliers first round Choice Criteria Winning Suppliers 

 PinkRoccade Healthcare B.V. 

 Impulse Info Systems B.V. 

 McKesson Nederland B.V. 

 De Heer, 

 IGN 

 Nedercare 

 A few suppliers with a limited 

customer base in the sector 

 Technical quality 

 Functionality 

 Action plan 

implementation & 

user friendliness 

 Process support 

 PinkRoccade Healthcare B.V. 

 Impulse Info Systems B.V. 

 McKesson Nederland B.V. 

 Chipsoft Ziekenhuis 

Informatiesystemen 

B.V.(entered in second test) 

Table 1: oversight of the selection process of suppliers (GGZ Nederland) (GGZ Nederland, 2013) 

(GGZ nederland, 2011). 

The GGZ has always provided specialized care. Once referred by the GP, one will encounter a number 

of specialists that will all take individual interviews to determine what the specific person is suffering 

from, which care package can be offered, how much time treatment will take, what kind of 

medication is needed, what kind of group counseling etc. Due to the increasing burden of the 

financial costs, the government has decided to change the entire set up. From 2014, the GGZ will be 

split up in the specialist GGZ and basic GGZ (Schippers, 2013). From 2014 on, specialist GGZ will shift 

20% of its production towards the generalist basis GGZ and will reduce 33% of its beds (Schippers, 

2013). The generalist basic GGZ will treat chronic mental ill people but will also provide consults and 

treatments by psychiatrists (Schippers, 2013). This generalist basic GGZ will rely more on the care of 

general practitioners. Their most essential role is the diagnosis of mental disorders and the decision  

making of directing a patient either to the generalist basic GGZ, mostly another GP which has more 

feeling for mental healthcare or to the specialist GGZ. GPs will function as dispatch. Different types of 

patients will visit the general practioner’s practice in which the POH-GGZ, the “Praktijk Ondersteuner 

Huisarts GGZ” who is familiar with GGZ problems, will have its role in this process and aid the GP 

(Schippers, 2013). From 2015 budget cuts will be performed in the AWBZ and the influence of the 

specialized GGZ institution will be diminished further (Zorgwijzer, 2014). Despite recent changes, the 

situation as described in this thesis is applicable to the specialist GGZ as they account for the biggest 

part of mental healthcare production. 

Background in EHR Implementation success 

A structured two phased literature review, found in Appendix A, based on the contemporary H-index 

identified a large number of scientific sources stating barriers and facilitators of EHR implementation 

success. These articles contributed to the knowledge base preceding this thesis. The research 

framework from literature can be obtained in Figure 4. For each identified dimension of success the 

figure denotes the barriers with a minus”-operator while facilitators are denoted with a “plus”-
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operator.  

 

Figure 4: research framework 

The 4 dimensions as described by Figure 4 contribute to the successfulness of an EHR 

implementation. Figure 4 is elaborated in Table 2. Despite the briefness of this information, one is 

advised to view Appendix A for a more elaborate description of the different dimensions, barriers & 

facilitators. 

Dimensions & Explanation 

Capital: The lack of capital to pay for initial expenses and maintenance is one of the top barriers of EHRs 

(Gans, Kralewski, & Hammons, 2005) (Miller & Sim, Physician's use of Electronic Medical Records: Barriers 

and Solutions, 2004) (Miller R. , West, Brown, Sim, & Ganchoff, 2005) (Shields, et al., 2007). Furthermore 

costs are varying per supplier. When budgeting, not all scenarios are taken into account leading to expenses 

higher than anticipated (Gans, Kralewski, & Hammons, 2005) (Miller & Sim, Physician's use of Electronic 

Medical Records: Barriers and Solutions, 2004). On the other hand, financial initiatives have a positive 

influence on the implementation (Bates, Ebell, Gotlieb, Zapp, & Ebell, 2003). (Campbell, Donelan, Rao, Ferris, 

& Blumenthal, 2009) (Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services) (Congress of the United States of America, 

2009) (Punke, 2012) (Say, 2011) (van der Beek, 2011) 
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People & Expectation Management: IT training and support boosts technology skills and confidence in using 

these skills which supports the implementation process (Holden, 2010) (Miller & Sim, Physician's use of 

Electronic Medical Records: Barriers and Solutions, 2004) (Tripathi & Kendall, 2009) (Ward, Stevens, 

Brentnall, & Briddon, 2008). User involvement, involving personnel from multiple departments is another 

mechanism to foster ownership since users feel that they have a voice in the development project and are 

continuously up to date of progress (Berg M. , 1997) (Berg M. , 2001) (Drazen, Metzger, Ritter, & Schneider, 

1995) (Chismar & Wiley-Patton, 2002) (Greenbaum, 1991) (Hartswood, Procter, Rouncefield, & Sharpe, 2000) 

(Ward, Stevens, Brentnall, & Briddon, 2008). One mechanism to induce user involvement is framing 

(Edmondson, 2003). One should create openness to change and transformational leadership is one of the 

ways to achieve this and to boost learning & motivation (Berg M. , 2001) (Chan, 2004) (Schubart, 2001) 

(Shields, et al., 2007).  A user friendly system makes it easy for people to adopt it and increases 

implementation success (Beuscart-Zephir, 2001) (Saillour-Glenisson & Michel, 2003). Scoping is an essential 

part of expectation management since users, EHR suppliers and projects teams agree of what can be 

expected and what not (Collins, 2000). Finally expectation of increased revenue & quality of care might be 

motivators for users to adopt (Collins, 2000) (Gans, Kralewski, & Hammons, 2005) (Holden, 2010) (Miller & 

Sim, Physician's use of Electronic Medical Records: Barriers and Solutions, 2004). The expectation of 

decreased productivity during the implementation enables to counteract in order to either lower the total 

care production parallel to the individual productivity or to hire extra people to keep the total productivity up 

(Miller & Sim, Physician's use of Electronic Medical Records: Barriers and Solutions, 2004).  

The implementation Strategy: Implementation strategies that focus on multiple facets at once are the most 

effective ones (Bauer, 2002) (Davis & Taylor-Vaisey, 1997) (Frankcke, Smit, de Veer, & Mistiaen, 2008) 

(Grimshaw, Eccles, Thomas, Maclennan, Ramsay, & Fraser, 2006) (Grimshaw, Thomas, Maclennan, Fraser, & 

Ramsay, 2004) (Gross & Pujat, 2001) (Sachs, 2006). One could think of facets like experience, skills, beliefs 

and motivation of the key actors. While implementing one should make sure that there is 1 greater goal: 

improvement of the quality of care and that IT, care processes and administrative processes are in synergy 

(Komito, 1998) (Miller & Sim, Physician's use of Electronic Medical Records: Barriers and Solutions, 2004) 

(Schneider & Wagner, 1993). One should engage with a group in order to benefit from economies of scale 

and to have more power in controlling software development (Tripathi & Kendall, 2009). Finally, not all 

implementation projects are successful. One should agree upfront what to do when the implementation 

tends to become unsuccessful (Tripathi & Kendall, 2009). Ending ties increases the likelihood of the next 

implementation to become successful due to a better preparation. The performance of EHR is linked to the 

performance of the hardware. Before starting an implementation one should make sure that the hardware is 

performing as required (Shields, et al., 2007) (Nictiz, 2012). 

Information Technology: The rule applies that the more access points into the EHR, the more likely adoption 

is (Lee, 2005). To boost interoperability, EHR’s are becoming more and more standardized and interoperable 

(Benson, 2012) (Shields, et al., 2007). Also the architecture can be standardized by using standard templates 

to further reduce data variability (Dean, 2009). Despite efforts to standardize, physicians still feel the need to 

customize and offering EHR that is not capable of customization is a barrier to the success of EHR 

implementations. It is the question what the balance between standardization and customization should be 

(Bijker & Law, 1992) (Bowers, 1995) (Duncker, 2000) (Goldzweig, Towfigh, Maglione, & Shekelle, 2009) 

(Holden, 2010) (Miller & Sim, Physician's use of Electronic Medical Records: Barriers and Solutions, 2004). 

This topic should be viewed broadly: from forms, data models, workflows, hardware etc (Hayes, 2008) (Nictiz, 

2012). Master Data Management offers a crucial role for the long term success of EHR (Loshin, 2010) (Van 
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Unen, de Goeij, Swartjes, & van der Staaij, 2012). The accessibility of data is one of the main factors to start 

implementations and master data management contributes to clean, uniform data not only for care 

employees but also for external stakeholders such as the government. The testing is of importance since 

EHRs need to perform as expected (Goldzweig, Towfigh, Maglione, & Shekelle, 2009). Since EHRs are 

supporting the primary care process, any malfunction is not desired. One of the major concerns with EHR is 

privacy. Guaranteeing privacy of patients is a requirement of an EHR. Privacy control can be provided by 

linking users to roles and roles to privileges accounting while taking constraints into consideration. 

Institutions need to develop their own roles and privileges and apply it decide which person in the 

organization receives which roles (Eyers, Bacon, & Moody, 2006).  Examples are mutual exclusions and 

cardinality constraints to provide more safety features. Encryption could support privacy and could be a 

facilitator of privacy. 

Table 2: description of dimensions of success 

One of the major limitations of the literature review (Ariesen S. , 2013) is that despite aiming at 

articles from the mental healthcare sector and finding more than 6500 relevant articles, no articles 

from mental healthcare were found.  This absence combined with different workflows in mental 

healthcare compared to normal healthcare, provides part of the research gap. The limitation that 

most of the relevant articles originated from the United States while far less originated from Europe 

and almost nothing relevant from the Netherlands (Ariesen, 2013) is the basis for the second part of 

the research gap. Together these gaps create a goal for this thesis: Assessing the adoption of EHR 

functionalities and determining & ranking the barriers and facilitators of EHR implementation success 

in Dutch mental healthcare. In this thesis it will be determined which barriers and facilitators of EHR 

implementation projects apply in Dutch mental healthcare. As the set from general healthcare 

literature will probably be incomplete, focus will be on whether additional barriers and facilitators 

can be identified. Furthermore it is tried to rank the barriers and facilitators of EHR implementation 

success. This will be performed on the set of barriers and facilitators from literature.  Respondents 

were asked to rank the set of all barriers and facilitators from literature at the end of each interview. 

Oversight of the goal and research questions can be found in Table 3. 

Goal Assessing the adoption of EHR functionalities and determining & ranking the barriers and 

facilitators of EHR implementation success in Dutch mental healthcare. 

Research 

questions 

 What is the current adoption state of EHR functionalities in Dutch mental healthcare?  

 What are the barriers and facilitators of EHR implementation success in Dutch mental 

healthcare? 

 How do institutions, consultants and EHR suppliers rank the barriers and facilitators from 

literature? 

Value  The assessment of the current status of functional adoption provides insight in which 

functions have been implemented and which functions are still ahead. 

 The assessment of barriers and facilitators provides insight in the factors influencing EHR 

implementation success. This gives decision makers the potential to improve the quality 

and efficiency of care by increasing the success rate of costly transformational projects in 

Dutch mental healthcare.  

 The ranking provides insight and could create mutual understanding in what the different 

stakeholders consider the most important facilitators and barriers in EHR implementations 

in Dutch mental healthcare.  

Table 3: Goal, research questions & value of the planned research 
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As can be seen in Table 3, the value has a forward view. It is tried to assess what can be implemented 

in the future, how the implementation should be approached and provides a base for cooperation 

since the different stakeholders know what they consider important and unimportant during EHR 

implementation projects. 

Method 
The literature review combined with review from consultants ended up in a framework serving as the 

foundation of the interviews. This framework can be found in Figure 4. As can be seen in Figure 5, the 

method can be split in 3 sections: analysis of functionalities, analysis of rankings and analysis of the 

coded qualitative dataset. 

 

Figure 5: From data to conclusions, discussions & limitations 

It was the intention to acquire as much useful information as possible to facilitate the elicitation of 

barriers and facilitators. The research method is designed to enable this. More information on the 

different design choices is provided in Table 4. 

Validation of research framework: To validate the research framework, validations sessions were organized. The 

choice was to be made between consultants and academics. The choice was made to have both sessions with 

consultants as sessions with academics. These two groups can supplement each other since consultants are more into 

practice and academics are more into theory. Next to some request to add or delete some barriers and facilitators, it 

was requested to simplify the structure. It was noted that dimensions, barriers and facilitators were ambiguous. 

Efforts to resolve this ambiguity are given in Appendix P: Version Control.  

Selection of respondents: Since multiple stakeholders are involved in implementations, different implementation 

stakeholders were involved in this research. This crossed out involving only one respondent type as respondents 

complement each other’s perspective. The alternative of selecting only the stakeholders directly involved in 

implementations such as institutions, EHR suppliers or consultants, is believed an insufficient base for the 

determination of barriers and facilitators of EHR implementation success. Thought leaders are involved as well. They 

have a vision on the development process of EHRs and can indicate in which aspects EHR implementation could 

improve based on a combination of literature and practice. From all respondent types employees were selected that 

were directly involved in one or more EHR implementations. The alternative of selecting employees that are not 

directly involved is inferior to the selection of directly involved employees. Not directly involved employees are 
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expected to be able to provide a less detailed description of the implementation process. Respondent selection 

focused on product and project managers at EHR suppliers, managers of health IT involved in EHR implementations at 

institutions and at consultants operating at least at management level. 

Semi structured interviews: Structured approaches such as questionnaires were avoided as they limit the freedom of 

posing additional question if relevant information is given. Interviews were chosen instead. Then two alternatives 

were present: semi structured or unstructured interviews. It was expected that unstructured interviews would 

provide too limited information and would lead to chaotic interviews due to the vastness of barriers and facilitators 

from literature. With the dimensions from literature as a foundation, the semi structured interview was chosen. The 

dimensions from literature formed the outline of the structured the interview, while respondents still had freedom to 

elaborate on barriers and facilitators based on their experience. In basic 4 mini interviews were held: 1 per 

dimension. To guide the interviews, the researcher used an interview guide which enumerated all kinds of questions 

that were desired to be answered, as can be seen in Appendix E: Interviewer guide for interviews. If a respondent 

covered a certain topic, than the interviewer would cross it from his interview guide. If respondents had nothing to 

elaborate further, the interviewer could either pose questions targeted at missing elements from his guide or could 

choose to go to the next dimension in nothing more could be asked or time was running out. This semi-structured 

interview enables validation of the different barriers and facilitators from literature and gives space for the 

identification of new dimensions, barriers and facilitators. The structure for the interviews and the supervising 

document for the interviewer can be seen in Appendix D: Questionnaire & Appendix  This appendix shows a 

structured list of barriers and facilitators based on literature (Ariesen S. , 2013), which respondents were asked to 

rank from most influential on success(1) to least influential on success (27). 

Multiple implementation projects per interview: The interviewer needed to choose whether the semi-structured 

interview dealt with 1 end to end implementation project or whether respondents could elaborate on their EHR 

implementation knowledge base existing out of at least one implementation project. It is probable that respondents 

have knowledge of multiple implementation projects. The more experience and insights respondents share, the 

easier the identification of barriers and facilitators. Therefore it was encouraged to involve multiple projects in each 

interview. 

Transcriptions of interviews: To convert speech to text, the option of recording and transcription was preferred over 

the option of writing a small report during the interview. The goal was set at acquiring as much information as 

possible and therefore all 20 interviews were recorded and precisely transcribed. They were sent to all interviewees 

for a formal validation. 

Coding: As the intention was to have 20 interviews, a large dataset in text was expected. To structure it, descriptive 

coding (Saldana, 2013) is applied by the researcher based on the coding table in Appendix H: Coding table qualitative 

analysis. By coding the data, parts of the transcripts were labeled with a specific barrier or facilitator. All codes 

belonging to a specific barrier or facilitator were read and converted into 1 representation of all stakeholders 

opinions.  The choice was made not to apply weights to the coding as this was found to be too subjective and 

redundant. It is subjective since a classification of importance by respondents is expected to be incomplete or not 

present at all. This would make weighted coding into a representation of the opinion of the researcher. The 

importance of facilitators and barriers are expressed by the rankings as will be elaborated later on this table. The 

researcher considered using a coding tool but preferred manual coding. Tools analyze texts in predefined chunks of 

text. These are either too small, such as word or sentences or too big such as paragraphs. Tools work with .txt format 

which is found to be nut sufficiently transparent. To validate this coding, a second person checked the coding 

performed by the researcher. 

Analysis of adoption state of EHR functionalities in the GGZ: The first quantitative analysis concerns the analysis of 

EHR functionalities. It is put first to provide context to the reader of what functionalities are included in modern 

Dutch GGZ EHRs. Respondents were asked to indicate which EHR functionalities their EHR(s) comprises based on a 

predetermined list of functionalities, which can be found in Table 44 in Appendix D: Questionnaire. Since it was 

noticed that decision support and workflow support were used in the same context, the original Table 41 was 

adapted by making workflow support a separate category. The analysis of adopted functionalities provides the actual 

status of the implementation of EHR functionalities and helps in determining future implementation opportunities. 

An alternative was to filter the functionalities from the transcripts but this is not as time efficient as having 

respondents fill in the list themselves. Therefore the choice to use the predetermined list of EHR functionalities was 
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made. Of the 20 respondents only 8 are institutions. Instead of expressing adoption as a percentage, it was chosen to 

express it as a fraction out of 8 so that the reader knows how many of the total number of institutions have adopted. 

Since functionalities from literature are somaticly oriented, a gap in functionalities is expected. Respondents were 

asked whether they had the idea that Table 44 in Appendix D: Questionnaire represented all possible EHR 

functionalities. Respondents indicated more functionalities. Instead of giving them all in the analysis of the state of 

functional adoption, it was chosen to split between functions incorporated in the EHRs and functions not directly 

incorporated in the EHR. The functions that are not incorporated in the EHR are provided by an IT solution. Since it is 

more descriptive to explain IT solutions than to talk about a specific function in general, it is chosen to elaborate on 

linked solutions.  

Quantitative analysis of the ranking of barriers and facilitators from literature: Next is the ranking of the 

predetermined list of barriers and facilitators derived from literature (Ariesen S. , 2013), as can be found in Appendix 

D: Questionnaire. It is positioned in front of the qualitative elaboration of barriers and facilitators in order to be able 

to discriminate between important barriers and facilitators and less important barriers and facilitators. One of the 

limitations of this research is that only 20 respondents were interviewed of which only 17 respondents filled in the 

ranking. Another limitation is that groups are very small.  Sample sizes for parametric tests should be bigger than 30 

(Pett, 1997) and this crosses out parametric tests such as t-tests (Field, 2005), F-tests (Field, 2005) or Z-tests (Field, 

2005) The t-test and the Z-test cannot be used since it cannot be assumed that groups are normally (Field, 2005). 

Groups below a size of 12 are not suited for non parametric tests (GraphPad, 2013). Since the biggest group in this 

research is the group of institutions with size 8, tests such as Spearman’s correlation rank (Field, 2005), the 

Kolmogorov Smirnov test (Field, 2005), the Wilcoxon test (Field, 2005), the Wald Wolfowitz test (Field, 2005), the sign 

test (Field, 2005), Kruskall Wallis test (Field, 2005) or the Chi squared test (Field, 2005) are not suited. Using results 

based on parametric or non parametric tests would be misleading due to the small sample & group sizes. To be able 

to express differences between groups, mean ranks per respondent type will be calculated to give insight in the 

importance of facilitator or barrier is valued. The group of thought leaders is the smallest and consists of only 2 

respondents. In between group analyses it is excluded as this offers a too fragile base. Since EHR implementations are 

projects consisting of multiple stakeholders that need to cooperate and all have their own priorities, insight in which 

barriers and facilitators have the highest percentage wise deviance from the mean score of a specific facilitator or 

barrier aids the interpretation of results. 

Qualitative analysis of barriers & facilitators based on interviews: After having insight in the importance of barriers 

and facilitators, the qualitative analysis of barriers and facilitators will follow. The reader will be able to distinguish 

between what is important and what not based on the quantitative analysis of ranking. The reader will be also able to 

discriminate between the different visions of respondents on importance. In order to give insight in what different 

respondent groups adressed during interviews and how much they did so, frequencies of a certain topic being 

discussed were kept track of. A coding table, as can be seen in Appendix , was used for allocating parts of the 

interview to a specific barrier/facilitator. This coding table is based on Figure 4. Respondents discussed some topics 

that were not classifiable with Figure 4 and therefore extensions have been made indicated with (EXT) in Appendix H: 

Coding table qualitative analysis. Based on the frequencies of a specific code, relating to a specific barrier or 

facilitator, awareness can be deduced. The more frequent it was the topic of discussion, the more aware a 

respondent was of the facilitator or barrier. The counts of a specific barrier/facilitator were expressed as a percentage 

of the total counts of code per respondent type. This indicates the relative awareness of the barrier/facilitator.  After 

having insight in what was discussed during the interviews and how many times this was done, more will be 

elaborated on the specific barriers and facilitators. The choice was made to perform the qualitative analysis based on 

the research framework from Figure 4. Incorporating a qualitative analysis was preferred as it provides detailed 

insight in barriers and facilitators of EHR implementation success in actual implementation projects.  Qualitative data 

is very extensive and detailed information. It was expected that overlap between barriers and facilitators of different 

respondent groups would be encountered. Therefore the qualitative analysis does not elaborate on the perceived 

importance of barriers and facilitators by respondent groups separately. This provides too much redundant 

information and can be performed in another, more efficient quantitative way. This analysis will be explained in this 

table cell as well. The first challenge encountered the qualitative analysis was the processing of all the transcript data 

into 1 clear overview of all barriers and facilitators of EHR implementation success. The process from raw data to 

categorized information is provided in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6: process from raw data to categorized information 

The coding from Appendix  offered a first structure. After that the researcher coded the dataset, the coding was 

checked by a second person to verify the assigned codes. Overview of which parts of the qualitative dataset are 

covered by which code is not included in this thesis since it would add too many pages. This document could be 

provided if desired. Next to this, different respondents spoke of the same barriers and facilitators. Ambiguity needed 

to be cleansed out of the thesis so that it could be merged into one consistent text. 
Table 4: design choices and alternatives 

 An overview of the different steps in the process from setting up the interviews towards conclusions 

can be seen in Figure 7. 

 

Figure 7: process towards results 

After data collection, the dataset of this research consists of 20 interview transcripts covering nearly 

200 pages, 8 indications of used functionalities of institutions and realized 17 out of 20 intended 

rankings of barriers and facilitators based on literature. Four main groups can be distinguished within 

respondents: EHR suppliers, thought leaders, institutions and consultants. Some respondents have 

very dominant positions in the EHR markets and upfront everything possible was done in order to 

make sure that these dominant players were involved. This succeeded. All respondents have 

performed at least one implementation projects. Most of the institutions have performed only 1 

whereas consultants, EHR suppliers and thought leaders have experience of multiple 

implementations each year. A description of how the respondents are related and thus how 

experiences about implementation projects are related is given in Appendix T: Relations between 

respondents. Respondents that are related have a partly shared experience. Considering the 

consultants, it is unclear which clients they had but essentially is their insight based on projects with 

EHR suppliers, institutions and one of the thought leaders. 

 

Respondent Stakeholder 

type 

Description Respondent 

EHR suppliers 

Respondent 1 Supplier 1 Lead consultant that advises GGZ- en somatic institutions with financial and logistic 

cases. He implements the EHR package of supplier 1 and is account manager of 20 

GGZ-institutions & 6 hospitals.  

Respondent 2  Supplier 2 Department manager development team GGZ responsible for Design/Development 

team for their GGZ product, including also near-shore development team. 

Respondent 3,  

Respondent 4 

Supplier 3 Respondent 3 is EHR consultant responsible to fit the general EHR system to the 

processes of mental healthcare organizations and build forms and procedures. He 

analyzes requirements of the client and translates them into solutions.  Respondent 4 

is project manager of their EHR system. 

Respondent 5 Supplier 4 CEO of supplier 4 

Preparing & planning 
appointments

Validation  of 
researchframework

with consultants, 
academics

Data collection,

transcription & coding

Qualitative & 
Quantitative analysis+ 

intermediate 
presentation

Conclusions,  
discussion,

limitations,
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Respondent 6,  

Respondent 7 

Supplier 5 Respondent 6 is manager software development and quality. Respondent 7 is 

business consultant with 5 to 6 years experience in different implementations at 

clients. 

Thought leaders 

Respondent 8 Thought 

leader 1 

Manager at thought leader 1 and guided the tender of the REPD .He was also asked 

to set up user associations around PinkRoccade, Impulse and McKesson. Respondent 

8 is constantly determining how the new generation of EHR should look like and tries 

to develop this with the EHR supplier. 

Respondent 9 Thought 

leader 2 

Respondent 9 is associate professor Information and Management at thought leader 

2. 

Institutions: 

Respondent 10 Institution 1 Manager / project manager eHealth and in the steering committee of health & ICT. 

Respondent 11 Institution 2 Manager health IT and member of advice committee, decision committee & 

Implementation group. 

Respondent 12 Institution 3 Manager care administration & board member of a sector organization for care 

administration and information 

Respondent 13 Institution 4 Project manager of EHR implementation, advisor care & ICT. 

Respondent 14 Institution 5 Project manager EHR implementation and also location principal. 

Respondent 15 Institution 6 Consultant / project manager Care & ICT and used to be Head of the Architecture & 

Infrastructure Group. 

Respondent 16 Institution 7 Project manager of board of directors of aimed at health & IT.  

Respondent 17 Institution 8 Functional IT manager 

Consultants: 

Respondent 18 Consultant 1 Management consultant in IT advisory  aimed at healthcare 

Respondent 19 Consultant 1 Management consultant manager in IT advisory  

Respondent 20 Consultant 1 Partner and role model as global leader of consultant 1. 

Respondent 21 Consultant 1 Senior Manager & former CEO of company in healthcare advisory. 

Respondent 22, 

Respondent 23 

Self 

employed 

Respondent 22 is advisor IT and information security and has been a senior manager 

at consultant 1 for 12 years, where he was involved in multiple EHR projects. 

Respondent 23 is advisor IT and healthcare and has worked for 10 years at consultant 

1. He is especially strong in hospital market projects aiming at EHR replacements 

Table 5: characteristics of respondents categorized by stakeholder type 

Results  
The upcoming paragraphs are dedicated to the analysis of the data that was collected. It is split in 

four parts: the first part is the quantitative analysis of EHR functionalities in the GGZ for context 

creation, the second is the quantitative analysis of the rankings to give insight in which barriers and 

facilitators are the most and the least important and third is the qualitative analysis  describing all 

barriers and facilitators in full detail.  

Adoption state of EHR functionalities in the GGZ 

In Table 10 the assessment of adopted functionalities of the 8 institutions involved in this research is 

given.   

Clinical documentation  Adoption (x out of 8 institutions)  

Demographic characteristics of patients 8/8 

Physicians’ notes 7/8 

Nursing assessments 8/8 
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Problem lists 8/8 

Medication lists 8/8  

Discharge summaries 8/8  

Advance directives 8/8  

Test and imaging results   

Laboratory reports 5/8  

Radiologic reports 4/8  

Radiologic images 1/8  

Diagnostic test results 7/8  

Diagnostic test images 4/8  

consultant reports 8/8  

Computerized provider-order entry   

Laboratory tests 3/8  

Radiologic tests 1/8  

Medication requests 3/8  

Nursing orders 2/8  

Decision support   

Clinical guidelines 1/8  

Drug-allergy alerts 5/8  

Drug-drug interaction alerts 5/8  

Drug-laboratory interaction alerts 4/8  

Drug dose support 4/8  

Workflow Support 

 Clinical reminders 1/8  

Table 6: functionalities used by integrated GGZ institutions 

During interviews it was noticed that the predefined questionnaire, found in Table 44 in Appendix D: 

Questionnaire, gives a too limited perspective on EHR functionalities. One functionality incorporated 

in the EHR that was missed frequently is the agenda. The agenda is integrated in the EHR due to 

privacy regulations. One cannot simply export all information to outlook as this is has too many 

privacy concerns. The agenda has two purposes: it is used as a classic agenda while but is also used 

for the registration of the production. The agenda shows all meeting that a specific user has. The 

scheduling in the agenda is very important and can have multiple dimensions such as doctor versus 

central planning department & individual appointments vs. standard approaches linked to a certain 

diagnosis. At the moment the planning is activity based: every activity scheduled separately. This 

registration can be analyzed with BI tools and indicates planning deficiencies. This is in favor of a 

standardized, process oriented approach based on ROM data to become the future. According to 

respondents is should consist of a high percentage standardized appointments and low percentage 

patient specific appointments. 

Next to the agenda it was found that many functions are not incorporated in the EHR but are linked 

to the EHR. Major EHR suppliers have daughter firms offering specialized solutions for desired 

functionalities. The EHR supplier guarantees that the solution can be linked to the EHR without any 

risks. Next to daughter firms, lots of small firms focus at perfecting 1 function such as invoicing, 

purchasing, planning, communications etc. One can directly navigate to the external solution from 

within the EHR so work is not interrupted. EHR data and data from the external solution are 
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interchangeable. The solutions for specific healthcare functions that are linked to the EHR but are not 

part of the EHR are presented in Table 57 of Appendix U: External solutions linked to EHRs in the 

GGZ. 

Quantitative analysis of the ranking of barriers and facilitators from 

literature. 

Before the reader is introduced to the detailed and extensive qualitative analysis, overview of the 

importance of the different barriers and facilitators is given.  As stated in the method section, the 

only statistically meaningful analysis is the comparison of mean scores. The table in which one can 

compare means across respondents is given in Appendix N: Respondent ranking of barriers & 

facilitators. As can be seen in the figure of comparison in Figure 8, there are quite some differences 

in the rankings between suppliers, institutions and consultants. Despite these differences and 

criticism on the assumptions of normality, the average deviation, as can be seen in Appendix N: 

Respondent ranking of barriers & facilitators, has a value just above 7 in all 3 groups. Despite being 

no representative for generalizations, it gives an indication of the extent of agreement of 

stakeholders.  

 

 

The top five ranked and bottom five ranked drivers and facilitators in Figure 8 can be seen in Table 7. 

The different colors highlight matching barriers or facilitators for quick overview. 

  

EHR Suppliers 

n=5 

Institutions 

n=6 

Consultants 

n=4 

All respondents 

n=17 

top 5 

User involvement 

7,4 

Multi-fac. Impl. 

Strat. 

Respect ultimate goal 

7,4 

Respect ultimate goal 

7,4 

Figure 8: Figure of comparison of means of barriers & facilitators from literature (Ariesen, 2013) 
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7,5 

Incr. revenue after imp. 

8,2 

Respect ultimate 

goal 

7,8 

Eliciting the req. 

7,9 

User involvement 

8,4 

Respect ultimate goal 

8,4 

User unfriendliness 

8,4 

‘AS IS – TO BE’ analysis 

8,1 

Positive user attitude 

9,7 

User unfriendliness 

9,2 

Positive user 

attitude 

9,3 

Scoping 

8,4 

User unfriendliness 

10,1 

Scoping 

10,4 

User involvement 

9,7 

User involvement 

9,5 

Scoping 

10,4 

botto

m 5 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Eliciting the req. 

17,6 

Financial initiatives 

17,3 

Inefficient guidelines 

19,5 

Inefficient guidelines 

16,4 

MDM 

17,6 

Master Data 

Management 

17,4 

Incr. revenue after imp. 

19,6 

Access control 

16,5 

Decr. productivity 

during imp. 

18,2 

After care 

18,2 

Access control 

19,9 

Availability of access 

points  

16,9 

Availability of access 

points  

18,4 

Inefficient guidelines 

18,4 

Decr. productivity 

during imp. 

22,1 

Decr. productivity 

during imp. 

17,5 

Encryption 

20,4 

Encryption 

18,5 

Encryption 

23,6 

Encryption 

19,0 
Table 7: top 5 and bottom 5 ranked barriers and facilitators 

The results in Table 8 express where the biggest disagreements between the stakeholders are 

regarding the importance of a specific barrier/facilitator. The top 5 smallest and highest differences 

per stakeholder from the mean score are given in Table 8. If a barrier or facilitator has a negative 

deviation percentage this implies that it is higher ranked as the ranking went from rank 1, the most 

important, to rank 27, the least important. 

  #  EHR 

Suppliers 

Deviatio

n % 

Institutio

ns 

Deviatio

n  % 

Consultant

s 

Deviatio

n  % 

    n=5   n=6   n=4   

top 5 most valued 

compared to mean 

1 Incr.rev. 

after imp. 

-39,6% Multi-

fac.imp. 

strategy 

-36,3% ‘AS IS – TO 

BE’ analysis 

-37,0% 

  2 Inefficient 

guidelines 

-22,2% Positive 

attitude  

-12,8% Eliciting req. -36,3% 

  3 Lack of 

capital to 

invest 

-17,0% User 

unfriendli

ness 

-11,4% Scoping -24,5% 

  4 User 

involvemen

t 

-16,5% Eliciting 

req. 

-11,1% Interoperabi

lity 

-21,6% 

  5 Test 

strategy 

-13,0% Encryptio

n 

-9,8% Financial 

initiatives 

-19,8% 
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top 5 less valued compared 

to mean 

1 Eliciting 

req. 

42,3% Scoping 21,6% Increased 

efficiency 

after imp. 

44,7% 

  2 Interopera

bility 

23,9% After care 12,4% Multi-

fac.imp. 

strategy 

26,4% 

  3 Positive 

attitude  

23,4% Financial 

initiatives 

12,3% User 

unfriendline

ss 

21,1% 

  4 Multi-

fac.imp. 

strategy 

22,4% User 

involveme

nt 

9,0% Test 

strategy 

20,7% 

  5 ‘AS IS – TO 

BE’ analysis 

20,9% Inefficient 

guidelines 

8,5% Decr.produc

tivity during 

imp. 

17,5% 

Table 8: top five highest and lowest deviance from mean score of EHR providers, institutions and consultants 

Qualitative analysis of barriers & facilitators based on interviews 

In the upcoming paragraphs the different barriers and facilitators will be analyzed quantitatively. 

First insight is given in the topics of the semi structured interviews so that the reader knows how 

aware respondents were of the different barriers and facilitators.  After this, the 20 transcripts of 

interviews occupying nearly 200 pages will be elaborated on. The order of the qualitative 

descriptions of dimensions and their barriers and facilitators is based on Table 48 in Appendix H: 

Coding table qualitative analysis. 

Analysis of coding 

Insight in the amount of times barriers and facilitators were addressed during the semi structured 

interviews is provided in Table 51 Appendix M: Coding frequencies and percentages of total count. 

Based on Appendix M: Coding frequencies and percentages of total count , the awareness top 5 and 

bottom 5 are given in Table 9. Percentages indicate the fraction of the specific barrier compared to 

all coded barriers and facilitators of the specific respondent. 

 

All respondents EHR supplier(5) Institutions(7) Consultants(5) 

To

p 5 

  

  

  

  

Synergy: 

standardization 

& 

customizability 

9,9% 

of 

code 

Project 

management 

13,8

% of 

code 

High level 

leadership & 

governance 

9,7% 

of 

code 

Synergy: 

standardization 

& 

customizability 

10,7

% of 

code 

User 

involvement 

9,7%

of 

code 

User 

involvement 

12,6

% of 

code 

User 

involvement 

8,6% 

of 

code 

Financial 

transparency 

9,1% 

of 

code 

Project 

management 

8,7% 

of 

code 

Synergy: 

standardization 

& 

customizability 

10,7

% of 

code 

Synergy: 

standardization 

& 

customizability 

7,5% 

of 

code 

Performance 

expectations 

9,1% 

of 

code 

Financial 

transparency 

7,3% 

of 

code 

Financial 

transparency 

6,9% 

of 

code 

Access control 7,5% 

of 

code 

High level 

leadership & 

governance 

7,4% 

of 

code 

High level 

leadership & 

6,9% 

of 

Decent hardware 

foundation 

6,3% 

of 

Project 

management 

6,5% 

of 

User 

involvement 

7,4% 

of 
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governance code code code code 

 

 

 

 

Bot

tom  

5 

  

  

  

  

Availability of 

access points 

into EHR 

0,2% 

of 

code 

Availability of 

access points 

into EHR 

0,0% 

of 

code 

Regulative fit 0,0% 

of 

code 

Availability of 

access points 

into EHR 

0,0% 

of 

code 

Regulative fit 0,6% 

of 

code 

Go life 0,0% 

of 

code 

Availability of 

access points 

into EHR 

0,5% 

of 

code 

Regulative fit 0,8% 

of 

code 

Go life 2,2% 

of 

code 

Regulative fit 0,6% 

of 

code 

System user 

friendliness 

2,7% 

of 

code 

System user 

friendliness 

0,8% 

of 

code 

System user 

friendliness 

2,8% 

of 

code 

Testing 1,9% 

of 

code 

Go life 3,2% 

of 

code 

Go life 2,5% 

of 

code 

Testing 3,0% 

of 

code 

Tight agreements 

with supplier 

2,5% 

of 

code 

Testing 3,2% 

of 

code 

IT training & 

support 

2,5% 

of 

code 

Table 9: top five and bottom 5 barriers and facilitators based on coding frequencies 

Overlap between the three major respondent groups in the top 5 and bottom 5 is given in bold.  

Qualitative analysis of barriers and facilitators 

After having acquired an impression into which topics were discussed based on Table 5, more will be 

elaborated on what the specific barriers and facilitators comprise based on semi structured 

interviews.  

Dimension Capital 

BARRIER: Lack of capital to invest in EHR 

When assessing the access to capital of GGZ institutions, one should look at both a macro level: 

“Does the institution have access to capital to fund its operations?” as well as on a micro level: “Does 

the institution have access to capital to compensate EHR expenditures?” When assessing the macro 

level, no respondent indicated a lack of access to capital. An image was sketched that GGZ 

institutions were financially healthy organizations and that if capital was needed and investments 

had a good cause, capital was available. This is supported by the information from GGZ Netherlands 

about the financing of the GGZ, as can be seen in Appendix R: Financing of the GGZ. A recent radio 

interview (Rooij, 2014) stated otherwise. According to the interview, GGZ institutions have that few 

possibilities to access capital that they can even go bankrupt in 2 months time from 16 January 2014 

(Rooij, 2014).  A considerate part of treatments are long-term treatments which be billed at the end 

of the treatment. This implies that institutions do not receive any compensation while performing 

treatment. Normally GGZ institutions would have access to capital from banks but these want more 

certainty and increase rates on loans (Rooij, 2014). GGZ institutions can bare fewer loans and will 

become financially unstable. 

 

On a micro level, one of the barriers from literature is a lack of capital to invest in EHRs. The cost of 

the EHR is dependant of many factors such as how many users, what one wants to achieve & which 

generation of EHR (Gartner, 2008) one wants. Is it an EHR that is only able to counsel files 

electronically or will it become an EHR of the latest generation and include an extensive 

transformation of workflows necessary to implement it?  Having sufficient capital to ensures a 
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decent implementation. Institutions consider what it will cost to implement an EHR before 

considering what it will cost when implemented insufficient. An insufficient budget leads to an 

insufficient EHR. When one crosses the budget, the project will stop and implementation partners 

will quit. However the researcher did not receive any indication of a lack of capital for EHR 

investments amongst the integrated healthcare institutions.  

  

There is a difference between the willingness to invest in the first version of the EHR and the 

willingness to commit to all developments. Most integrated GGZ institutions are major organization 

having benefits of scale with easy access to capital. They have sufficient reserves and also lots of real 

property that is sellable Therefore the largest part of the initial investment consists of capital of the 

organization. Institutions are willing to invest in initial EHRs since institutions cannot afford any 

mistakes in invoicing. Mistakes enable the insurance company to send the invoice back. EHRs are 

annually updated to the latest rules and regulations concerning the invoicing of treatments. 

Therefore investing in these functionalities is not seen as an option but as a requirement to 

guarantee the institution’s revenue. Access to internal funds is therefore not an issue. The initial EHR 

investment is mainly financed by with internal capital by writing it of the balance. There are two main 

capital sources of EHR investments in the Dutch GGZ: institutional reserves and insurance company 

remunerations. The main source of funding is insurance money. Institutions receive major amounts 

of the insurance company of which a part needs to be invested in IT.  Bank loans and funding 

initiatives like the VZVZ are of limited influence. From the IT budget of GGZ institutions, a considerate 

part is spent on compliance to standards. As explained, one cannot compensate on the integration of 

annual increasing complexity in legislation & different standards since the invoicing is dependant of 

this. This means that only a small part is left for innovation, decision support, healthcare logistics and 

in short the budget to develop the next version of the EHR. EHR suppliers have high expectations of 

the adoption of automation to make care more efficient. Institutions have needs and desires for next 

year’s situation based on the REPD. When considering how much investments are needed to fulfill 

these needs and desires, for instance the required IT infrastructure, they are scared by the financial 

consequences of the complex requirements. Lots of capital is needed to facilitate the intended 

innovations. So even if institutions have the required capital, they probably do not want to spend it 

on the EHR and automation. Of course this is different amongst institutions or per decider or board 

of directors. But on average it is a very expensive account. Institutions do not want to pay the 

premium for efficiency gains all the time. Therefore the GGZ sector has a subjective lack of capital 

since it is unwilling to cover all the costs for developments.  

The entire cost structure has changed from capital expenditure to an operational expenditure. This is 

a result from working in the cloud or providing software as a service. One used to buy hardware and 

licenses for software for many years were now a fixed amount needs to be paid per employee per 

month. In certain sense, it is not about building savings to invest in IT but more about budgeting 

money for IT use. This is more as an expense as an investment that will come. 

BARRIER: No financial transparency 

Financial transparency is a major issue. Institutions encounter difficulties budgeting for all expenses. 

This creates the risk of going over budget. Knowledge of the causes for not having financial 

transparency, are needed to create financial transparency. Encountered sources are given in Table 

10. 
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Financial steering: Institutions have trouble in performing financial steering. Halfway the project it 

might appear that the budget is not sufficient. This makes the delivery problematic and causes a long 

time until the system is in place. Furthermore institutions cannot manage to finance their activities in 

terms of productivity. Agreements have been made with the insurance company about the 

remuneration of treatments while institutions are less productive and exceed the remuneration 

amount. If a treatment is remunerated with 90€ and it will cost 100€, you do not have to be a 

mastermind to see that this creates losses. It is known that treatments are consistently at 100€ so 

that for every patient, losses are made. Despite this knowledge, no steering is performed on this 

data. This leads to increased costs and to losses while institutions still do not have transparency.  

Uncertainty with new governments: Left winged governments have a completely different approach 

than right winged ones. More in general, the political preference of the minister is of huge influence. 

As member of the board of directors, one should take the political climate into account whenever 

making investments. Especially whenever cabinets change and one needs to do investments, one 

should take effect of the cabinet change into account. A cabinet change changes the legislation and 

changes the amount of governmental funding to care institutions. Institutions should construct 

different scenario’s, continuously try to predict which scenario will be the most likely to come true 

and prepare the institution for the change. 

Insurance company related non transparency: Insurance companies have gained bargaining power 

since the privatization and are important stakeholders in the budget making of institutions. It was 

found that insurance companies are forming tighter requirements with the goal to shorten 

treatments and reduce costs. This view is supported by recent news (Zorgvisie, 2014). Insurance 

company will make big budget cuts whenever  

 The ROM is registered incomplete or not at all. Employees could refuse to register the ROM 

correctly. On the other hand: patients are quitting their treatment and they will never register 

the end-ROM. A certain percentage of the patients are needed to provide quantitative ROM data 

in order to get compensated for the production. If this percentage is not realized, it will cause 

cuts. 

 Benchmarks are not satisfying. Insurance companies often perform benchmarks and provide 

institutions with feedback that they are too expensive, that treatments take too much time, or 

that too much personnel is scheduled for one treatment. They ask what is causing the difference 

and could choose to cut leading to a lower budget in the next year. 

 “Market circumstances” allow it. Due to market circumstances, the insurance company deducts a 

certain percentage. Even when rates have been agreed upon at the NZA, insurance companies 

have the power to immediately start deducting. Every insurer deducts differently but institutions 

never get the amount that was agreed. An illustration of this problem is the conflict between 

Achmea and the hospital of Amsterdam (Achmea, 2013). Respondents encounter an annual cut 

between 8% and 25%. This concerns gigantic amounts of money. One of the institutions had a 

budget from insurance companies of about 80 million euro. CZ has a 60% share in this, equivalent 

to 48 million. So if 8% is deducted, then this is about 4 million euro. A substantial amount of 

money which forces the institutions to fire personnel. 

Complexity of legacy EHR landscape/AS-IS situation: the legacy application landscape that is to be 

replaced is very complex and is hard to understand. Changes in scope, such as integration problems 

of applications, extra investment in IT foundations or the need for extra training are influencing the 

budget. What was encountered is the mismatch between the list of requirements and what is 

functionally required. The slightest mismatch could alter the business case making it more negative. 
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An example could be the expectation that apps can be offered in the future while during 

implementation it turns out that the app cannot remain in existence due to the inability to link or 

enclose the app. If this app is essential for the fulfillment of a certain vision, then a new module of 

the replacing system needs to be purchased as a replacement. Also the other way around is 

frequently seen. An example is the intention to implement a new module, PACS II, was planned to be 

implemented in order to replace a number of applications and to decrease the application costs. The 

savings potential of the implementation is incorporated in the business case as benefit. If it turns out 

during implementation that some apps are functionally non replaceable due to lacks of functional 

richness in the replacement application, the legacy apps is kept. This is a financial burden.   

Furthermore, while implementing, one will encounter the need for certain replacements in order to 

have the implementation land in the organization as intended. This could be medical equipment that 

is desired to be enclosed. During implementation one notices that the specific device should be 

replaced in one year. Then it is senseless to invest in the device. One could say that the investment in 

the replacing device should be brought forward.  

Complexity in claiming resources for the implementation: Claiming resources to aid the 

implementations such as trainers, key users and support employees is difficult. One wants to control 

the budget and the expenses. The right amount of expertise and capacity is not available at the right 

time resulting in not getting the demanded result at the end. The consequence is that more capital 

needs to be invested which was not anticipated upfront. Another side effect is that making time goes 

at the cost of production. So enabling employees to be involved in the implementations such as to 

give or follow training, goes at the expense of making revenue. 

Complexity in financing:  Institutions used to have an open ended financing model which was 

replaced by DBC, AWBZ, and Welzijn. Every day there are more and more financing possibilities, 

which have to be integrated in the system. This induces an increasingly expensive system since all 

new financing plans need to be programmed to be able to send invoices. In most EHR scenario’s, one 

cannot make invoices directly from the EHR. The EHR will make files which can be converted to 

invoices by an invoicing system such as SAP. Due to a number of linked systems, the costs of the EHR 

are therefore very diffuse.   

Updates of DTC rates: The rates for the upcoming year will be known somewhere in that year and 

this provides difficulties. Since it will cost some time to integrate the regulative updates in the EHR, 

the first invoicing activities can be performed around April of the specific year. This means that the 

institution did not receive any payments during the first three months, the first quartile of the year. 

This creates pressure in the institution. Big institution can solve this problem since they have 

sufficient working capital to cover the downfall of income.  

Non-transparent view of license fee expenditure to EHR supplier: The development of new EHR 

functionalities is paid by license fee premium. However it is not clear what part of the premium is 

aimed at which extra functionalities, making the investment non transparent. Institutions do not 

know how much money is spent, which amount is spent on what and therefore what the functional 

use of their premium is. This goes at the cost of controllability: since one cannot assess what part of 

the investment is already used and which part is left over for future developments. The problem lies 

in the fact that premiums have been increased in the past to provide added value while institutions 

do not know the amount of added value. Next to creating financial non transparency, it also creates 

friction in the relation between the EHR supplier and the GGZ institution. 

Increasing EHR expenditure trend: According to a recent benchmark, the EHR related costs in Dutch 

mental healthcare have doubled from 229€ per user to 452€ per user in 2012 (Skipr, 2013). This 
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induces a rise in institution’s IT expenditure. This shows that the costs of an EHR are more than just 

the implementation cost. Costs are hugely determined by license fees and maintenance contracts. 

Redundant personnel: Often people that are redundant cannot be discharged due to labor law and 

long lasting contracts. This leads to a less beneficial business case since the reduced costs are 

increased significantly. Institutions can master labor law barriers by defining a social plan defining the 

approach of a collective discharge. One should be able to prove to labor union and alike that less 

revenue is made,  that the amount of tasks that are received are reducing and that fewer patients go 

to specialist GGZ institutions due to for instance a reduction of beds and the shift towards the 

generalist basic GGZ.  This implies that the work should be done more efficient. Applying EHRs could 

be one method to do this and goes at the cost of personnel. Next to this, people that are redundant, 

have been working at institutions for many years and have proven to be loyal employees. Certain 

professional groups, such as Social Psychiatric Nursing personnel, are degraded to lower function 

groups due to redundancy. Despite the downgrading, it was encountered that institutions continue 

to pay the salary from the higher function. Reallocation seems more appropriate for decision makers 

than discharge. However, the reallocation of the cost base holds the intended benefits back. 

Table 10: causes for financial non transparency 

Most of the integrated healthcare institutions in the Netherlands are organizations erupted from 

many mergers and acquisitions and are therefore covering a big area.  One possible solution of the 

non transparent situation might be the application of population budgets. In such a solution the 

characteristics of a population, such as age, gender and socio-economic status drive its relative need 

for health care services and thus the budget. Populations of equal size do not necessarily have equal 

health needs (BCMA, 2002). This approach simplifies the financial situation significantly, makes 

institutions focus more on their primary tasks: providing care and could save lots of money wasted 

on integrating complex regulative changes. 

BARRIER/FACILITATOR: Quality reimbursement programs 

Insurance quality reimbursement programs: As discussed in the previous section, insurance 

companies have immense bargaining power. On the other had they offer institutions a possibility to 

earn part of the reduction back, which could have a beneficial effect on the quality of care. Insurance 

companies have formulated a future vision for the GGZ. Institutions need to make a plan addressing 

to this vision in which they explain on how they would spend any “additional” money provided by the 

insurance company. Points of interest could be eHealth, training, and evaluation or project leaders. If 

the insurance company agrees, the institution will receive additional compensation. An example 

could is that insurance companies cut annually with 7% and that they want to increase the effect of 

eHealth in the GGZ. If the GGZ institution would write an action plan that is measurable & testable, 

they could decrease their cuts from 7% to 5%. When GGZ institutions manage to do this, they will 

acquire extra money is for the entire GGZ institution. Basically they are not earning anything back, 

but are preventing further discounting of their budget. Despite it is only a small percentage, it is a big 

amount of money making it worth the effort. In fact, this quality reimbursement program would be a 

facilitator but the approach of some insurance companies is not optimal. While institutions are trying 

to decrease their costs or increase their quality via eHealth, the agreements are not monitored on 

the long term. The effects of agreements are only viewed on a horizon of one year: the next year the 

institution has to express another vision to decrease their deduction percentage. This makes this 

approach very arbitrary. 
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Benefits to third party payers: One of the points found in literature (Ariesen S. , 2013) was the 

discussion about who was the benefactor of budget cutting in healthcare: is it the institution itself or 

is it a third party payer?  Also in this research one could not achieve a clear overall image. In order to 

explain this, one needs discriminate between the winner on short term and the winner on long term. 

On the short term both the institution as the third party payer are benefitting. Due to price pressure 

the remunerations of care are decreasing. This leads to lower expenditures of third party payers. But 

the other earner is the institution. Institutions need to agree on rates for treatments. Their power is 

often underestimated since they do have a voice in the entire purchasing process. The availability of 

information is of huge influence.  With the EHR and other IT, institutions retrieve lots information 

which they could use to make the production transparent and to keep sight on expenses. It is up to 

the institution to organize them in order to be profitable based on the negotiations with the 

insurance company. Possibilities for applying EHR insights to improve efficiency are given in Table 11. 

Efficiency gains by optimizing the care process: EHRs provide insight in the different steps of care 

process. Thinking in processes enables efficiency improvements. Such as reducing the free spaces in 

agenda’s, increasing the occupational load of expensive resources and decreasing the amount of 

days that a patient is institutionalized. EHRs can be seen as the tool to bring the release date of 

patient forward by organizing more efficient.  

Governance on cost by institutions: Insurance companies used Vektis (Vektis) which provided them 

with enormous information in the built up of declarations. EHRs have improved the bargaining power 

of institutions towards insurance companies offering more insight in the costs postings of 

treatments. It can be determined in which steps profits or losses are made. One could look deeper 

into why a certain loss is made and prevent it from occurring. Next to this, institutions know what a 

certain treatment should cost approximately. This enables institutions to go into the negotiation with 

the insurance company more balanced. 

Table 11: possibilities for institutions to improve efficiency based on EHR 

If institutions succeed in making the production transparent, they know what a specific DTC costs 

therefore what the lower limit of the remuneration of the third party payer should be. Institutions 

should also use this insight, to increase the efficiency of the production. However not every 

institution succeeds in this equally well. 

In case that the insurance company cuts a DTC in time with 10%, this would generally mean a 

reduction of 10% in the employee base of this specific DTC. As one might expect that this would go at 

the cost of quality, this is not the case. One of the recent initiatives is to incorporate routine based 

activities into an online treatment. Cognitive behavioral therapeutically activities such as filling in a 

diary and giving feedback on it are some examples. Next to moving them online, these activities can 

be scheduled with cheaper personnel whenever they are performed online.  

On the long term, governments and insurance companies are keeping an eye on efficiency 

developments of institutions. The power of the insurance companies is growing enormously. They 

simply dictate institutions how much they are willing to pay for a certain treatment with little room 

for negotiation. Institutions need to adapt their workflows in order to survive. Institutions are forced 

to lower rates and are using technology such as EHRs and eHealth to reduce rates. This creates a 

spiral effect since the reduction in costs provokes the insurance company to lower rates even further 

since they perceive that reductions of the cost base are possible.  But someday the spiral should end 
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when the insurance company and the institution cannot agree upon the next years rates any more as 

happened recently in a Dutch hospital (Achmea, 2013).  

Dimension People & Expectation Management 

The institution should be able to support an extensive transformational project which will change lots 

of care delivery practices. It is important that the organization embraces continuous improvement of 

patient safety and quality and to achieve this, is open to change. In the dimension of people & 

expectation management, more is elaborated on this topic. 

FACILITATOR: IT training and support 

IT training and support and is fundamental to achieve system proficiency and thus for the success of 

the implementation. IT training and support are applicable to everyone in the organization but 

especially to the aging population which is not very profound of IT.  IT training can consist of multiple 

aspects, which are highlighted in Table 12. 

Typing course: It was particularly striking to find that in some institutions still more than one 

employee is not able to type and wondering why they should learn it at higher age. The success of 

the EHR implementation is dependant of the typing skills of the people using it. Institutions can 

demand in the annual work review that someone should follow a typing course on a very short time 

frame.   

Train the trainer: A training method where employees of the institution are trained by the EHR 

supplier to enable them to train other in the GGZ institution without external help. One of the risks 

of having a supplier provide the training is that this training will become too technical. By providing 

training internally, one can offer tailored training and focus on institution specific processes such as 

arrangements for specific diagnoses. Furthermore employees will accept more from people they 

know. Another benefit is that trainers are always in proximity: might there be any issues; the trainer 

is involved really quickly. Whenever completely new functionalities are added, the trainers need to 

go back to the EHR supplier to receive additional training which they have to transmit.  Train the 

trainer is a cost efficient and assumed to be a more effective method in comparison to training 

sessions at suppliers. 

Button-training: One should give users the possibility to train on realistic scenarios so that they 

know what functionalities the EHR offers and how that they should work with the EHR. One point of 

attention is that the button-training will be specifically applied to the specific institution. 

Table 12: EHR training possibilities 

During the go live of the system and during the first period of use, it is wise to offer support to the 

users of the EHR. Decent support will deal with questions about the EHR and will solve EHR related 

problems so that employees are encountering minimal disruption of their workflow. More in general 

there are always people that are not that savvy with IT and that fail to make progressions with a new 

version or certain functionality and become desperate. At that moment, the threshold to search for 

help should be ultra low. The better the support actions are organized, the more easily the 

implementation goes. Possibilities for EHR support are given in Table 13. 

Instruction cards: Suppliers should provide instruction cards containing small processes both IT & 

care related. Employees can use these cards as a guideline and they can check whether their 

approach is right. S: Of what kind of nature are these processes: care or IT? Employees should also be 

able to can retrieve these in the EHR to be able to always access support. 
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Support team during go live:  it was encountered that a technical support team was formed 

between the institution and the EHR suppliers. One respondent stated that he had a bus full of EHR 

supplier employees and institution employees at his disposal. Might something go wrong, then they 

will counteract. There is quite the organization behind this, which is kept up & running until far after 

the go life in order to provide support and to ensure that EHR is kept up and running. Once less 

necessary, the team will become smaller and smaller in size and eventually will disappear. 

Walk in moments: In addition to the support teams, institutions could organize long lasting walk in 

moments in which users receive support on all their questions. 

24-7 IT service & governance organization: In the near future care paths will be integrated in the 

EHR. This implies that all possible data will be tried to be incorporated in the files in order to support 

care processes as best as possible. In this scenario, EHR data accessibility is of extreme importance 

since care is becoming more and more dependent on information.  In current times there are still 

blind spots in the IT service & governance organization since the specific employees work from 9-5 or 

from 10-7.  This needs to be adjusted to the current demand of information. If it is 04:00 AM and for 

instance a patient is brought in which is about to collapse, one should definitely have access the data. 

The EHR market becomes more mature and offers more and more functionality, one should adapt 

the IT infrastructure to the use of the system. The care process never stops: it continues for 24-7. The 

people that are working there should also be able to assist during the night. 

Table 13: EHR support possibilities 

FACILITATOR: User involvement 

User involvement is becoming more important 

as the EHR is more involved in the support of 

the primary care process. Different types of 

employees should be involved, as can be seen 

in Figure 9. 

In Table 14 & Table 15 one can see the dos and 

do nots of user involvement as indicated by 

the respondents: 

Select transformational leaders: Institutions facilitate the implementation in all possible ways but 

that the real implementation responsibility is given to line leaders. A line leader should be someone 

loyal to his and the institution’s vision, being able to act as a role model and above all as a people-

motivator to guide everyone in the desired way. He should create cohesion with the implementation 

strategy in a line that could consider itself highly autonomous based on a long history of experience 

following a legacy approach. What is considered to be important is that his/her position is supported 

upfront. If his position is dubious due to previous struggles, then this could have severe impact on his 

credibility.  This transformational leader does not per se have to be a manager but can also be 

another employee. It has to be someone who inspires fellow employees towards adoption and who 

does not doubt that using an EHR is beneficial and can transfer this message into the care lines.  

Good examples are a very competent IT specialist & a young, enthusiastic physician who is well 

known at all employees.  It is a matter of finding the right involved transformational leaders that go 

out on the lines to ask what people think, how it affects their work, if they can handle it. One of the 

EHR suppliers compared it to the Hawthorne effect and stated attention for line employees is the key 

to implementation success. 

Figure 9: project organization 
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Select a small group of key users who determine how to implement the system and how the system 

should become. Involving too many users creates difficulties in establishing agreements and 

unnecessary increases implementation cost.  One of the respondents indicated that users cannot 

specify what it is exactly they require. They want the EHR to be faster, quicker and cheaper. But 

cannot make steps in the innovation of the EHR because of the inability to structure the entire 

process differently following out of their daily occupation with care. On the other hand, one needs 

care specialists. When a user less approach, the solution can be sub optimal and have very little basis 

of support in the organization. The selection of a small group of IT specialists and care specialist will 

help in the governance of the implementation by focusing on both the internal organization as the 

contact with the supplier.  Next to this, when developing decision support one should involve the 

most influential key users. Decision support can be offered but only after having reached consensus 

that a specific approach is chosen. Consensus suppresses the feeling that employees are forced to 

adopt something they do not see helpful.  

Early & cross-functional user involvement creates leverage in the organization. One needs to involve 

the right people, from the beginning. EHR implementation projects are not simple IT projects like 

buying a new server but are very heavy and transformational programs. One should convince 

professionals and users to cooperate. Involvement in developments of the system and maintenance 

is very important. One needs a broad base of support within the organization. High management to 

guide the process, but also executive personnel such as treatment officers, administrative personnel, 

controllers etc. Involvement of users is beneficial since everyone has its own perspective which could 

improve the system. Some respondents expressed doubt whether care oriented employees could 

also look from an IT perspective, while others believe that everyone is able to take on this scope as a 

result from living in the digital age. Most institutions work with different internal cooperation 

structures in which users can have an active contribution to the development of the system. Their 

indications on how the system should look be, are reviewed by a small decision committee. It is this 

committee that decides which functionalities will be incorporated and which will not.  One should 

pay special attention to the expectation that the EHR will solve all problems even inefficiencies in 

processes. But this is of course not the case: the EHR is supportive to your process.  Next to this it 

was encountered that when one got to know that the situation was about to improve, employees got 

impatient. They desired the changes to happen preferably on the same day and were unprepared to 

wait. But above all: it is seen as the solution to everything without feeling the need to adapt. 

Create positive attitudes towards change. Encountered possibilities are: 

 Sending screenshots that explain how well designed, or better the new system is while 

guaranteeing that the new system provides the same features as the old system. This guarantees 

that the new system can grow to a better system. 

 Organizing so called “bird’s eye”-sessions to frame people by constantly involving them. It is 

important to organize these presentation sessions at all involved care lines to explain 

expectations in the entire institution and to acquire feedback on what they require to use 

developments. Some respondents indicated that they dedicated themselves to this for an entire 

year. This gives them trust in that the system is better than the previous. Putting emphasis on 

earlier successes. If previous IT projects have turned out successful and users have confidence & 

trust in IT, this will provide higher likelihoods of success.  

 Making someone responsible for spreading a uniform message into the organization. If one fails 

to make someone responsible, one looses grip of spreading a uniform message and users get 

confused or form false expectations which is barrier for their positive attitudes 
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 Using testimonial of patients and employees who have liked working with the EHR to support 

adoption. 

 Spreading EHR documentation such as small movies or apps. 

 Guaranteeing that the new system will have at least all the functionalities of the legacy system. 

This creates trust in the new system since people believe that it will become at least equally as 

supportive in their workflow as the legacy system. 

 Continuing user involvement after the implementation in order to create vision for the upcoming 

years. Institution should evaluate which EHR parts could work better. This will improve not only 

the system but also the climate for innovation since user feel that their evaluation is valued. 

Table 14: Do's of user involvement 

Over involvement of users: Most users have a limited vision of automation and will start making 

requirements from the background of care. These requirements are not beneficial for the roll out of 

software. IT is completely different than care. The EHR supplier should have an understanding of the 

care process, take the care process into account when making the EHR, but needs to be dominant in 

the functionalities of the system. 

Ignoring dissident minorities might have serious consequences on the attitudes of users towards the 

new EHR. Friction occurs mostly at old physicians and administrative employees that cannot align 

with the intended change. Especially psychiatrists have enormous power due to scarceness. Keeping 

psychiatrists in is higher ranked than implementing the EHR. One needs to involve these minorities in 

the implementation project since they might not understand the positive influence of the EHR on 

how the implementation affects them and their quality of care. It has been encountered that the 

most dissident employees switch towards one of the key-users as explained in the section user 

involvement. Next to not understanding the benefits, it could also be that the psychiatrist and his 

department are not happy with the vision of the central management and that they see the EHR 

implementation as the possibility to put emphasis on the autonomy of care departments. Therefore 

they could sabotage an implementation by refusing adoption. The steering committee should define 

a suitable approach to solve this dependant on the specific situation. A good method is finding an 

equal in the organization that is in favor of the system and can offer an intervention. Administrative 

personnel are easily aligned by interventions of a manager while physicians need a more 

sophisticated approach as they have more power 

Table 15: Do nots of user involvement 

One of the bottlenecks in user involvement is the qualitative understaffing in the GGZ. IT is becoming 

more and more important for the GGZ. It is striking to see that IT support is low in the GGZ according 

to several respondents. Due to the CAO, there is a lack of high performing people in IT positions. 

There is a big outflow of high potential IT specialists to the EHR builders and other profit parties since 

these persons can earn more money outside of the GGZ institution. Especially whenever a successful 

implementation has been performed, the outflow has a peak. 

FACILITATOR: System user friendliness 

As discussed earlier, one should invest in training and support to increase system proficiency.  But on 

the other hand, the amount of training & support is influenced by the user friendliness of the EHR. 

According to some software providers, proficiency is intrinsic to the EHR itself. The more user friendly 

an EHR is, the more proficient people will be in using it and the more open they will be in using it. 

Possibilities to make a system user friendly are given in Table 16. 
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Offering possibilities to adjust personal preferences: An EHR supplier stated that EHR systems need 

to stimulate people in their brain in order to give them the feeling that they are in control of the IT 

system. This can be achieved by having them adjust the system to personal preferences. An example 

is that users could be enabled to choose whether they want to check a box after a certain box is 

finished. Female employees feel the desire to tick a box after a certain task is complete to formally 

end it while men do not feel this desire.  Employees should be empowered to customize their own 

view dependant on the function of the employee.  

The system design: Software should have a decent “look and feel” in order to be appealing to work 

with. Some packages that are installed in the GGZ are MS DOS based programs and very complicated 

to comprehend. Users should be able to respond easier and faster to the EHR and one of the 

highlighted ways is by interaction design. Some suppliers are developing systems with a responsive 

design in which the screen automatically adapts to specific device used to access the EHR. This could 

be a computer, but also a tablet or phone. The health record should notice the type of access device 

and adapt automatically. When accessing the EHR with a phone, one does not encounter an overkill 

of information but instead can only see one functionality at a time such as the agenda. This is more 

user friendly. 

Workflow support: the EHR are considered to be user friendly if they support all activities a specific 

employee could encounter and users can navigate through the different functionalities efficiently. All 

the sub items such as reports, diagnosis, graphs, measurement history, medication & the ROM 

should be clickable to provide more specific information. One of the options is a design consisting of 

clickable panels, as can be seen in Appendix J: Psygis Quarant. 

Table 16: possibilities to make a system user friendly 

IT should make work easier not harder. It was found that the use of automation is limited: a huge 

amount of documents need to be scanned and manually inserted into the EHR. Often the parallel is 

made with other sectors to show that EHR are not very user friendly. One of the parallels is made 

with pizza delivery services where data can be entered and orders can be placed relatively easy. One 

could scan a barcode to order a pizza. People are used to the user friendliness of modern electronic 

devices such as tablets and smart phones and wonder why this user friendliness is not present in 

mental healthcare.  Especially consultants are stressing that employees are allowed to be critical 

about user unfriendliness. Institutions on the contrary feel that user friendliness is the softest 

requirement for EHR. They consider it as a matter of getting used to a specific system and its set-up. 

Some EHR developers share this vision while others feel that they can discriminate their product with 

user friendliness and in specific by offering high quality ”look and feel”. 

FACILITATOR: Performance expectations 

From literature (Ariesen S. , 2013) it appeared that there are three expectations that have an 

influence on the successfulness of EHR implementations.  These were supposed to be the 

expectations of increased revenue after implementation, the expectation of increased quality of care 

after implementation and the expectation of decreased productivity during implementation. The 

findings of the interviews are abbreviated in Table 5 

Expectations of increased efficiency after implementation:  Lot’s of institutions have not performed 

business cases in order to quantify potential savings. They needed to save a certain percentage of 

their expenses and considered an EHR implementation as the tool to achieve this. Potential savings 

are not always known and not always necessary for the decision to invest. Some institutions made a 
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business case on the amount of time someone could save due to using the EHR mainly focused at the 

decrease of the administrative burden. Based on the business case, one could make a slight 

estimation of the decrease in costs. But business cases are not valued that much due to the too wide 

confidence interval of estimations. EHRs offer possibilities for governance on costs such as the use of 

the budget for external research by making the administration inherent to your EHR system. What is 

outsourced could also be performed internally, keeping costs low and money within the organization. 

Doing it yourself is potentially cheaper than referring patients. One cannot only keep track of it the 

amount of referrals but one can keep track of who administers the referral: all to reduce the number 

of referrals.  Some institutions had employees track their activities in order to determine which 

activities were the most time consuming and to compare it with the new system. It was often found 

that the EHRs do not deliver the savings as expected and in most cases do not deliver any financial 

benefits. Strange enough: this is of no influence on the general opinion on EHRs. Decision makers still 

believe that they can save money and improve quality of care. Institutions indicated that they should 

benchmark the different DTCs at the end of a specific year with the previous year to check whether 

the expected impact was reached. One needs to plan 2 or 3 years to discover whether the results are 

acceptable.  

However one should not stress expectations of increased revenue towards employees. Employees do 

not feel any responsibility since this is embedded in staff levels. Employees could start viewing an 

EHR as an instrument of power to change how employees are planned, how schedules are made etc. 

Despite a different reality, the expectation of increased revenue after implementation is therefore 

still a facilitator for especially the higher management to manage the EHR implementation better. 

Expectation of increased quality of care after implementation: Respondents indicated that 

employees at institutions have a high feeling of responsibility for the care they provide. Most GGZ 

employees are not occupied with the cost saving potential of EHRs. On the contrary, they are 

occupied with the potential to increase the quality of care as they strive towards providing the best 

care possible.  The accessibility of patient information, the support of the EVS in giving medication 

are two examples of functionalities highly valued by employees and creates eagerness to adopt. EHRs 

could support that patients receive their medication on time, that they get safe medications and that 

treatments are performed without any major mishaps. By registering more, one can facilitate more. 

Everything becomes more transparent, thus safer for patients.  

Decreased productivity during implementation:  One of the encountered problems is a lack of 

understanding of automation. Employees start thinking from paper and re-register all kinds of 

information. Information that is in the system, is already in the system. Possibly, one can mutate it, 

but it is already entered in the system.  An example is the double registration of a complaint during 

intake and treatment plan. It is believed that one needs to keep talking to the system.  

Figure 10: respondent views on the performance expectations from literature (Ariesen S. , 2013) 

FACILITATOR: Scoping 

Scoping starts at the moment that EHR suppliers visit the institution and explain what they could 

offer in terms of functionalities. The involved employees of the institutions often have no knowledge 

on the capabilities of the system. They acquire a feeling of what is possible with the system during 

this sales conversation. On forehand they had a list of requirements which are for a certain part not 

even possible. Therefore the basis of the scope is created in these sales conversations. The problem 

is that there from the EHR supplier’s side someone else is involved in the sales process than the 

person involved in the implementation process. The implementer knows exactly what functionalities 
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will be implemented and how it will be performed. Unfortunately, this is not always as promised 

during sales, causing a deviation from the expectations of the institution and therefore thus also its 

scope. It is very important to align scopes as fast as possible. It is not wise to do as if the situation is 

better than it actually is. One solutions is to organize sessions in which is explained what can be 

expected of the system and what not. One should furthermore be on the watch for IT specialists 

boasting possibilities and presenting them while still developing. If they will fail due to complexities 

or political changes, one has a tough story to explain to the rank and file. 

Joint scoping of supplier and institutions is important not only for the quality of the implementation 

but also due to its effect on the cost of the project. One of the methods to formulate a joint scope is 

by making a PID, product initiation document. In this PID, the activities that are about to be 

performed are described and formally registered including: a project definition, goals, approach and 

time phases, goals, size preconditions & limitations and the relationship with other projects. Next to 

formulating a PID, one should also guard the scope. One option is to formulate process documents 

and to develop test cases in order to check whether what was initially planned, is still feasible. In case 

of an adjustment, the changes to the process need to be discussed in the steering committee in 

order to decide on what to do. The classical sentence of over promise, under deliver is killing in this 

dimension but sadly also very frequent. It is killing for the people it is promised to, if predicted that 

functionalities a,b,c, tackle problems x,y,z and the delivery is delayed, changed or cancelled. 

Consultants pointed out that in case of a central system as the EHR, scoping is considered extra 

important due to the links with different systems. One needs to scope for external dependencies 

such as a good functioning HRM system which are necessary for the decent functioning of the EHR.  

Assumptions are often incorrect and need to be checked. An example is the assumption that people 

only have one employee number. As it turns out, people can have multiple numbers. Whenever 

talking to employees, one can discover more problem linked to the EHR. The world is often 

oversimplified in models before starting the implementation. This will result in surprises during the 

implementation. Especially for big mergers in which integrated care institutions are involved, this 

lack of transparency is a problem since one cannot make an adequate AS IS and does not know how 

to make the conversion to the TO BE. The lack of an in dept analysis of the AS-IS might cause time 

and cost pressure. Some institutions performed a differences analysis in which the support of legacy 

functionalities supported by the new system is assessed. It is believed that functionalities in the 

legacy system also save to be in the new EHR system. Based on this assessment, the actions needed 

in order to continue working are determined. Added but not per se necessary functionalities are 

considered to be quick wins.  

FACILITATOR: High level leader ship & governance (Extension) 

Implementation projects are in need of high level leadership from the board of directors. Directors 

should determine the budget, set boundaries to the implementation and define metrics to measure 

project success and determine whether the project is successful. On a macro level one could think of 

KPI’s patient safety events measuring the occurrence of adverse events. On a micro level one could 

think of throughput of patients and waiting times for diagnostic reports.  Furthermore these success 

metrics should be both short term as well as long term.  Especially in the beginning, management 

should elaborate on why the institution is in need of an EHR project and participate actively in the 

project to create a shared vision. Management should communicate what the ultimate goal is, such 

as being paperless, making everything transparent, improving quality, increasing efficiency or a 
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combination. Management should stress that EHR implementations is not the standard IT project but 

requires effort from everybody and should engage everybody to adopt. Respondents expressed that 

the more radical the implementation is to workflows, the higher the necessity of management 

support. Only higher management has the authority to keep all employees aligned in an organization 

with lots of lines that consider itself to be autonomous.   

Respondents indicated that governance over organizational structures; relationships and processes 

are of extreme importance to the success of the implementation project.  Implementations are very 

extensive transformational projects and the role of oversight is considered to be of extreme 

importance. One should continuously assess progress against the timeline and the goals of the 

implementation and address issues to prevent escalation. Furthermore it was indicated that not 

everyone is aware of projects progress and therefore transparency in the governance is desired. 

EHRs are no longer administrative systems but affect primary care processes and are there for 

related to the continuity of GGZ institutions. High management has the challenge to manage the 

cooperation between care professionals and finance professionals. These two groups have opposite 

interests but need to cooperate in order to make the implementation successful. Care professionals 

want more attention for the care content and for their patients’ wellbeing. On the other hand, 

finance professionals want to make care more efficient which is not valued by care professionals. It is 

regarded as obstructive in the provision of high quality care. Finance professionals on their turn 

believe that care professionals obstruct the financial health of the institution.  Managing the 

cooperation between these two influential groups is a major challenge can only be handled by 

managers with authority.  

The support of high management is furthermore needed when one crosses out a major functionality 

on which one is working for a long time. It will become a decision the steering committee needs to 

take as simply communicating is not enough. If cancelled by the steering committee, a document will 

be spread, explaining why a certain decision was made and is signed by the direction. This decision is 

communicated to all corners of the organization and is on the agenda in care lines meetings. 

Implementation strategy 

FACILITATOR: Project Management (Extension) 

Almost all respondents stressed the importance of decent project management during 

implementation projects. The higher the generation of EHR systems (Gartner, 2008), the more 

transformative the project becomes and the more important decent project management becomes. 

One needs to determine the AS IS and more in general determining what you are starting with. 

Where is the institution now and where does management want us to be? These giant processes are 

often split into smaller stages since the entire process is too large & complex to deal at once. 

Feasibility and time boxing are applied in project management. This guarantees that steady progress 

is made. Some examples of tasks that need to be performed are the creation of a steering model, 

task responsibilities need to be defined, as well as authorization levels, one needs to make processes 

clear, prepare the IT infrastructure and guarantee IT governance. Having set this straight in advance 

of the project makes the projects more successful.  It is important that the vision will reach the 

operational line management since otherwise the intentions of the project manager will be useless. 

The project manager will monitor the entire process, and supply evaluation and feedback.  Despite all 
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these precautions, certain developments cannot be finished on time and are be postponed into a 

later time box. This should be resolved with offering decent communication. 

 Next to continuous governance over the project progress it is important evaluate projects 

frequently. One should evaluate with a forward view to deal with criticism instead of inducing it. EHR 

suppliers are asking employees of the institutions what they think of their performance. This implies 

that the EHR supplier’s consultants, it’s project leader & in general the entire organization are 

evaluated during the project. Next to this one needs to know if one is performing as expected, or 

whether one is performing below or above expectation. One should determine the right 

organizational level to have a discussion.  One needs to use filters from both the sides of the 

institution and to filter out trivial details. When takings everything into scope, one could damage 

instead of improving the relationship between the institution and supplier.  

One project management method that was encountered is the Prince2 framework (ILX Group, 2009) 

which was highlighted by multiple respondents. Prince2 provides a structured approach for 

implementation projects. It provides a complete roadmap for the implementation project and 

indicates what activities need to be performed by whom. Prince2 furthermore specifies for each 

activity what needs to be assembled, approved, created, closed, obtained, prepared raised or 

updated and what is needed as input and what the output will be (ILX Group, 2009). It is a phased 

approach specifying exactly whenever a project is fit to enter the next phase. This makes sure that 

progress is steady and controllable. Prince 2 should be taken as a basis for EHR projects management 

in Dutch mental healthcare. In order to make it more specific to EHR implementation projects in 

mental healthcare, respondents stressed some facets specific for EHR implementations which should 

be taken into account. These are listed in Table 17. 

Having an elaborate IT strategy: this should include how one should disclose workplaces, how apps 

are connected to each other, in which degree clients are important, how a certain project influences 

the remainder of the investments during the rest of the year. When one has big clients, then 

replacing them can be quite a cost 

Agile supplier selection: In the GGZ market, there is substantial risk of being locked in to a specific 

EHR supplier. Still little effort is spent to search for new providers. Switching should always be an 

option. One should make clear who potential partners could be next to the current partner. This does 

not only hold for the EHR supplier but for other partners as well such as an implementation partner, 

an IT partner, consulting partner or project management partners. You need a project management 

partner in order to facilitate the implementation, you need an IT partner to set up hosting, 

application governance and workspace governance and you also need an accountant/business 

consultant that calculates how load, revenue, product mix etc are affected. 

Creating a steering model: Not every institution has thought equally well about governance before 

starting the implementation of an EHR. The EHR is able to provide the lots of information that can be 

used for governance. But to have governance, one should adjust the governance model to the EHR in 

order to use the data for governance. 

Mapping the organizational matrix: Organizations have a portfolio of innovation. In most cases, 

groups are responsible for the innovation. Groups can be occupied with for instance FTE reduction or 

EHR implementation. If one of these groups makes a shift in the organizational matrix structure, then 

this will have serious consequences for the other. Having no decent communication about this can 

have serious consequences. 
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Table 17: specific facets for EHR implementations in the GGZ 

Respondents stressed that one should continuously evaluate progress as part of project 

management. Evaluation should be projected forward to be able to compensate this in the rest of 

the process. 

FACILITATOR: Synergy: Standardization & Customizability 

Sine EHR projects are extremely expensive projects, decision makers want to be sure that the 

amount they invest is put to good use. All EHR functionalities are not only a necessity, but have a 

greater good. It was found that one of the main reasons for adopting an EHR is to provide decision 

makers with transparent and above all legible information to support the production of care in the 

best possible way. It was found that standards are becoming more important since they cross out the 

risk of total failure and give institutions a decent likelihood of success.  

Applying standards has the benefit that the EHR is not based on some theory of innovation or person 

that is not widely accepted preventing discussion and increasing likelihoods of success. The GGZ 

operates in a climate which is very sensitive to opinions. One respondent described the GGZ as a talk 

group consisting out of work groups. During implementation there will be lots of discussion about all 

kinds of trivial and non trivial things. It is therefore important that the implementation project is 

approached from a neutral stance: as much standardized as possible. Since discussion could go on 

and on, one should dare to implement. The same respondent gave the example of an EHR 

implementation project finished in only 4 hours in which 3000 employees were enabled to keep their 

normal work while switching systems took only  4 hours time. All standardized forms were made and 

no issue was ever heard. 

 Despite that standards enable institutions to perform at a certain level, performance is not 

maximized since standards do take all details of institutions into account. In Table 18 the pro’s and 

con’s of both the standardization and customization are elaborated based on insight of respondents. 

 Pro’s Con’s 

Standardization Low development & implementation cost 

Small development time 

Lack of organizational fit 

 

Customization Good organizational fit 

 

High development & implementation cost 

Big development time 

Table 18: performance related pro's & con's of standardization and customization 

As can be seen in Table 18, standardization and customization are each other’s opposites in terms of 

pro’s and con’s. Respondents appreciate the low development & implementation costs that 

standards offer but miss the amount of detail in the organizational fit that customized products offer. 

One of the four EHR providers indicated that it is better to choose for the standardized approach and 

to implement based on the exception then to design the system based on the exceptions. One should 

make sure that 90% of the organization is served with the standard solution and adapt to the 10% 

that is refusing to adopt the standard.  This is backed up by respondents from institutions. It is 

important for EHR suppliers and the institution to cooperate in the establishment of standards on for 

instance how a particular process should look like, who can see what, who has which clearance 

etcetera. Using standards limits the degrees of freedom and limits the amount of discussion on what 

is required. This increases the implementation success. Packages with lots of degrees of freedom, 
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encounter many problems. For every degree of freedom a nearly continuous discussion will erupt: 

during implementation, during use but also when updating. EHR supplier indicate that their clients 

are more happy with a highly standardized approach than whenever they had to determine 

everything themselves. It is indicated that after having major discussion on how it should look like, it 

will turn out useless. It is indicated that arguing delays progress while increasing the development 

costs and does not improve the quality of the system more than that the customized standard 

system would do. One illustration is that it was found that people involved in the decision-making are 

sometimes not aware of the lower level work processes. This makes it hard to specify how the EHR 

should become. The standardized best practice approach reflects the actual work processes quite 

adequate in most cases. 

It was striking to see that all respondents agreed with each other that adaptive mass customization 

(Kaplan & Haenlein, 2006) (Pine, 1992) is a decent compromise between standardization and 

customization. Mass customization provides a high amount of standardization while still enabling a 

fit with special cases. The principle is that one offers a 95% standardized product of which the 

contents cannot be changed: it is and will stay standard. These days institutions and EHR suppliers 

are customizing the 95% while this is unacceptable according to consultants since systems and their 

implementations are becoming too complex.  Adaptive mass customized EHR provide are solutions 

with the desired low cost, low development & implementation time and good organizational fit.  It 

was found that all EHR suppliers offer a mass customization oriented product. When implementing 

one is forced to use a standard which can be tweaked on some aspects. Suppliers assess new 

institutions in order to see which best practice would fit the best. They implement this best practice 

and change most of the workflows to match the best practice workflow. Adapting workflows to the 

software is a lot cheaper than adapting software to workflows. The match between the organization 

and the standardized EHR is achieved by redesigning workflows. Still every institution is not exactly 

the same as the best practice. Differences could be the offering of a specialized treatment method, a 

different set of rules and regulations relating to the county or municipality. This implies a need to 

slightly change the set up of the EHR to fit in the specific institution. Changes to the set up are 

necessary but respondents stressed that they all had a central committee judging whether specific 

customization is necessary. This is of huge importance since most institutions indicated that they 

would not customize for an individual employee or department but instead implement changes to 

the standard on institution level. It keeps EHR developments under control and prevents the growth 

towards department specific EHRs instead of having an institution wide EHR. Some respondents even 

think that customization contaminates the master process flow of registering the patient, intake, 

treatment, evaluation, and the letter of referral. Departments have users that want something 

different and this is considered interesting since the basic workflow is the same in every department. 

Handling customization requests is important since it reduces the risk of employees working in a 

parallel system at the cost of the EHR. Customization requests can be handled by the institutions 

itself in case it is not too technically complicated. If it is too complex to handle themselves, they 

could send it to the EHR supplier or to an intermediate user collaboration in touch with the 

development of the EHR package. Customization requests could become the standard on 

institutional level or even on national level at all institutions operating a certain EHR. One consultant 

expressed that due to financial pressure in the GGZ market, institutions will accept standards quicker 

with less space for discussion. Institutions need to go back to the basics since they cannot afford 

customization of IT no more. Often the difference between standardizing processes and IT is 
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confused with standardizing care tasks. There is no standard way to deal with someone having a 

mental problem but the steps that need to be taken are equal. A care path is often falsely explained 

as something that dictates what should be done without using own insight. Care professionals feel 

that they are losing the possibility to offer customized work. But this is not the case: standardization 

is the key to customization. If everybody is going through the same process and is using the same IT, 

care professionals can offer a high amount of customized work to patients. At the moment IT is 

considered to be a barrier in this context. IT might not function as desired: the agenda does not work 

or one needs to click three times before something actually works. 

It was perceived that institutions are mostly standardizing IT infrastructure and processes in 

collaborations with their EHR provider while only focusing on their own institution. This is strange 

since some institutions are miles ahead from others. One of the leaders in standardization is 

Parnassia. EHRs are not seen as tools to outperform completion and therefore institutions should 

take an example of leaders in standardization such as Parnassia. Furthermore it was pointed out that 

an even wider view could be beneficial as well. Since GGZ EHRs are capital intensive systems, one 

should look for benefits of scale on an international level. Many databases can be used with good 

interdependency protocols or log in systems with new clients and offer many more benefits next to 

this. Applying the technology that is much wider and is internationally available, offers man benefits 

of scale compared to the old EHR systems.  

FACILITATOR: Collaborations 

The institutions on which this research was focused were all giant organizations of which many had 

been involved in mergers and acquisitions. M&A is the most far going variant of collaboration but not 

the only one. Collaborations in the GGZ are becoming more and more intensive and cover more and 

more terrain. The investments in EHR, risks of failure and efforts in managing an EHR, are no longer 

bearable for one institution. Collaborating has multiple benefits: from sharing experience, spreading 

investment over more revenue to having bargaining power. Possibilities for cooperation are given in 

Table 19.  

Development of standards: EHR suppliers view themselves as the supplier of a standard product but 

this is not the case since EHRs are fit to workflows of institutions. What is desired is that standard 

workflows are adopted prescribing how care is approached. But it is challenging to realize since it 

needs to be set up by a cooperation of the EHR supplier, for the technical realization together with a 

user collaboration to force their members to adopt a standard workflow. This could make 

implementation projects and development of EHRs a lot easier, faster and less costly. 

Shared development of institutions with options of forcing institutions into a specific direction. 

Collaborations could definitely help in supporting challenges in the implementation such as finding 

out how to interpret particular legislation, or how to implement innovative technology, or developing 

EHR related eLearning. One recent example of a future EHR integration challenge is the support of 

cultural differences during diagnosis to prevent doing false diagnosis and unnecessary treatment 

(Vermeulen, 2014). 

Central negotiation of co-operations of institutions with 1 supplier. One could create more 

bargaining power. Approaching a supplier with 8 institutions gives you more leverage than alone. The 

only risk one encounters is that the system will be a system with a high degree of standardization 

with little room for institution specific elements. This goes both for new versions as for license fees 

for the EHR. 
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Hybrid go life: new version updates of EHR packages are implemented with a big bang at one or two 

of the collaborating institutions. If successful all institutions will implement as well. This reduces risk 

of being out of production. For more information see FACILITATOR: Go life. 

Performance governance: collaboration should check whether an EHR supplier has achieved as 

expected based on the SLA’s. The governance over performance could e as extensive that fines are 

linked to underperformance. Overall performance governance could create more leverage in central 

contract negotiations.  

Table 19: possibilities for cooperation 

However some respondents were not as positive about collaborations as expected. The REPD in the 

GGZ was intended to end the scattered growth of EHRs in mental healthcare. Some clients were 

agitated that they had to follow the market leader in developments and wanted more influence in 

developments by defining as a market how the ideal EHR would look like. They prioritized 

developments. But the effort of collaborating towards the REPD did not change much: Parnassia and 

Pink were dominant and remained dominant. This agitated other institutions. Furthermore one 

institution pointed out that the institution would not become part of user collaboration. It was stated 

that all clients of the specific EHR provider benefit from efforts of the user collaboration. Whether 

they are member or not: efforts of the collaboration that lead to updates of the EHR are 

implemented in the new release which is available for all clients.  Furthermore it was stated that 

even the user collaborations are dominated by the biggest institutions. It is perceived that smaller 

institutions have little space for adding views in the discussion or getting change requests on the 

agenda. If one would not be member of the collaboration, one saves membership fees, one could go 

directly to the supplier for personal update requests to make sure that his personal preferences are 

added to the update preferences of the user collaboration. 

FACILITATOR: Tight agreements with supplier 

Integrated institutions are big care organizations that have encountered many mergers and 

acquisitions. When merged parts of the organization are working with a different system, they need 

to convert them to institutions standard EHR system.  Another scenario is when institutions are 

unsatisfied about one’s EHR. The challenge of GGZ institutions is to have 1 EHR system for the entire 

organization. Since EHR are supporting primary processes, being dependant of 1 EHR provider is 

tricky.  

A commonly heard complaint of institutions is the lock in they encounter from a specific supplier. 

EHRs have such a lock in, that it is hard to switch to another EHR especially since it concerns the 

primary process. Changing a financial system is easier than switching an EHR. In specific since EHR do 

not only provide patient file functionalities but also the production functionalities. Everything is 

interconnected. The costs to switch are very big. If one has invested in a certain EHR platform which 

is used by everyone, switching to another solution could be very difficult. So converting all the files, 

changing workflows, changing screens, providing training and support etc. The new EHR should be 

that much different, that much better and that much cheaper, before switching becomes an option.  

Another contributor to lock in is that there is no EHR system that is miles ahead of the competition. 

Some institutions are using cloud solutions in parallel to their EHR. These solutions are very good in 

only one specific thing such as support of the purchasing processes while not supporting the most 

important functions of financial and logistics and encounter problems in the integration of 

legislation. This all together makes it cheaper to continue with the software about whom is 

unsatisfied.  Switching needs to be handled professionally but eventually one of the parties bares the 
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financial consequences for the not continued contract. Incorporating tight agreements on to 

decrease the lock in on forehand is therefore very important but was not perceived to be done by 

any of the institutions in the research.  

Another overlooked issue is what will happen if mutual trust between supplier and institution is lost. 

There simply is no standard approach. During the implementation institutions are evaluating 

whether the supplier is performing as expected and whether the supplier can do the desired 

changes. Some respondents proposed a roadmap and in which all implementation partner need to 

buy-in. This creates dedication in the project and creates overview of the project progress. A 

roadmap will indicate the essential requirements to start the implementation. Dividing the roadmap 

in stages and describing the responsibilities of requirements per stage increases control further. The 

project could come to a stop whenever the requirements to go to the next step cannot be fulfilled. At 

the moment that progress is tardy, the partners will investigate what the cause is. Whenever 

requirements are overlooked, this will have serious consequences for the progress due to 

interdependencies in tasks. A follow up task can only performed when all supporting tasks have been 

performed. One respondent agreed on a bonus-minus regulation with their EHR supplier about how 

fast the system and how well the deliverables were supposed to be. They encountered difficulties 

since the arrangements were not really specific making it impossible to fall back on them.  

Next to reducing the risk of lock in, institutions need to make tight agreements with their supplier 

about the use of license fees. License fees are remunerations of the use of the EHR for specific year 

but are also the main source of income to fund EHR developments. License fees in the GGZ 

encounter transparency & control issues in some cases. Spending the biggest part of the license fees 

on incorporating legislative changes goes at the cost of the much desired innovation of the EHR. With 

a functionality based approach, one might have more influence over the costs. Institutions should 

agree with EHR suppliers on where to spend license fees. Furthermore they should check this to 

create financial transparency again. 

FACILITATOR: Eliciting the requirements based on comparison 

Many institutions forget that the base of an EHR is some previous entity whether it is a paper system 

or something else. This base is a major part of the implementation. One needs to guarantee that 

functionalities that are offered in the legacy system are not lost and that one can progress without 

missing essential data from the old system. Next to trying to preserve functionality, it is quite the 

challenge to elicitate what requirements are needed. The REPD is an immense list of 82 pages 

containing non-functional requirements specifying how the system shall be (GGZ Nederland, 2009) 

and its process model of the GGZ (GGZ Nederland, 2008).  It was found that institutions have 

problems in the interpretation of this list and in eliciting decent requirements matching their 

intentions. It is often not understandable how the functional requirements affect the system in terms 

of determining what is possible and what not. Institutions have reserved a certain budget for the 

development and implementation and while developing one notices that the desired functionality is 

not incorporated into the system or that it is incorporated, but slightly different. One cannot identify 

this kind of problems from the wish list but encounters them while implementing with all resulting 

financial consequences. Some institutions switched from these non-functional requirements to 

specifying a functional design. Respondents have functional architects on the pay roll that have a 

close eye on the IT infrastructure.   

In order to deal with parts of the problems as described above, institutions should take a look at 

similar GGZ institutions to see which requirements they had at the basis of their EHR. By looking at 

the end result, both institutions as the EHR providers are able to fully understand the intended 
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functionalities. This limits the deviation between the institution’s intentions of the requirements and 

what the EHR supplier perceives what the institution intends. 

FACILITATOR: Regulative fit (Extension) 

Regulations affecting the GGZ are very complex 

and are frequently updates. Compliance to the 

set of regulations is very important since they 

affect the primary process of care provision but 

also the invoicing of care. For institutions this is 

almost too complex to handle and keep track of. 

Institutions need to determine to which regulation they want to comply: next to local Dutch laws one 

could also sense a need to integrate other regulations from for instance the insurance companies. 

The regulative fit is seen as a precondition of the EHR. Without reliable integration of the regulative 

framework applying on the GGZ, institutions would not pick a certain EHR. This means that this 

responsibility is delegated to EHR suppliers. The EHR supplier needs to know within which regulative 

framework you want to be active. For them it’s a challenge to create standards according to 

regulations in order to implement these in the system as fast as possible. It forces EHR suppliers to 

keep innovating and updating software and keep track of legislative changes. 

Institutions also need to keep track of the regulative framework on macro level. Member of the 

board need to make assumptions on how they think that regulation will be applied and how specific 

financing regulation will be applied. This is very important for the planning of current and future 

projects and the continuity of the care institution. Consultants stressed that institutions can get 

trapped by doing no assumptions due to a complex reality. 

FACILITATOR: Go life (Extension) 

The signing of a contract is the formal start of an implementation project. But this does not mean 

that the moment of signing and the start of the project are unimportant. During interviews, having a 

broad focus both on a macro as on micro level was stressed. On a macro level one could assess the 

timing of the 

implementation project 

whereas on a micro level 

one could view upon 

multiple approaches of the 

go life such as a big bang 

approach versus a phased approach. 

The challenge on macro level is the annual change of legislation. One does not prefer the start of an 

IT project falling together with the change of legislation and policies. The change of legislation and 

policies is depicted with a fixed cycle given in Figure 11Error! Reference source not found.. In all 

institutions, tension to implement legislation and policies right will be rising during this cycle. Not 

implementing a new EHR version is not an option since institutions’ liquidity would be drying out due 

to the incapability of sending invoices. Implementing EHRs or even adding functionalities should 

therefore be excluded from this fixed cycle. The GVPQ   guides this process and guides the testing. 

Two birds with one stone: the update of legislation coincides with the holiday season so that 

institutions do not need to take this into account.  

On a micro level one could choose between a phased roll out and a big bang. Small versions upgrades 

Table 20: regulations on micro- & macro level 

Figure 11: Change of legislation & policy at the end of every year 
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On a micro level one could choose between a phased roll out and a big bang. Small versions upgrades 

such as regulation updates are mostly linked to a due date. For these small scale, mostly legislative, 

updates, the big bang approach is best since it is guaranteed that the date is met. One of the most 

recent examples is the switch from the specialized GGZ to the basic GGZ. This has far going 

consequences for the financing situation from January since the entire care provision changed. As a 

result, the entire EHR structure was revised in order to keep cash flows up.  

According to respondents, GGZ EHR implementations adding lots of new functionalities should follow 

a phased implementation. A phased approach could be module by module, department by 

department or even a combination of the two. The big advantage of a phased approach is that 

failures are noticed on time and can be corrected without affecting the entire organization. 

But due to the involvement of the user collaboration GVPQ, a hybrid form of big bang and phased 

implementation is used. Whenever a new functionality is released, GVPQ member institutions are 

tried to be found that are going to implement the functionalities while the others keep a close watch 

on developments. One recent example is the failed big bang implementation of PsygisQuarant 

leading to issues with performance at two major integrated GGZ institutions. Due to the hybrid 

approach only a small part suffered while the rest was not affected. 

Information Technology 

FACILITATOR: Decent hardware foundation 

One of the first steps in the implementation project is the check of the state in which the internal IT 

is. This is to make sure that the institution can comply with the desired performance as described in 

SLAs in the contract with the EHR supplier. Consultants have frequently encountered that many 

innovations are not performed due to the fact that the organization is unwilling to buy more server 

capacity. But this is only a matter of budgeting more capital: IT costs are only a very small fraction of 

the total budget. Next to unwillingness to buy new hardware, quick IT market developments are 

forming another challenge. Mental healthcare IT has the risk of being out dated and requires 

frequent updates to comply with the desired performance.  

Having a decent hardware foundation is one of the preconditions of a successful EHR 

implementation. In the contract between the supplier and the institution, hardware SLA’s are agreed 

upon. The installation of the EHR software is dependent on the presence of a decent foundation.  If 

the hardware does not perform according to these SLA’s, it could cause major hold-up for the 

implementation project if it is not in place on time.  In case of underperformance, the institution 

might blame the EHR supplier for implementing poor software instead of blaming its own decision to 

not update hardware up to SLA level. Underperformance of the combination of hardware and 

software is a commonly heard problem. Three main possibilities, highlighted in Table 21, were found 

to deal with this.  

Purchase new IT: At the moment you perceive that your organization is not capable to run the 

newest version of the NT server, then this is not caused by the EHR but by the outdated IT. Operating 

locally is preferred by many institutions. In this case one needs an IT partner who will purchase new 

IT complying to the SLA for a decent price. 

Outsourcing hosting and technical maintenance: Institutions are a bit hesitant to have their entire 

EHR in the cloud and want to buy their own server. They have privacy concerns. They will start posing 
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questions like: how is the data structure built? This is since SAAS is mostly multi-tenant meaning that 

one system can host multiple users. Institutions have their own, not shared, server instead of a SaaS 

solution due to privacy concerns. Due to these concerns they will buy their own server. Hosting and 

technical maintenance is outsourced since it is originally atypical to institutions.   

The entire IT infrastructure is offered in the cloud via SAAS: EHR supplier offer SAAS solutions to 

provide institutions with sufficient hardware performing as agreed in the contract. Internet makes it 

easy to scale and roll out. Institutions can therefore be easily facilitated and this gives a good starting 

point for the rest of the implementation. One supplier even claimed he can have institutions live 

within one hour based on best practice. 

Table 21: options to offer a decent hardware foundation 

FACILITATOR: Availability of access points into the EHR 

Respondents have stressed the recent influence of insurance companies in increasing EHR access via 

mobile devices next to standard PC access points. This gives the benefit of easy access to all EHR data 

and increased workflow support. Since the tablet display is smaller than the PC display, viewing 

challenges will occur. Therefore tablet-specific functionalities will be added to increase the 

accessibility of information. One of the possibilities is the application of responsive design, as 

explained in FACILITATOR: System user friendliness. Because of limited information display 

possibilities and challenging data entry, institutions do not expect the integration of phone based 

access into the EHR. 

FACILITATOR: Master Data Management 

The importance of data management is stressed during the data conversion which can be performed 

in multiple ways dependent on the wishes of the institution. The encountered challenges in the data 

conversion can be seen in Table 22. 

Cleaning the dataset: Most institutions see the data conversions as an opportunity to clean the data 

set while switching. It needs to be determined which data is transferred to the new system and 

which data is not.  The data cleaning can be done based on a date: only entering data after a specific 

date or on current treatment: only entering the data of patients receiving a treatment.  A final option 

is to start over new. 

Determining the structure of the dataset: Due to different table set ups in the different system 

version, one needs to change the structure of the dataset in order to be able to work with for 

instance the invoicing function. A challenge is that institution might have stored information in PDF 

format and uploaded them. EHR suppliers struggle with converting the information from PDF in a 

field. 

Table 22: data conversion challenges 

Institutions indicate that data is growing in an uncontrollable way in which problems are detected 

whenever it is too late. EHRs have always and still contain false information. The amount of 

erroneous data is visible in full extent during the data conversion. This might happen due to 

compensation behavior whenever one has the need to register information but the specific data field 

is lacking or simply due to the lack of standard data entry methods. The absence of proper data 

management is striking. No institution encountered has a focus on proper master data management. 

This absence is particularly interesting since EHR are more and more supportive of the primary care 

processes. It is striking to find that most respondents only focus on data quality during the 

implementation.  It is believed that guaranteeing data quality is intrinsic in the EHR software and the 
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paradigm of master data management is not yet valued in full extent. The data quality of institutions 

and thus the perception of applying master data management is in most cases the responsibility of 

the EHR supplier. The GGZ institution is dominantly advised by the supplier. In basic the supplier 

chooses how the data is stored, how the data looks like and how data is disclosed externally since the 

internal disclosure is standard.  If institutions have data quality requirements, they could go into a 

conversation with the supplier and tell them what it is that they want. The current scope on MDM is 

summarized in Table 23. 

Specification of data fields: The provider dominantly advises the institution on which specific data 

fields should exist to allow data entry. 

Minimizing data variability by using pre defined data from drop down menus, data selection tables 

or a variety of databases such as the database containing diagnosis methods for mental disorders 

such as DSM IV (American Psychiatric Association, 2000) or DSM V (American psychiatric association, 

2013). Furthermore institutions indicate which data is mandatory to register to prevent missing data. 

Implementation of data quality tools to check whether data is consistent with itself or even missing 

and give feedback to the one filling in the data and that is about it. On the other hand, manual 

random inspections are performed by the institution. It is striking to see that data quality KPI’s are 

not developed by institutions. 

Table 23: current master data management approach 

In most cases when asking who is responsible for data requirements, who owns the data, whether 

there are standards for data entry and whether there are KPIs in place to judge data quality, the 

researcher was provided with assumptions or even with no answer at all. In most cases one assumed 

involvement of the IT department but on the other hand stated that nothing formal was agreed 

upon. Some institutions did focus on the topic of ownership of data via the BiSL model (Pols, Donatz, 

& Outvorst, 2012) but did not have the broad master data management scope. When applying the 

literature review, (Ariesen S. , 2013) on the current situation, one can see that GGZ institutions have 

a limited focus on master data governance and master data quality whereas they are not involved at 

all in any other area of the paradigm. It is general opinion that master data management is 

something for the future. One of the 23 respondents assumed that master data management is 

abundant. This person claims that the people doing benchmarks and analyzing master data should 

not put that much emphasis on having uniform data. In fact they should put the data they are 

provided with to the best possible use during analysis. 

However Master Data Management is a real facilitator of EHR implementation success according to 

consultants. Whereas institutions and EHR suppliers claim that master data management is intrinsic 

in the EHR software, consultants stress that it is a cooperation problem between the difference 

functions in an organization. Once one has agreed upon the process, then the IT can also be 

managed. They stress that it could for instance originate from a lack of agreement between the 

application managers of the HRM and financial system, and the external controller on the valid cost 

heading.  Non valid data can have malicious effects on the quality of care and efficiency and limits 

the EHR’s ability to support the workflow. In basic EHR’s this might be of limited influence except in 

the privacy domain. During bench marks in which they retrieve data from the personnel 

administration database and from the registration system, they encounter that in nearly 100% of this 

data, there is no link between the how people are registered in the salary system and how they are 

registered in the registration system.  Furthermore there are opportunities to give people different 
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functions in the systems compared to real life in order to have more rights in the system. This could 

enable access to files for which they should not have access. 

However it is expected that once EHR are more and more active in the field of decision support and 

workflow support, the effects of master data management become more important. Knowing all 

about your patients, employees and cost headings, is essential in supporting care. Next to this cost 

headings are especially important since they determine the total cost of a treatment which is needed 

for the invoicing and has a dependency to the purchasing of care by third parties. Therefore 

consultants stressed that having valid data is a precondition for the effectiveness of EHR and its 

potential to evolve. The benefits of master data management are being discovered by other 

stakeholders at the moment. One respondent noted that one of the user collaborations occupied a 

new IT architect also covering master data management territory. The architect is for instance 

determining who has ownership over the data next to trying to determine which functionalities are 

in the core of the EHR and which are not. 

FACILITATOR: Testing: 

Testing is one of the most 

important facilitators of 

success of an 

implementation since it 

makes sure the software 

functions as it should. It 

furthermore aligns 

perceptions about the 

functionalities of different 

stakeholders. During the 

interview many forms of testing were identified. This led to Figure 12 in which the most common 

testing sequence is given. Appendix L: Explanation on testing elaborates on the different terms in 

Figure 12. 

As can be seen in both Figure 12, multiple tests are performed both by the EHR supplier as the 

institutions while user collaborations support the testing process. One needs to test everything and 

nothing else than everything. As the EHR’s development is progressing, tests become more and more 

fine-grained. Institutions receive reports of all tests and some made agreements with the supplier 

about the classification of errors and the number of errors that are accepted in order to go to the 

next phase of testing. Performance testing needs to assure that the EHR can operate under heavy 

loads. In the past these tests were underestimated causing a limited responsive, potentially jamming 

EHR. The follow up test is the functional acceptance test, which is performed in the environment of 

the supplier. The user collaboration brings 1 or 2 member institutions forward to do the tests. The 

two that are chosen are mostly the ones needing the update the most, or are functioning as a role 

model. When the functional acceptance test is completed, the EHR supplier will release the new 

version of the EHR. This release is followed up by the system acceptance test, performed on the 

infrastructure of the institution. In case of user collaboration, 2 member institutions are chosen to 

test the new release while the rest keeps a close watch. After all tests have been finished 

successfully, the steering committee per institution will provide the “go” for the system and the 

provision of training. Encountered risks during testing are given in Table 24. 

Figure 12: common testing sequence 
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Skipping parts of testing: Consultants expressed the frequent encountered intention to skip testing 

phases to speed up developments. But errors are quicker and cheaper handled the earlier one finds 

oneself in the testing phase. Especially the functional acceptance test is often intended to be skipped 

since the system acceptance test is similar. One of the key differences is that in the system 

acceptance test, the entire system is technically implemented in the institution causing rework to be 

rather time consuming and expensive. 

Use of non representative test data by EHR suppliers:  Suppliers might have a non representative 

data set which is not comparable to realistic data concerning data types and the amount of data. This 

might lead to many issues not being found and difficulties when they occur in the environment of the 

client or even after “go life”.  One solution for this is the use of data scrambling (Oracle) to be able to 

use existing data of clients but then removed of any person data. 

Use of non reliable test scripts: Despite that EHR suppliers have an amount of scripts in stock such as 

regression tests, they mostly test from their scope. Institution test from their scope and according to 

consultant institutions find it hard to create their own test scripts. Sometimes suppliers are asked for 

help in making the test scripts. By doing this one has the risk of performing the same test twice .The 

supplier could give tests from which it is known that the software performs well and all the added 

value of testing twice is lost.  

Not frequent testing: Some suppliers have large development cycles of 3 or 4 months. Since lots of 

progress is made and testing will be performed at the end, the potential to check the developments 

and to correct the course if necessary, are limited. Frequent testing could save huge amounts of time 

and money spent on developments that might have turned out erroneous at an early stage. One of 

the ways to solve this is by using agile development approaches. One agile approach that was 

frequently encountered is the SCRUM approach (Schwaber, 2002), which is an interactive and 

iterative approach in short cycles, called sprints. For every sprint, which will last about 3 weeks, one 

defines what will be done in these three weeks and this has to be finished at the end of the sprint. 

Essential for the success of SCRUM is that for each consecutive sprint, customer feedback is used to 

improve the development.  So one needs to show the progress to the customer at least once every 

three weeks.  

Table 24: risks during testing 

FACILITATOR: Access control 

Privacy is one of the hottest topics in EHR territory in the Netherlands. The debate about privacy 

started in 2011 when the Dutch senate refused the national EHR based on many doubts concerning 

collecting, sorting and using medical data (Eerste Kamer der Staten-Generaal, 2011). Data in the GGZ 

is personal identifiable data that can have terrible consequences if accessible to people not directly 

involved in the treatment.  It would be very undesirable when the EHR data from mental healthcare 

are in the hands of the public. This could have influence on everything: personal relations, finding a 

job to getting a bank loan. One would expect that institutions put a lot of emphasis on privacy 

matters but they do only limitedly. For institutions it is preconditional that EHRs guarantee offer 

solutions for the privacy matter. The cluster quality care & wellbeing has created NEN norms to guide 

information security in healthcare. These are at the basis of many privacy measures. Encountered 

privacy measures are listed in Table 25. 

Network restrictions so that one can only access from some networks. One of the interviewed institutions 

used iPads for EHR access. These iPads only had access to EHR data when on the network of the 
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institution. An extension is to set up a virtual private network(VPN) to access the EHR en 

1 mostly internal, database: Institutions consider the use of multiple databases dangerous since one can 

sneak from one database into another. The security of one server is testable with penetration testing via 

the NEN regulations. This keep information flows controllable.  

Citrix to disclose applications and working spots when operating in the cloud: Citrix is a method to view 

the working spot in the cloud on a computer monitor. Some institutions have their EHR running in the 

cloud. In this case one only has a monitor and somewhere remotely a server is working on which the EHR 

is operating These are mostly the bigger institution. Smaller ones have it installed locally.  

We have 1 connection via citrix. Little boxes connect to the server. All the data is in the server. You can 

retrieve information to your monitor. 

Authorization based on roles: The authorizations in the EHR are influenced by the regulation. People not 

directly involved with a treatment of a specific patient, should have no access to medical files of the 

specific patients. Best practice roles are in place of junior secretary, secretary, junior treatment officer, 

treatment officer etc which can be managed by institutions. EHR suppliers provide institutions with a set 

of roles and linked authorizations. One needs to pay attention whether this set matches the work process 

of the client. After this check the list of employees is connect with the roles. Some roles can see less 

information, or can perform a limited set of tasks. Some employees cannot delete information while 

others can for instance. One can extend the authorization on roles by adding roles per location. So that 

roles of institution x can only access patient data from institution x. The linkage of roles to employees 

needs to be constantly discussed. It was also encountered that some major institutions had to develop all 

of it themselves since there was no standard yet.  

Access control attributes: Role based authorization is mostly performed by an employee user id combined 

with a password to access the system. But there are more options. One option is working with smart cards 

or the alternative of governmental UCI cards to identify employees and their roles. Another method is 

working via tokens to enable employees to access the same information at home as they would access at 

work. 

Application landscape existing of as few as possible suppliers: More important is that institutions are 

thinking about how the application landscape will look like. What is the heart of it? Mostly this is the EHR. 

How are the data disclosed? On which places? Is this done in a safe way? These kinds of developments are 

one of the most important ones. If one has a preference for a specific provider, one needs to consider the 

consequences. If a specific provider is preferred and will make the extension, then he needs access to the 

private data and this causes privacy and safety concerns about the link between the different systems. 

Institutions are very reserved of having external parties work within the EHR setting 

Auto lock: If you do not work with your tablet, phone or computer for a while, then it will lock itself. You 

need your login name & password to access the system again. 

Encryption: Institutions could encrypt patient data making it only accessible with the patient number. For 

the external communication of patient data, such as with the GP via zorgdomein, data is always encrypted 

with HTTPS. On forehand it was expected that encryption was applied almost everywhere. The reality is 

that encryption goes at the cost of system performance. This is why most institutions do not use 

encryption of their internal data flows 

Table 25: encountered privacy measures 

Privacy and system security is a precondition. If institutions neglect this, then they are out of 

business. Due to the preconditional view of privacy, privacy was sensed to be ranked lower than 

priority 1, is the link with the invoicing system. Lack of privacy possibilities were said to be hard to 
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encounter during normal work. It was sensed that privacy efforts were only performed when time 

and money is not needed for other things or whenever governmental criticism was given. Despite the 

privacy precautions from Table 25, still lots of criticism on privacy exist. The criticism is summarized 

in Table 26. 

Too limited precautions: According to the Dutch institution for the protection of personnel data, still 

too limited precautions are taken to guarantee that only authorized employees of GGZ institutions 

have access to EHR data (CBP, 2013). Examples that are given are that the used EHR is not compliant 

to the contemporary security capabilities or that these capabilities are not used to the full extent. 

Examples are the following: one can put a little sticker on the monitor with the login information. The 

situation of a profile named “coassistent” with password “coassistent” that was the treatment officer 

of everyone in the hospital was encountered. Another example is the following. In case a patient 

enters an institution and needs immediate care, employees can click an emergency button and have 

access to the data of the specific patient even if they do not have access to this data in normal 

circumstances Whenever this emergency button is clicked, the EHR will register which employee 

looked at which patient’s data. Based on this log, the employee should be asked about the 

circumstances of access to determine the rightfulness f the access. However it was perceived that 

despite logging the use of the emergency button, no questions are asked.  All safety and privacy 

efforts are made useless by these kinds of actions. 

Patriot act based criticism: Amongst the Dutch EHR suppliers are American companies. Furthermore 

cloud based companies have often originated from America. Based on the patriot act (Department of 

Justice), the Dutch mental healthcare data is accessible by the United States. This loss of control over 

the data is a serious threat to the privacy of all Dutch patients. 

Growing need of patient data by insurance companies: In order to refund treatments performed by 

GGZ institutions, insurance companies are requiring more and more information of the patient. 

Institutions pointed out that nowadays insurance require to know which patient received what kind 

of treatment. So private patient data are in the hands of third party payers. It is expected by 

institutions that insurance companies are pushing towards receiving more and more private patient 

data before remunerating. 

Inefficient effect on workflow: For the workflow it is more efficient if employees have access to 

everything without needing authorization or reasons to access the specific information. 

Table 26: criticism on current privacy measures 

Discussion 

The discussion is split in two parts. The first part looks back at what the expected results were at the 

start of this project. The second part will elaborate on the discussion of results. 

Discussion of expectations from research proposal: 

A few major differences were expected based on the research proposal (Ariesen S. , 2013). These are 

elaborated in Table 27. 

Requirements were expected to be more equal across all mental health care institutions. This 

image was partially confirmed since most institutions use the REPD as a starting point. However the 

REPD is that extensive that it can never be used as a starting point. Institutions and suppliers use an 

interpretation of it as a starting point. Customizability was expected less of an issue due to the 

absence of specializations in mental healthcare in comparison to general healthcare. Despite the 
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overlap in the required format of the EHR, customizability is quite the topic since the different care 

lines consider themselves to be unique, disagree with the formulation of standard logistic care paths 

and feel that standards are in the way of providing individualized care for patients.  

Interoperability with complementary systems and external EHRs was expected to be a facilitator of 

implementation success since mentally ill people are mostly chronic patients with lifelong care plans.  

It was found that communication between different institutions is already possible via the 

correspondence module and that data that is interchanged can be integrated in the EHR. Not 

everything is as interoperable as expected.  This can also be concluded based on the huge amounts 

of conversion that is necessary when institutions are switching between EHR systems. Some 

institutions offer electronic data integration possibilities while other convert information in PDFs and 

integrate it. Perhaps that in the future networks can be made of GGZ institutions operating within 

the same IT infrastructure but with their own security measures to prevent unauthorized access. 

From early 2014 this idea is applied in a small selection of Dutch hospitals (Leeuwarder courant, 

2014). This would solve interconnectivity problems. Since institutional budgets are declining and 

institutions need to start working smarter, sharing IT infrastructure could become interesting for GGZ 

institutions. 

It was expected that offering adequate privacy solutions in a system is one of the most 

important elements of the implementation. But strangely, the compliance to rules and 

regulations seems a precondition. Institution would not choose for a system that was not compliant 

to rules and regulations but that was about where the influence of privacy stopped. Privacy was of no 

influence for the success. Therefore personal mental healthcare record exists from a specific person. 

One of the most recent progressions is that Achmea, a Dutch care institution part of “central 

beheer”, needs to pass diagnoses linked to a specific declaration to the mother company. This is 

worrying since if something goes wrong, everyone could access patient data. On the other hand, 

patients are expected to have access to their own files based on the law “Wet op de Geneeskundige 

Behandeingsovereenkomsten”. This could be problematic for GGZ patients that are treated in the 

generalist basic GGZ since GPs impose boundaries on accessing EHR data (consumentenbond, 2014). 
Table 27: expected results and their elaboration 

 

Discussion of results 

The assessment of the current adoption state of EHR functionalities was one of the first elements in 

the results section. These results will be discussed in the following paragraphs. The first generations 

of EHRs were focused at reporting care while more sophisticated generations also include decision 

support, workflow management and knowledge management and will function as a comprehensive 

and authoritative source of appropriate practice guidelines (Gartner, 2007).  The more evolved, the 

more essential the EHR becomes in delivering state-of-the-art care (Gartner, 2007). As can be seen in 

Table 6, clinical documentation EHR functionalities are nearly completely adopted amongst 

respondent institutions in the GGZ. This is since the institution’s administrative & care processes are 

relying on these basic functionalities to provide care. Test and imaging results are moderately 

adopted in the GGZ. Of this functional category, images and radiology score low. Most institutions, 7 

out of 8, do not offer any radiology related treatments. Radiologic images are not related to their 

treatment. If necessary radiology images and their interpretation are described in text and included 

in reports. This is why radiology reports scores higher than radiology images. Images score low since 

pictures are not stored in the EHR but are stored in the PACS, see Appendix U: External solutions 

linked to EHRs in the GGZ. Decision support scores medium as well but this is due to the use of linked 

Electronic Prescription Modules, further elaborated on in Appendix U: External solutions linked to 

EHRs in the GGZ. As can be seen, computerized provider order entry still needs to be adopted for the 
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biggest part. This is due to problems in the definition of standard care paths which was elaborated in 

FACILITATOR: Synergy: Standardization & Customizability. Computerized provider order entry, scores 

low since most of professional groups in the GGZ have their own systems. Simply ordering a lab 

report or medication cannot be fulfilled by the EHR. It can be prepared at most. The most used EVS 

has two parts: an institutions side and a pharmacy side. These cannot communicate with one 

another directly. Clinical decision support scores low adoption rates. Due to the implementation of 

extensive Electronic Prescription Modules, as elaborated on in Appendix U: External solutions linked 

to EHRs in the GGZ , Drug related decision support is scoring relative high. The description of care 

paths is of extreme importance in order to provide the clinical guidelines. It should aid the physician 

in providing high quality care and not keep him from this. Decision support could be a set of 

questions which the physician need to go through and needs to fill in with yes or no.  One could think 

of descriptions in WORD in the form of tree diagrams. Once these have been passed, a treatment 

plan is proposed. There is also a legal benefit to it since one can prove that the institution has asked 

certain questions to the future patient. Decision support includes a question to determine whether a 

patient has children that could be neglected whenever he is institutionalized.  If one has addressed 

this and the patient answered negative, one knows that you have taken precautions but that the 

issue is irrelevant.  

Next to decision support, workflow management and knowledge management becomes more 

important the more mature EHRs become (Gartner, 2007). Logistic care paths need to be specified by 

the institution in advance. Tasks that are automatable should be included meaning that decision 

support should be offered at all personnel including psychiatrists and psychologists. One can have 

the system signal “to do’s”. Due to different visions of doctors on what is the best treatment, the 

formulation of logistic paths becomes a huge argument.  Even if the decision support of standardized 

paths is offered in the system, it is not used since the GGZ has not decided what the right approach 

of application is. A respondent working at the biggest Dutch GGZ institutions functioning as a role 

model for EHR standardization, expressed the need to find balance in the tasks that can be fulfilled 

working with the EHR and tasks that need to be fulfilled without the EHR. A non desired result might 

be that tasks list will become extremely full and ignored. One can generate person specific task but 

one can also formulate workflow based tasks. In the workflow based tasks, one needs to search for 

the limit of what is workable and what is not.  Whenever the amount of tasks will rise to enormous 

levels, people will ignore the workflow support. One could prevent this by planning one free timeslot 

with a certain frequency. This enables doctors to reduce backlog. 

The next section of the results elaborated on the ranks of the different barriers and facilitators. These 

results will be discussed in this paragraph. To achieve insight in which barriers/facilitators are the 

most important, respondents were asked to rank the barriers and facilitators from the original 

framework from literature as can be seen in Appendix D: Questionnaire. The highest ranked 

facilitators and barriers are given in Table 28. One has to note that a top five became a top 4 due to 

the merger between the creation of positive attitudes and user involvement as elaborated in 

Appendix P: Version Control. 

The top ranked facilitator is “synergy: standardization & customizability: As explained in Table 54, the 

facilitator respecting the ultimate goal is incorporated in “synergy: standardization & customizability”. All 

stakeholders have it in their top five highest ranked. This implies that finding the balance between 

standardization and customization to support workflows is in general the most relevant facilitator.  

Standardization does appear to be the key to customization: by applying standards care professionals can 
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provide custom care and do this in the most efficient way.  

The second ranked facilitator is user involvement: Both user involvement and the creation of positive 

attitudes are in the top five ranked barriers and facilitators. As can be seen in Appendix P: Version Control, 

these two have merged. Not only high in respondent rankings, but also high in coding frequencies. The 

creation of positive attitudes is valued 12,8% more than average by institutions and undervalued 23,4% by 

EHR suppliers. This seems quite the gap. Furthermore user involvement is valued 16,5% more than average 

by EHR suppliers whereas institutions value it 9,0% less than average. User involvement is found to be 

another top facilitator of implementation success. When looking back at the qualitative research, one can 

fully understand that user involvement is very important as it comprises a very broad range.   

User friendliness is found to be at the third place: User friendliness is top valued by all respondents except 

for consultants. Institutions value user friendliness 11% more than average while consultants undervalue it 

with 21.1%. This is a huge difference. This undervaluation by the major EHR suppliers is picked up by 

newcomers in the market. These are doing lots of effort in improving user friendliness by enabling users to 

adjust the system to personal preferences, offering interaction design and applying a responsive design in 

which the screen automatically adapts to specific device used to access the EHR. IT should make work easier 

not harder. EHR are considered to be user friendly if they support all activities a specific employee could 

encounter and users can navigate through the different functionalities efficiently. Most of the users of EHR 

systems still consider EHRs to be user unfriendly especially since they are still not able to navigate 

efficiently.  

Scoping is found to be fourth: Strangely institutions do not have scoping in their top 5 of most important 

barriers/facilitators. Especially consultants value scoping: with 24,5% more than average whereas 

institutions undervalue scoping with 21,6%. Joint scoping of supplier and institutions is important not only 

for the quality of the implementation but also due to its effect on the cost of the project. Since multiple 

stakeholders are involved, it is very important to align scopes as fast as possible. This gives a basis for 

communication towards users. In case of a central system as the EHR, scoping is considered extra important 

due to the links with different systems. One needs to scope for external dependencies such as a good 

functioning HRM system which are necessary for the decent functioning of the EHR. 
Table 28: Highest ranked barriers and facilitators 

As can be seen in Table 8, the top & bottom five ranks of all respondents can be traced back in the 

different respondent groups. This implies that respondents have extremely different views on what is 

important and what not. Especially the importance of having a multi-faceted implementation 

strategy, inefficient guidelines, creating positive attitudes amongst users, eliciting the requirements, 

user unfriendliness, user involvement, interoperability & financial initiatives seems to be valued very 

differently. One curiosity is that EHR suppliers rank the expectation of increased revenue after 

implementation as one of the top facilitators whereas consultants rank the same facilitator as one 

the bottom five. This could be explained by the fact that EHR suppliers disagree in the value of EHR: 

suppliers might focus more on the financial benefits whereas consultants might appreciate the 

benefits for the quality of care more. The only difference is that barriers and facilitators have a 

different rank at most of the respondent groups. 

What is striking to see in Table 8 is that barriers and facilitators that are the most valued compared 

to mean by institutions, are valued less than average by EHR suppliers and consultants. This is 

strange since it was expected that the EHR suppliers and consultants would agree with their client on 

what is important for the implementation. Especially since it was stressed multiple times in 

interviews that having a strong vision is important. This seems not to be the case based on the 

rankings. Each stakeholder in the implementation process has its own priority of facilitators and 

barriers. This makes sense if it is hypothized that barriers and rankings are not only dependant of the 

implementation goals but also to stakeholder specific goals. One example is that EHR suppliers value 

increased revenue after implementation almost 40% more than average. This is strange since all 
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encountered implementation do no achieve the financial performance as anticipated before but in 

fact cost money annually. The fact that increased revenue after sales is valued is not based on 

implementation goals, but is based on its own goals to facilitate sales and make profit. The decision 

to purchase an EHR system is easier one it is expected that it will improve the efficiency of the 

institution after sales. Another remark is that functionalities of the systems are not considered to be 

of any influence on the success. This gives the impression that one can have better results from a low 

quality system that is implemented in the right way than a high quality system implemented which is 

implemented badly.  

The last section of the results focused on the qualitative analysis. This section started with giving 

insight in the awareness of the different barriers and facilitators amongst respondents. Based on 

Table 9 consisting of coding frequencies, it seems that the value of standards and the involvement of 

users in the implementation process are recognized by all major respondent groups since they all 

elaborated on these topics the most. On the contrary, the availability of access point in the EHR and 

the regulative fit are facilitators that were the least encountered with frequencies almost equal to 

zero for all stakeholders. Despite being limitedly discussed, these two barriers/facilitators offer 

valuable insights in the qualitative description of the barriers and facilitators.  What is exceptional to 

see in Table 9  is that the top three barriers and facilitators in awareness of EHR suppliers cover just 

fewer than 40% of the conversations. Of the 21 barriers and facilitators, only 5 changes have been 

made based on this research. These are explained in Table 29. 

When comparing the results from literature study in Table 2 and Figure 4, no changes could be made 

to the dimensions of EHR implementation success. On the other hand, some barriers and facilitators 

came out differently than expected. New insights are elaborated in Table 1Table 29. 

Extension of people and expectation management with high level leadership & governance: The role of high 

level leaders was underestimated upfront. It can be concluded that these are needed to create a starting point, 

create vision, keep track of progress and expectations and resolve conflicts between professionals when 

necessary. Without high level leaders projects tend to become dysfunctional. 

Extension of the implementation strategy with project management: transformational projects like EHR 

implementations are very complex projects. Project management is very important as it reduces complexity by 

providing a roadmap for the implementation project existing out of different stages. Project management makes 

sure that everyone in the project is aware of all tasks & responsibilities to provide a basis for progress. 

Extension of the implementation strategy with regulative fit:  Compliance to the set of regulations is very 

important since they affect the primary process of care provision but also the invoicing of care. For institutions 

this is almost too complex to handle and keep track of. Regulative ft is a precondition for EHRs. 

Extension of the implementation strategy with go life: The go life needs to be planned with care. It can be 

concluded that on a macro level one does not prefer the start of an IT project falling together with the change of 

legislation and policies whereas on a micro level one should decide upon multiple approaches of the go life such 

as a big bang approach versus a phased approach dependent on the type of implementation. 

Label change from facilitator to both a barrier as a facilitator of quality reimbursement program: It was 

expected upfront that quality reimbursement programs would increase likelihoods of implementation success. 

This does not seem to be the case. On short term institutions can acquire knowledge on their processes and cost 

structure with EHR and could use this knowledge to optimize themselves. However the immense power of 

insurance companies is a real barrier for the continuity of GGZ institutions making it a barrier. 
Table 29: new insights 

One result that needs to be discussed is that project teams responsible for very extensive 

transformational projects such as an EHR implementation, are discarded when the implementation 
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has ended. Institutions should start to acknowledge that the implementation of the EHR is not the 

end point: it is just an important step in the ongoing process of automation of GGZ care. One should 

not view upon the EHR as an autonomous project but as part of organizational change initiative with 

many more possibilities. Such as the continued optimization after the go-live of people, process and 

technology to increase the benefits of automation, using the data created by the EHR as a starting 

point for many more analytical based innovations and maximizations and continuously working on 

the integration of new regulations such as DBC system updates,  new applications and functionalities. 

All should be in line with the end goal: to provide the best qualitative care at a low as possible cost. 

Conclusions 

When assessing the used functionalities by GGZ institutions and comparing them with the five 

generations of CPR systems (Gartner, 2007), see Appendix K: Generations of Computer-based Patient 

Record Systems, one can classify the EHR as a generation 3 system. This classification is made based 

on a high adoption of information access and documentation, a medium adoption of clinical decision 

support systems, and a low adoption of workflow management and knowledge management 

systems. Current EHR systems are able to assists physicians with a complete set of patient 

information and enable them to document patient information. On the other hand, clinical decision 

support systems are only limited used. One applied solution is the Electronic Prescription System 

offering support in the decisions psychiatrists make concerning the prescription of medication. 

Workflow management is making its first steps. Defining standard workflows is still quite the 

challenge care professionals have a hard time in agreeing with one another on whether or not a 

standard workflow is possible and how this standard should look like. Some institutions have defined 

standard workflows but are in doubt on how standard tasks should be implemented. Should these be 

very detailed, risking information overflow and eventually neglecting of tasks or should these be 

more general risking that the tasks have no added value in the care process. Considering knowledge 

management it was found that institutions use ROM which was used as a source for evidence based 

care but is instead used too much as a precondition in getting financially reimbursed.  This is also 

stressed by a recent article (Brouwer, 2014).   

When incorporating the new insights from Table 29 into the original framework of Figure 4, one ends 

up with the framework as depicted in Figure 13 as the summary of facilitators and barriers of EHR 

implementation success in Dutch mental healthcare. The most important barriers and facilitators are 

synergy: standardization & customizability, user involvement, user friendliness & scoping. 
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Figure 13: framework from qualitative analysis 

After adding new insights, the overall conclusion is that it is perceived that EHR implementations in 

GGZ are not that different from implementations of EHRs in general healthcare except from major 

discriminators. The first discriminator is the state of the IT foundation. In general healthcare hospitals 

are erupting that regard IT support as the key in providing high quality, low cost care (Sterk, 2011). 

These hospitals function as an example of how 21
st

 century hospitals should be in the Netherands 

(Sterk, 2011). IT in the GGZ is in a completely different league. In order to implement an EHR 

successfully institutions need to invest in preparing a decent hardware foundation. It was sensed that 

implementing an EHR goes together with an extensive update of the hardware. In the pre EHR time 

span, hardware needed to improve drastically to be able perform at EHR specifications. It is 

questionable that in any other healthcare environment the same amount of investment is needed to 

update hardware. Such a rapid update of IT capabilities has its influence on the entire IT 

environment. The larger the gap between the legacy infrastructure and the “state of the art” EHR, 

the larger the change of working environment for employees and the more budget needs to be 

reserved for IT training and support. It might also be concluded that based on the transformational 

character of EHRs in the GGZ in work environments, employees need to adapt to a new system and a 

new way of working in a relatively short time. Due to this transformative nature, user involvement is 

ranked as one of the top barriers and the high ranking of user friendliness might be explained. It is 

expected that the absence of user friendly systems, stresses the value of having a user friendly 

system.  
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The second GGZ discriminator from general healthcare is the need of tight agreements needed to 

prevent lock in. In contrast to the many EHR suppliers general healthcare has, EHRs in the GGZ are 

supplied by only three major players as a result of the REPD selection procedure. One of these 3, is 

by far the biggest. This creates a situation of monopoly within an oligopoly and induces high costs. 

Institutions are mostly unsatisfied with their EHR but switching is avoided due to a combination of 

switching costs and efforts and since no significant change can be expected since all three suppliers 

deliver an almost equal EHR. It was only limitedly noticed that institutions tried to prevent the lock 

in: as explained earlier, tight agreements need to be made with the supplier to limit the amount of 

lock in. 

The third discriminator is the GGZ specific delays in healthcare standardization. Benefits of 

standardization in general care have been stressed many times (Shields, et al., 2007) (Miller & Sim, 

Physician's use of Electronic Medical Records: Barriers and Solutions, 2004). Where standards are 

more applied in general healthcare, the application of standards in the support of decisions and 

workflows in GGZ is delayed as it is dependent of care professionals. These people first need to agree 

with one another which care method will be used before standards can be applied and EHRs are able 

to improve support. Standards that are implemented before this argument was held, have serious 

risk of being ignored and not adopted. It can be concluded that these arguments are causing serious 

delay of innovation.  Despite the inability to resolve this topic, it is found that synergy: 

standardization & customization is the top facilitator of EHR implementations success amongst 

respondents in the GGZ. 

Limitations & future work 

One of the major limitations of this thesis is that success is a subjective entity. There is no consistent 

set of dimensions that define success. Different scenarios represent different goals and different 

aspects on which people believe that should be focused. The perception of people defines success. 

This thesis can therefore only provide a structure based on more than 6500 scientific articles and on 

interviews in mental healthcare. This thesis should therefore be viewed upon as a tool of guidance 

towards success instead of a rigid framework with all the elements of success.  

Another limitation is the amount of information that this research acquired. All interviews lasted at 

minimum 60 minutes. This was not sufficient for the semi structured interviews to work out as 

planned. It was the intention that respondents had freedom in suggesting potential barriers and 

facilitators. In case respondents were not able to suggest any more content, the interviewer was 

supposed to start posing specific questions. When respondents were suggesting their own barriers 

and facilitators, they took a lot of time in explaining them elaborately. This provided the interviewer 

with very rich information very suited for the elicitation of barriers and facilitators of EHR 

implementation success but resulted in limited progress during the interviews. In order to have a 

complete view of all dimensions, the interviewer was forced to interrupt their suggestion and either 

switch to the next dimension or start posing direct questions about barriers and facilitators. Not only 

the time during interviews but also the total available time for writing this thesis is an important 

limitation of this research. The time provided for a master thesis project is maximum 21 weeks. This 

timeframe provides a challenge for the graduating student to manage everything. More relevant 

stakeholders could have been identified such as patient organizations, more EHR user organizations, 

governmental institutions etc. This obviously goes at the expense of the quality of the research. More 
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dimensions, facilitators & barriers could have been found or they could have been better understood 

if more time was given.  This thesis could be at the basis for future work. Since this thesis has 

elaborated on barriers and facilitators quite extensively in the qualitative domain, it is advised to 

focus more on the quantitative aspects. One got the impression of extreme ranking difference which 

need further analysis to see if these are significant differences. One option could be to acquire many 

rankings so that these can be analyzed with parametric tests. This enables to draw significant 

conclusion on rankings between groups.  

Another point of discussion is that the scope of this project is only on implementation projects. It is 

assumed that during this period the success of the EHR implementation can be influenced.  It is 

suspected that this is a too limited representation of reality. It might be the case that one has to keep 

managing people in using EHRs, and technology in general to apply EHRs successfully in mental 

healthcare but also in general healthcare. Employees use only a limited, fixed amount of the EHR in 

their daily work. It is questionable if employees are able to navigate through parts of the EHR if they 

have not used these parts for a long while. The effect of continuous IT training to support people in 

using the system in their daily work on the efficiency and quality of care, and the effect of continuous 

IT training and support could be investigated. 

Another limitation is that the effects of master data management on the successfulness of EHR 

implementations in Dutch mental healthcare are still not completely clear. The effects of master data 

management on the quality and efficiency of care have not been quantified. This could be done by 

performing research what extent master data in healthcare is erroneous. For instance wrong cost 

headings leading to unpredictable treatment costs, incorrect data definitions for data object leading 

to for instance wrong treatments and medication, parallel definitions of data objects so that analyses 

on institution performance are not valid etc.. It is expected that master data management has a 

crucial role in the long term success of EHR implementations both in Dutch mental healthcare as well 

as in Dutch general care as it makes information more valid and transparent. The effects of master 

data management on care could be quantified in further research. 

EHRs can be used to improve workflows, get in control of costs and going more prepared into the 

negotiation with insurance companies. One step further is the application of eHealth. It has the 

potential to radically improve the performance of healthcare IT. Despite this, eHealth was not part of 

the scope and therefore all eHealth related content is excluded from the main document. In case one 

is interested in application of eHealth, a limited overview can be found in Appendix I: eHealth. The 

effects of eHealth on care efficiency and/or quality and its quantification, could be a topic for further 

research. 
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Appendix 

Appendix A: Literature review into the dimensions of success 

Literature review method 

The aim of this literature review is to determine the relevant dimensions of success for implementing 

an EHR system in the mental healthcare sector. While performing the preliminary literature review 

was concluded that lots of literature is available. Therefore a more structured approach is desired. A 

structured approach increases confidence in conclusions and increases the likelihood of the 

application of the results in practice (Holly, Salmond, & Saimbert, 2011). A quick search ended up at a 

two phased literature search strategy (Holly, Salmond, & Saimbert, 2011). The first phase assesses 

the authority of the authors and ranks the found articles according to the number of citations and 

the age of the article. This is done by Hirsch contemporary h-index (Sidiropoulos, Katsaros, & 

Manolopoulos, 2007). This is an adjusted h-index that, in contrast to the original h-index, is able to 

discriminate based on the age of an article. Old articles gradually lose their value. Authors need to 

remain active in order to preserve a high index score.  

The contemporary h-index defines the novel score as follows: 
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Sidiropoulos et al. arbitrarily set�) equal to 1 and  �* the aging coefficient determining the multiplicity 

by which young articles count, to four.  If) � � then  ������ is the number of citations that the article 

i has received divided by the “age” of the article. Citations published this year account 4 times, 

citations published 4 years ago account 1 time while articles published 6 years ago account 
+

,
  time. 

 To perform queries, the tool Publish or Perish is used (Harzing, 2007). This tool has all the 

functionalities of Google Scholar and can perform a query in the Google Scholar database. The 

limitation of 1 query is 1000 articles since Google Scholar is limited to processing this number. The 

articles that are retrieved by publish or perish are the articles that have a match with the entered 

search words. The query retrieves a set of articles that are ranked on relevance, i.e. the most cited 

articles per published year first. Furthermore, the tool indicates how many articles will have a 

significant contribution to the literature review based on the contemporary h-index. I have chosen to 

follow the indications of the tool and incorporated all articles that had a blue “h” depicted in front of 

them. This was an indication of relevancy according to Hirsch’s contemporary h-index. 
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The second phase, the citation chase, assesses which references at the end of an article found during 

the first phase cover a topic of interest from this study. Since no tool is available, the citation chase 

needs to be done manually.  

Finally, the articles were managed by using a tool called Mendeley (Mendeley Ltd., 2008). In 

Mendeley it is possible to mark important parts of the articles found via Publish or Perish. 

Furthermore one can add notes containing summaries, questions or whatever else a researcher 

would desire. Finally, Mendeley will suggest relevant articles based on the collection of articles that 

are stored in the library. This suggestion will also be viewed and relevant articles are added to this 

literature review. This compensates for the articles high in quality but from an author which is not 

constantly productive. 

The entire process of selecting articles can be seen in Figure 14. 

 

Terminology and relevant data 

One of the key problems in the current healthcare literature is the variation in the different terms 

belonging to a specific construct. To compensate for this issue, different search queries are entered 

into the tool Publish or Perish. Since the aim of this research is to determine the preconditions of 

implementing an EHR system within a mental healthcare institution, the main query terms were 

“implementation”, “ehr” and “mental healthcare”. The variation of search queries entered in the tool 

Publish or Perish can be found in Table 30: different search queries entered into the tool Publish or 

Perish. The table shows which search query resulted in how many articles and how large the 

contemporary h-index is. In the last column one can find how many of the articles in the 

contemporary h-index were considered to be relevant for this research. Scientific sources that were 

considered to be irrelevant had no match with the subject of this literature review or could not be 

retrieved by the “Technical University of Eindhoven-“literature search engine Focus, Google scholar 

or by a search in Google. Publish or Perish found 6573 articles and the contemporary h index 

indicated which articles could be relevant. The 274 suggestions are shown in the column” 

contemporary h-index” The suggested relevant articles from query #3 are the same suggested 

relevant articles from query #2. The queries #3 until #8 returned the same scientific sources in 16 

cases. After having scanned these for relevance based on title and abstract, only 40 different articles 

with the highest relevance of 6573 articles remained. 

Publish or 

Perish 

Search query Total 

number of 

articles 

Contemporary 

h-index 

Relevant 

articles 

Query
First phase: 

Contemporary 
h-index

Second phase: 
Citation chase

Mendeley

suggestions

clarifying 
artciies

Figure 14: Structured approach for the literature review (Holly, Salmond, & Saimbert, 2011) (Sidiropoulos, Katsaros, & 

Manolopoulos, 2007) 
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#1 “Implementation ehr precondition” OR 

“Implementation ehr preconditions” OR 

“mental healthcare” 

1000 28 0 

#2 “EHR implementation preconditions 

mental healthcare” 

1000 26 7 

#3 “EHR implementation precondition 

mental healthcare” 

1000 28 7 

#4 “EHR implementation barriers facilitators 

mental healthcare” 

1000 36 16 

#5 “EHR implementation feeders bleeders 

mental healthcare” 

0 0 0 

#6 “EHR implementation feeder bleeder 

mental healthcare” 

573 18 1 

#7 “EHR implementation barriers drivers 

mental healthcare” 

1000 42 13 

#8 “Electronic health record 

implementation mental care” 

1000 96 12 

Table 30: different search queries entered into the tool Publish or Perish 

The 40 articles that were found by Publish or Perish were thoroughly examined for relevance. This 

was done by reading them entirely and summarizing the relevant parts. Scientific sources that were 

considered to be irrelevant had no match with the subject of this literature review which is 

determining barriers and facilitators during implementation of EHR systems in mental healthcare. 

Furthermore articles with unclear references were also considered not relevant. Articles that were 

considered relevant had a match with the implementation of Health Information Systems and in 

specific EHRs. Articles that discussed parts of the EHR system that are in the scope of this literature 

review are considered extra relevant. The parts of the EHR included in the scope can be seen in Table 

31 (Jha, Campbell, Donelan, Rao, Ferris, & Blumenthal, 2009). 

Category Clinical Documentation Test and imaging 

results 

Computerized 

provider order 

entry 

Decision Support 

Relevant 

elements 

 demographic 

characteristics of 

patients 

 physicians’ notes 

 nursing assessments 

 problem lists 

 medication lists 

 lab reports 

 radiologic 

reports 

 radiologic 

images 

 diagnostic-test-

results 

 lab tests, 

 radiologic 

tests, 

 medications 

 consultation

s requests 

 nursing 

 clinical guidelines, 

 clinical reminders, 

 drug-allergy alerts 

 drug-drug 

interaction alerts 

 drug-laboratory 

interaction alerts 
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 discharge 

summaries 

 advanced directives 

 diagnostic-test-

images 

 consultant 

reports 

orders  Drug-dose support 

Table 31: relevant elements of EHR (Jha, Campbell, Donelan, Rao, Ferris, & Blumenthal, 2009) 

 The result is that 24 articles were selected. One curious aspect is that, despite searching for “mental 

healthcare” almost no literature was found about implementation projects in mental healthcare. 

Therefore this literature review is based on insights from ‘normal’ care.  

The selected 24 articles are the foundation of the second phase. In the second phase 32 relevant 

articles were found. Furthermore, in order to clarify specific statements, additional literature was 

looked up. This resulted in 10 articles. Together with the previous phases, the total number of 

articles is 66 articles. Mendeley did not suggest any relevant articles. An overview of the search 

process can be seen in Figure 15. 

 

Many found articles reviewed the implementation of IT in healthcare. Some described relatively 

successful implementations while others described implementations that were unsuccessful. By 

looking at the choices made before and during the implementation, factors creating success were 

tried to be identified. But during while searching for articles, I wondered what success actually is. 

According to (Markus & Tanis, 2000) success is a multi-dimensional concept of which the dimensions 

change depending on which dimensions are found the most relevant by the different involved parties 

both in and outside the organization. In this thesis, success is regarded as the match of EHR 

implementation expectations with the EHR implementation results in that extent that the EHR is 

increasing efficiency while also increasing the quality of care within the time frame determined 

before the start.  

In this literature review it is tried to aggregate all dimensions towards success when implementing 

healthcare IT. Dependant of the specific implementation scenario, a subset of these will become 

relevant. In other words: the relevant dimension towards success in one scenario can differ from the 

relevant dimensions in another scenario. By knowing and guiding all the dimensions of which success 

might consist of, one has a base for predicting whether the implementation of an EHR system will be 

successful.  

In Table 32, information about the used sources can be found. The contribution of each source is 

described together with the amount of cites and the percentage of cites to the specific source 

compared to the total amount of citation which is 165. This gives an impression of the importance of 

each source in this literature review. 

Article Contribution # 

citations 

% 

citations 

(ANP, 2009) News facts to support introduction 1 0,61 

Figure 15: overview of search for literature 
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(Appari, 2008) Overview of healthcare stakeholders 2 1,21 

(Bates, Ebell, Gotlieb, Zapp, & Ebell, 

2003) 

Collection of financial benefits by third 

parties & healthcare purchasers 

1 

0,61 

(Bauer, 2002) Multi-faceted implementation 

strategy 

1 

0,61 

(Benson, 2012) Interoperability (OSI model) 4 2,42 

(Berg M. , 1997) Approach to user involvement 

Synergy 

2 

1,21 

(Berg M. , 2001) Stresses the consequences of the 

social-technical nature of EHR 

implementation 

User involvement  

Facilitators of positive attitude 

Synergy 

11 

6,67 

(Beuscart-Zephir, 2001) Compliance to new technology 1 0,61 

(Bijker & Law, 1992) Synergy 1 0,61 

(Bowers, 1995) Synergy 1 0,61 

(Buntin, Burke, Hoaglin, & 

Blumenthal, 2011) 

Determined fraction of total articles 

positive about EHR quality, efficiency 

& provider satisfaction 

2 

1,21 

(Cabana, Rand, Powe, Wu, Wilson, & 

Abboud, 1999) 

Inefficient guidelines 1 

0,61 

(Campbell, Donelan, Rao, Ferris, & 

Blumenthal, 2009) 

Provides insight in the likelihood of 

reimbursement 

1 

0,61 

(Chan, 2004) Compliance to new technology 1 0,61 

(Centers for Medicare and Medicaid 

Services) 

Definition of ACO 1 

0,61 

(Chismar & Wiley-Patton, 2002) Compliance to new technology 1 0,61 

(Congress of the United States of 

America, 2009) 

USA EHR reimbursement 1 

0,61 

(Collins, 2000) Expectation management of increased 

quality of care after implementation 

2 

1,21 

(Davis & Taylor-Vaisey, 1997) Effect of age on guideline use 

Multi-faceted implementation 

strategy 

2 

1,21 

(Dean, 2009) Interoperability (HL7) 2 1,21 

(Drazen, Metzger, Ritter, & 

Schneider, 1995) 

User involvement 2 

1,21 

(Duncker, 2000) Synergy 2 1,21 

(Edmondson, 2003) Concept of framing for user 

involvement 

3 

1,82 

(Eyers, Bacon, & Moody, 2006) RBAC access control 8 4,85 

(Frankcke, Smit, de Veer, & Mistiaen, 

2008) 

Different views on multi-faceted 

implementation strategy 

1 

0,61 
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(GGZ nederland, 2011) News for introduction 1 0,61 

(Gans, Kralewski, & Hammons, 2005) Rated lack of capital as top barrier 

Specified EHR initial costs and 

maintenance  

costs per month 

Specifies potential saving 

Stresses that budget of EHR is crossed 

with 25% 

Limitations on current financial 

initiatives 

Desire for tried and tested system 

Expectation management of 

decreased productivity during 

implementation 

Expectation management of increased 

revenue after implementation 

8 

4,85 

(Goldzweig, Towfigh, Maglione, & 

Shekelle, 2009) 

Consequence for tried and tested 

system 

Lack of customizability 

2 

1,21 

(Greenbaum, 1991) User involvement 1 0,61 

(Grimshaw, Eccles, Thomas, 

Maclennan, Ramsay, & Fraser, 2006) 

Multi-faceted implementation 

strategy 

1 

0,61 

(Grimshaw, Thomas, Maclennan, 

Fraser, & Ramsay, 2004) 

Multi-faceted implementation 

strategy 

1 

0,61 

(Gross & Pujat, 2001) Multi-faceted implementation 

strategy 

1 

0,61 

(Hartswood, Procter, Rouncefield, & 

Sharpe, 2000) 

User involvement 1 

0,61 

(Harzing, 2007) Introduces literature query tool 

Publish or Perish 

1 

0,61 

(Hayes, 2008) Infrastructure as a service 1 0,61 

(Holden, 2010) IT support 

Synergy 

Lack of customizability 

Expectation management of increased 

quality of care after implementation 

6 

3,64 

(Holly, Salmond, & Saimbert, 2011) Lists benefits of structured approach 

to find articles. 

Introduces the two phased search 

strategy 

3 

1,82 

(Jha, Campbell, Donelan, Rao, Ferris, 

& Blumenthal, 2009) 

Requirements of EHR 4 

2,42 

(Komito, 1998) Synergy 1 0,61 

(Lee, 2005) Access points into EHR  2 1,21 
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(Loshin, 2010) Master Data Management 1  

(Markus & Tanis, 2000) Introduces success as a 

multidimensional concept 

1 

0,61 

(MedicalRecords.com Team , 2013) USA reduction rates reimbursement 

EHR 

1 

0,61 

(Mendeley Ltd., 2008) Introduces literature management 

tool 

1 

0,61 

(Miller & Sim, Physician's use of 

Electronic Medical Records: Barriers 

and Solutions, 2004) 

Specified initial costs of EHR per 

physician 

Stresses role of transparency issues 

with finance of EHR 

Gives limitations and demands on 

current financial initiatives  

IT training and support issues and 

solutions to overcome these 

User unfriendliness 

Synergy 

Interoperability 

Lack of customizability 

Expectation Management of 

decreased productivity during 

implementation 

Expectation management of increased 

revenue after implementation 

Expectation management of increased 

quality of care after implementation 

25 

15,15 

(Miller R. , West, Brown, Sim, & 

Ganchoff, 2005) 

Specified initial and maintenance costs 

of EHR per FTE 

1 

0,61 

(Nictiz, 2012) Interoperability(IHE& standardized 

architecture) 

4 

2,42 

(Oxman & Guyatt) Quality Assessment Checklist for 

reviews 

1 

0,61 

(Punke, 2012) Payment models P4P 2 1,21 

(Sachs, 2006) Interventions improving guideline use 

Multi-faceted implementation 

strategy 

2 

1,21 

(Saillour-Glenisson & Michel, 2003) Inefficient guidelines 1 0,61 

(Saleema, Russa, Justice, & Hagga, 

2009) 

Persistence of paper 1 

0,61 

(Say, 2011) UK EHR reimbursement 1 0,61 

(Schneider & Wagner, 1993) Synergy 1 0,61 

(Schubart, 2001) Facilitator of positive attitude 1 0,61 

(Shields, et al., 2007) Rated lack of capital as top barrier 

Physician support in user involvement 

6 

3,64 
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Desire for tried and tested system 

Eliciting requirements 

Interoperability 

(Sidiropoulos, Katsaros, & 

Manolopoulos, 2007) 

Hirsch Contemporary h-index 2 

1,21 

(Simpson, Marrie, & Majumdar, 

2005) 

Inefficient guidelines 1 

0,61 

(Skipr, 2013) News fact to support introduction 1 0,61 

(Thomas L, 1999) Multi-faceted implementation 

strategy 

1 

0,61 

(Timmons, 2003) Resistance to positive attitude 1 0,61 

(Tooher, Middleton, & Babidge, 

2003) 

Multi-faceted implementation 

strategy 

1 

0,61 

(Tripathi & Kendall, 2009) IT support & minorities 

Synergy 

Group Engagement with vendors 

Lost mutual trust 

6 

3,64 

(van der Beek, 2011) Dutch EHR reimbursement  1 0,61 

(Van Unen, de Goeij, Swartjes, & van 

der Staaij, 2012) 

Master Data Management 5 

 

(VZVZ) Dutch EHR reimbursement 5 3,03 

(Ward, Stevens, Brentnall, & 

Briddon, 2008) 

IT training insight 

Facilitator of user involvement 

Compliance to new technology 

User unfriendliness 

Multi-faceted implementation 

strategy 

Synergy 

7 

4,24 

(Wensing, van der Weijden, & van 

der Grol, 1998) 

Multi-faceted implementation 

strategy 

1 

0,61 

Table 32: description of the used sources 

Additional background is given in Table 33 for the sources cited more than 5 times. Most of the 

insights used in this study are from the USA and the UK and are from large pools of care institutions. 

Article # 

citations 

Studied entity Study type 

(Berg M. , 2001) 11 Literature Descriptive 

Qualitative 

(Eyers, Bacon, & 

Moody, 2006) 

8 Literature Prescriptive 

(Gans, Kralewski, & 

Hammons, 2005) 

8 2879 medical group practices with three or 

more physicians 

Survey 

(Holden, 2010) 6 20 physicians from two large Midwest 

hospitals 

Semi structured 

qualitative 
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interviews 

(Miller & Sim, 

Physician's use of 

Electronic Medical 

Records: Barriers and 

Solutions, 2004) 

25 1200 solo /small physician groups Survey 

(Shields, et al., 2007) 6 914 federally funded health centers Survey 

(Tripathi & Kendall, 

2009) 

6 The Massachusetts eHealth collaboration (57 

small practices, 1 com. h. center, 36 large 

hospitals) & the new York city primary care 

information project (157 small practices, 10 

com. h. centers & 2 large hospitals) 

Descriptive 

Qualitative 

(VZVZ) 5 Non applicable(it is a covenant) Prescriptive 

(Ward, Stevens, 

Brentnall, & Briddon, 

2008) 

7 Literature Descriptive 

Qualitative 

Table 33: background of articles with a large contribution 

 

 When reading through the relevant literature, one finds different combinations of dimensions 

affecting success. Since the number of different dimensions was that big, these will be categorized 

first. The categorization was based on the coherence between the different barriers and facilitators. 

Within each dimension, there are factors contributing to success and factors obstructing success. In 

line with current research, the factors contributing to success will be labeled as facilitators while the 

factors obstructing success will be labeled as barriers. In order to achieve a successful 

implementation, one should promote the effect facilitators while trying to diminish the effect of the 

barriers. The structure of this thesis will be to describe the facilitators and barriers from literature per 

dimension.  The dimensions with their facilitators and barriers and sources that have been found in 

the literature review can be found in Table 34. 

Dimension of 

success 

Facilitator Barrier 

Capital Quality Reimbursement Programs 

(Campbell, Donelan, Rao, Ferris, & Blumenthal, 2009) (Miller & 

Sim, Physician's use of Electronic Medical Records: Barriers 

and Solutions, 2004) (Gans, Kralewski, & Hammons, 2005) 

(Congress of the United States of America, 2009) 

(MedicalRecords.com Team , 2013) (Say, 2011) (van der Beek, 

2011) (VZVZ) (Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services) 

(Punke, 2012) 

 

 

Lack of capital to invest 

(Shields, et al., 2007) (Gans, 

Kralewski, & Hammons, 2005) 

(Miller & Sim, Physician's use of 

Electronic Medical Records: 

Barriers and Solutions, 2004) 

Cost transparency 

(Gans, Kralewski, & Hammons, 

2005) (Miller & Sim, Physician's 

use of Electronic Medical 

Records: Barriers and Solutions, 

2004) (Miller R. , West, Brown, 

Sim, & Ganchoff, 2005) 

People & 

Expectation 

IT training and support 

(Miller & Sim, Physician's use of Electronic Medical Records: 

User unfriendliness 

(Ward, Stevens, Brentnall, & 
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Managements Barriers and Solutions, 2004) (Ward, Stevens, Brentnall, & 

Briddon, 2008) (Holden, 2010) (Tripathi & Kendall, 2009) 

User involvement 

(Berg M. , 2001) (Edmondson, 2003) (Berg M. , 1997) (Drazen, 

Metzger, Ritter, & Schneider, 1995) (Hartswood, Procter, 

Rouncefield, & Sharpe, 2000) (Greenbaum, 1991) (Shields, et 

al., 2007) (Miller & Sim, Physician's use of Electronic Medical 

Records: Barriers and Solutions, 2004) (Ward, Stevens, 

Brentnall, & Briddon, 2008) (Schubart, 2001) (Timmons, 2003) 

(Beuscart-Zephir, 2001) (Chan, 2004) (Chismar & Wiley-Patton, 

2002) (Edmondson, 2003) 

Transformational Leadership 

(Drazen, Metzger, Ritter, & Schneider, 1995) (Gill, Levine, & 

Pitt, 1998) (Hartswood, Procter, Rouncefield, & Sharpe, 2000) 

(Ward, Stevens, Brentnall, & Briddon, 2008) 

Expectation of  increased revenue after 

implementation 

(Miller & Sim, Physician's use of Electronic Medical Records: 

Barriers and Solutions, 2004) (Gans, Kralewski, & Hammons, 

2005) 

 Expectation of increased quality of care after 

implementation 

(Miller & Sim, Physician's use of Electronic Medical Records: 

Barriers and Solutions, 2004) (Collins, 2000) (Holden, 2010) 

Expectation of decreased productivity during 

implementation 

(Miller & Sim, Physician's use of Electronic Medical Records: 

Barriers and Solutions, 2004) (Gans, Kralewski, & Hammons, 

2005) 

Scoping 

Briddon, 2008) (Miller & Sim, 

Physician's use of Electronic 

Medical Records: Barriers and 

Solutions, 2004) 

Implementation 

strategy 

Multi-faceted implementation strategy 

(Ward, Stevens, Brentnall, & Briddon, 2008) (Frankcke, Smit, 

de Veer, & Mistiaen, 2008) (Oxman & Guyatt) (Grimshaw, 

Eccles, Thomas, Maclennan, Ramsay, & Fraser, 2006) 

(Grimshaw, Thomas, Maclennan, Fraser, & Ramsay, 2004) 

(Thomas L, 1999) (Bauer, 2002) (Davis & Taylor-Vaisey, 1997) 

(Tooher, Middleton, & Babidge, 2003) (Sachs, 2006) (Gross & 

Pujat, 2001) (Wensing, van der Weijden, & van der Grol, 1998) 

Synergy 

(Tripathi & Kendall, 2009) (Berg M. , 1997) (Berg M. , 2001) 

(Bijker & Law, 1992) (Duncker, 2000) (Schneider & Wagner, 

1993) (Bowers, 1995) (Komito, 1998) (Miller & Sim, Physician's 

use of Electronic Medical Records: Barriers and Solutions, 

2004) (Ward, Stevens, Brentnall, & Briddon, 2008) (Holden, 

2010) 

Eliciting requirements based on comparable 

institutions 

(Shields, et al., 2007) (Gans, Kralewski, & Hammons, 2005) 

(Goldzweig, Towfigh, Maglione, & Shekelle, 2009) 

Group engagement with vendors 

(Tripathi & Kendall, 2009) 
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Agreeing on what to do when mutual interest is 

lost (Tripathi & Kendall, 2009) 

Hardware foundation according to specs of EHR 

(PriceWaterhouseCoopers, 2007) (Sterk, 2011) 

Information 

Technology 

 

Availability of access point into EHR  

(Lee, 2005) (Hayes, 2008)  

Standardization 

(Shields, et al., 2007) (Miller & Sim, Physician's use of 

Electronic Medical Records: Barriers and Solutions, 2004) 

(Dean, 2009) (Benson, 2012) (Nictiz, 2012) 

Master Data Management 

(Loshin, 2010) (Van Unen, de Goeij, Swartjes, & van der Staaij, 

2012) 

Testing 

Access control 

(Eyers, Bacon, & Moody, 2006) 

Encryption 

Lack of customizability 

(Holden, 2010) (Miller & Sim, 

Physician's use of Electronic 

Medical Records: Barriers and 

Solutions, 2004) 

Table 34: dimensions, facilitators and barriers of implementation success with their references 

The dimensions of success with their barriers and facilitators 

In the upcoming paragraphs, all dimensions of success have their own section.  All barriers and 

facilitators will have their own sub-section in the report.  

Capital 

Barrier: Lack of capital to invest in EHR 

Several barriers exist while implementing EHR systems. One of the most prominent barriers is the 

lack of capital. In a recent research into the perceived barriers to EHR adoption amongst 633 

community health centers in the United States, the lack of capital was perceived very important by 

92% of the community health centers (Shields, et al., 2007). According to another research, both 

institutions that have not implemented an EHR and ones that have, rate lack of capital amongst the 

top five barriers (Gans, Kralewski, & Hammons, 2005). 

Barrier: Financial Transparency 

Based on healthcare practices that have implemented EHRs, the average initial cost was determined 

at $33,000 per physician (Gans, Kralewski, & Hammons, 2005). Also the maintenance cost was 

assessed and was set at $1,500 per physician per month) (Gans, Kralewski, & Hammons, 2005). Other 

research found initial costs ranging from $16,000 to $36,000 per physician (Miller & Sim, Physician's 

use of Electronic Medical Records: Barriers and Solutions, 2004). Miller et al found costs averaging 

$44,000 per FTE provider and ongoing costs averaging $8,500 per FTE (Miller R. , West, Brown, Sim, 

& Ganchoff, 2005). The initial cost is able to increase somewhat for smaller practices and decrease 

for larger practices.  However, the difference in ongoing costs is remarkably. (Gans, Kralewski, & 

Hammons, 2005) state an expenditure that is almost double the amount stated by Miller et al (Miller 

R. , West, Brown, Sim, & Ganchoff, 2005).  A small deviation due to benefits of scale could be 

expected, but this difference is hard to explain. One of the possible causes that come to mind first is 

bad contracting. 
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A point of attention is that most practices do not take every scenario into account when determining 

their budget for the implementation. This results in the fact that actual costs of implementation are 

higher than expected with costs about 25% larger than the vendors’ estimates (Gans, Kralewski, & 

Hammons, 2005). 

Facilitator: Quality Reimbursement Programs   

82% of hospitals mentioned the likelihood of receiving additional reimbursement for electronic 

health record use (Campbell, Donelan, Rao, Ferris, & Blumenthal, 2009).   Although many institutions 

claim to have great difficulties in paying the initial cost, payback initiatives should not focus at 

subsidizing the initial cost of acquiring EHRs. Although the process of acquiring funding is hard, most 

practices can secure capital for purchasing the technology. Initiatives should be aimed at rewarding 

quality improvement than for replacing sources of capital to spend on the initial costs (Miller & Sim, 

Physician's use of Electronic Medical Records: Barriers and Solutions, 2004). 

Quality-based reimbursement programs are initiated to reward practices for publishing performance 

reports, mandating specific quality improvement actions or use of specific IT applications, and even 

rewarding consumers for choosing higher-quality providers on the basis of these performance 

reports. One of the hot topics for government initiatives is the stimulation of data exchange systems. 

Especially desired are initiatives for community wide data interchange allowing clinicians to view all 

of their patients’ data, regardless of provider and care site. For small institutions this is a desired 

development since they lack resources and leverage to start developments on their own. (Miller & 

Sim, Physician's use of Electronic Medical Records: Barriers and Solutions, 2004). Others viewed the 

government as the provider of information on integration capabilities of EHR products with various 

practice management systems. Also governmental educational programs on how to select and 

implement an EHR system were desired together with certification for EHR vendors (Gans, Kralewski, 

& Hammons, 2005). Finally comprehensive product comparisons of EHRs giving insight in true 

implementation costs are desired. A governmental initiative should elaborate on the different 

financial, time, and quality outcomes (Miller & Sim, Physician's use of Electronic Medical Records: 

Barriers and Solutions, 2004).  

An oversight of the reimbursement programs in the USA, UK and Netherlands can be found in Table 

35. 

Country Reimbursement program 

United States of America Up and until 2015, $19 billion dollar is budgeted to stimulate the 

adoption of EHR and EMR systems (Congress of the United States of 

America, 2009). For physicians who either have not adopted certified EHR 

/ EMR systems or cannot demonstrate compliance with the meaningful 

use act by the EMR deadline in 2015, reimbursements will be reduced by 

1%.The deduction rate increases in subsequent years by 2% in 2016, 3% 

in 2017, 4% in 2018, and up to 95% depending on future adjustments 

(MedicalRecords.com Team , 2013). 

United Kingdom Centralized roll out was dismantled in 2011 after a cost of 12 Billion 
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pounds (Say, 2011). 

The Netherlands From 1-1-2012 budgets for the centralized roll out were cut by the senate 

due to privacy and security concerns (van der Beek, 2011). For the years 

2013-2015 a finance plan has been made by the Dutch insurers, 

healthcare providers and a collaboration of  healthcare providers called 

the VZVZ consisting out of: 

 Central LSP provision: exploitation and development costs of the LSP 

will be centrally refunded to the VZVZ (VZVZ). 

 Implementation and management costs will be refunded to 

collaborations of healthcare providers using and intending to keep 

using the LSP. The budget for 2013 is €800.000. The budget for 

following years needs to be assessed (VZVZ). 

 One-time only non-central costs mostly on opt-in and connections to 

the communication modules will be refunded with a normative 

amount after the connection is made (VZVZ). 

 Structural non-central costs spent on the LSP connections are 

refunded based on actual use of the LSP (VZVZ). 

All refunds are made by health insurance companies to healthcare 

providers. Between 2013 and 2016 ZN, a collaboration of Dutch Insurance 

companies will define actions to stimulate healthcare providers that are 

falling behind in adopting the LSP (VZVZ).  

Table 35: reimbursement programs in the USA, UK and the Netherlands 

But not only governments can start financial initiatives, also purchasers of healthcare can commit to 

this. One of the possibilities of health insurance companies could be to strive towards the adoption 

of “pay-for-performance” within Accountable Care Organizations or ACO. An ACO is defined as ‘an 

organization of health care providers that agrees to be accountable for the quality, cost, and overall 

care of Medicare beneficiaries who are enrolled in the traditional fee-for-service program who are 

assigned to it’ (Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services). With the concept of pay for 

performance, some aspects of quality, patient satisfaction and IT can be measured and rewarded 

(Miller & Sim, Physician's use of Electronic Medical Records: Barriers and Solutions, 2004). The 5 

most popular pay for performance payment models can be found in Table 36 (Punke, 2012). 

Payment Model Description 

One-sided shared 

savings 

 

Providers share in a portion of the achieved savings while financial losses 

are not shared. A downside of this model is that when bonuses are 

benchmarked on historical costs, higher costs could be incurred by the 

ACO in the benchmark period creating opportunities for savings in future 

years. Or those organizations that used to be very inefficient are 

rewarded while cost-efficient providers are punished. 

Two-sided shared Providers share not only the achieved savings, but also the achieved 

losses in this fee-for-service based payment model. Due to the addition 
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savings 

 

of sharing losses, downside risk, providers have a strong incentive to 

reduce costs. However, the same misaligned incentives as with the one-

sided model exist. 

Bundled/episode 

payments 

 

Providers get a single payment for all of one patient's services for one 

episode of care. When the cost of treating an episode of care exceeds the 

payment, this is taken by the provider. 

Partial capitation/global 

payments 

 

The ACO assumes partial risk. The ACO takes the risk for physicians' 

service but is excluded of risk from hospital or other non-physician 

services via the partial capitation payment arrangement.  

Global payments 

 

Providers receive monthly or annual payments, regardless of the care 

services they performed in that time period. It strongly incentivizes 

providers to lower the cost of care. Providers need to monitor and 

manage cost and utilization in order to be profitable.  

Table 36: 5 popular pay for performance models (Punke, 2012) 

 Another issue is that many financial benefits are not collected by healthcare providers who invest in 

them but are instead collected by third-party payers and purchasers of health care (Bates, Ebell, 

Gotlieb, Zapp, & Ebell, 2003). 

People & Expectation Management 

Facilitator: IT training and support  

Initial IT training to compensate for the lack of typing proficiency and the lack of understanding of 

how to use the system will help implementation. Personnel needs to be aware of other common 

issues, which are (Miller & Sim, Physician's use of Electronic Medical Records: Barriers and Solutions, 

2004):  

 Over-reliance on potentially erroneous information, 

 A focus on compliance with EMR use protocol instead of  on independently reviewing order 

accuracy, 

 Orders not being seen or neglected, 

 Perceiving correct CPOE as false alarms and spending more time to the EHR than to the patient.   

To overcome these issues, one can facilitate support to help medical staff use the system. By 

providing additional support and training, a steep learning curve can be acquired.  Examples of such 

support are the presence of support staff at medical facilities, a support helpline or helpdesk, 

support from colleagues or web-based training.  In order to make effective use of web-based 

resources, both technology skills and confidence in using those skills are essential. Computerized 

presentation is considered by nurses and clinicians to be an effective tool to learn new material 

(Ward, Stevens, Brentnall, & Briddon, 2008). The informal support of colleagues was often valued for 

its understandable tips and tricks (Holden, 2010) Support will also compensate for non- functioning 

remote access software, Mac-PC incompatibility, slow operating systems etc. (Holden, 2010) 
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When working with a well-developed EHR, and having access to proper IT support and training, less 

time will be spent on working with an EHR compared to the paper record. Experience can further 

decrease this time.  However, training and IT support cannot compensate for everything. Two main 

concerns with IT training and support are: 

 Despite the availability of better IT and organizational support, better training, more complete 

data exchange and other facilities, still only a fraction of available EHR capabilities is used by 

users. This goes at the cost of potential quality and financial benefits. Therefore IT training and 

support is not a standalone facilitator (Miller & Sim, Physician's use of Electronic Medical 

Records: Barriers and Solutions, 2004). 

 Minorities could encounter serious difficulties adapting to disruption in for instance workflows, 

social dynamics, and revenue stream. However, these minorities will consume the largest share 

of attention and emotional energy from the team leading the implementation (Tripathi & 

Kendall, 2009) 

Facilitator: User involvement 

User involvement is one of the most important mechanisms to foster ownership of the system by the 

future users (Berg M. , 2001). It is not sufficient to include few potential users to elicit system 

specifications, to discuss implementation plans and to achieve a socio-technical fit. In some cases, 

the IT department is wrongfully expected to manage the entire implementation. The implementation 

has to be managed by a project-group that includes the IT department, as well as user 

representatives and top level management representatives. Therefore user involvement should be 

viewed upon more extensively. 

 

In general there are several ways of inducing user involvement, as can be seen in Table 37. 

 

 

Inducing user involvement  

Project leaders should pay careful attention to which processes are taken as a starting point. They 

should lie out a vision that creates and restricts the space in which user-involvement can emerge and 

can express itself (Berg M. , 2001). 

Project leaders should take user on board in the development process early and systematically (Berg 

M. , 1997). 

Create a setting with openness to change by using framing (Edmondson, 2003). 

Table 37: inducing user involvement 

Project leaders should pay careful attention to which processes are taken as a starting point. They 

should lie out a vision that creates and restricts the space in which user-involvement can emerge and 

can express itself (Berg M. , 2001).The user involvement can be induced by creating a setting with 

openness to change. One of the methods to do this is framing, as is explained in Table 38.  Project 

users are frequently very bad in speaking the language of ‘specifications’. They should develop 

judgment skills on specific configurations of the EHR they ‘need’ or what would work ‘best’ in actual 

work situations. (Drazen, Metzger, Ritter, & Schneider, 1995) (Hartswood, Procter, Rouncefield, & 
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Sharpe, 2000) (Greenbaum, 1991). The required judgment skills can only develop overtime when 

users are taken on board in the development process early and systematically (Berg M. , 2001).The 

involvement of several groups is desired specifically: 

 In a recent research into the perceived barriers to EHR adoption amongst 633 community health 

centers in the United States, the lack of physician support was perceived important by 50% of the 

community health centers (Shields, et al., 2007). If one does not succeed in creating a setting 

with adequate involvement, this can have serious consequences 

 The presence of high-level leadership was considered essential in order for implementation to 

become successful (Ward, Stevens, Brentnall, & Briddon, 2008).When applying early user 

involvement, one should pay special attention to loosing direction and momentum due to the 

multitude of different voices pushing the process into different directions.  This issue is 

frequently encountered in healthcare institutions due to its diverse nature of groups. When 

applying user involvement, one will encounter hosts from different professionals groups, 

paraprofessional groups, technical groups, administrative groups etcetera. In order to make 

balanced decisions, the group of users needs to be balanced itself. This can be achieved by a 

presence of the upper management with a strong vision (Berg M. , 2001).  

 

Creating openness to change at all medical personnel, from nurses to physicians is an important part 

of the implementation. A positive, “hands-on” attitudes is required in order to solve encountered 

problems and inspire others personnel to start using EHRs and become experienced. (Miller & Sim, 

Physician's use of Electronic Medical Records: Barriers and Solutions, 2004) Facilitators of this 

attitude are: 

 Improved personal performance: Easy access from anywhere without searching for paper files 

improves efficiency. Search functions in EHR contribute as well. Digital information is legible and 

understandable (Miller & Sim, Physician's use of Electronic Medical Records: Barriers and 

Solutions, 2004). . The likelihood of duplicate tests is reduced, potentially improving personal 

performance. (Miller & Sim, Physician's use of Electronic Medical Records: Barriers and Solutions, 

2004). In terms of quality: personnel needs to understand that improved decision making is 

possible based on more accurate and timelier awareness of patient status, trends, and other 

information such as X-rays, CT scans, and other results as well as CPOE related notes. EHRs offer 

more advanced ordering capabilities. These included additional decision support, electronic 

transmission of orders to pharmacies and laboratories, and better tracking of test-order status 

and test results. Such benefits can also improve quality and decrease errors (Miller & Sim, 

Physician's use of Electronic Medical Records: Barriers and Solutions, 2004). In terms of improved 

communication: Better documentation of the care and decisions and EHR-based messages 

contribute to communication (Miller & Sim, Physician's use of Electronic Medical Records: 

Barriers and Solutions, 2004). 

 Earlier success: a new implementation can build on the momentum of earlier successes to 

achieve wide- spread implementation and use of a new system. Found was that physicians that 

did not have an existing IT system were much more likely to form a negative attitude (Ward, 

Stevens, Brentnall, & Briddon, 2008). 

 Using champions: Identifying champions and getting the right people on board (Ward, Stevens, 

Brentnall, & Briddon, 2008). 
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Another potentially successful way to induce openness to change during implementations is via 

framing. According to an article there is a very special role for project leaders (Edmondson, 2003). 

Project leaders need to influence how an implementation project is seen by others. In specific they 

need to elaborate on its purpose and the roles of the stakeholders during implementation. Framing is 

one of the methods that promote implementation success. Our behavior is shaped by the way we 

think and influences whether and how effectively we obtain desired results. In order to have users of 

EHRs learn more of the system, one should not frame the learning process as a necessity to get it 

right on the first try. In fact, one needs to frame it as a process of trial since one has the biggest 

likelihood of becoming curious. Being curious is the essence of a learning frame. A learning setting 

with trial induces openness to change, participants observing fellow participants, interpretation in 

various ways and bottom-line a drive to find the best fit. In order to achieve success, one needs to 

progress through different steps of the framing process. These can be seen in Table 38: 

Steps Activities  Intended frame mindset Effects 

Enrollment  Communicate the 

purpose of the 

project. 

 Communicate 

deliberateness in 

project team 

selection. 

 The project will create 

significant change in the 

organization or in people’s 

jobs. 

 Others play an important 

role in whether it 

succeeds or not. 

Participants feel part of a 

team, have a shared sense 

of purpose and are 

motivated to expend effort 

on novel and uncertain 

endeavor. 

Preparation  Off line sessions to 

safely explore 

implications of 

new technology. 

 Practice new 

behavior. 

 We need to learn how to 

work together and to 

anticipate problems, if 

project is going to 

succeed. 

Participants develop 

increasing willingness to 

take interpersonal risks in 

project team. 

Trial  Try things out and 

pay close attention 

to what happens 

 Actions at this stage of 

implementation are 

experiments. 

 It is not important to get it 

right the first time 

 I feel a sense of curiosity 

about what will happen 

Every event, every action is 

seen as an opportunity to 

learn; people pay attention 

and are alert for possible 

changes that could be made. 

Reflection  Discuss results of 

trial. 

 I want to learn from the 

past trials 

 I wonder what others 

Participants discuss what 

they did and what 

happened, analyze what 

Table 38: steps of framing during technology implementation (Edmondson, 2003) 

If personnel does not have the required openness to change, then resistance might appear. This 

resistance, characterized as resistive compliance, is aimed at the ideas and ways of working that 

EHRs embody and towards the technology being used (Timmons, 2003) . There is no agreement on 

the attitude of younger doctors. Found is that they are more likely to comply with a new technology 
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such as an EHR (Beuscart-Zephir, 2001) while others claim the opposite (Ward, Stevens, Brentnall, & 

Briddon, 2008) and others do not find any relation at al. (Chan, 2004). Job relevance however, is a 

factor influencing the perceived usefulness (Chismar & Wiley-Patton, 2002).  

Transformational leadership is seen as part of user involvement in the first version of the research 

proposal. Despite the incorporation, it was advised to put more emphasis on transformational 

leadership. Therefore it is chosen make transformational leadership an equal of user involvement 

instead of being part of. Transformational leadership is leadership is described by the four I’s (Gill, 

Levine, & Pitt, 1998): 

 Individualized consideration: “identifying and responding to individuals’ unique needs and 

abilities, providing matching challenges, providing opportunities to learn, and delegating, 

coaching and giving developmental feedback (Gill, Levine, & Pitt, 1998). 

 Intellectual stimulation: stimulating the intellect and imagination of followers or subordinates. 

Questioning the status quo, encouragement of imagination and creativity, and use and 

encouragement of intuition as well as logic (Gill, Levine, & Pitt, 1998). 

 Inspirational motivation: inspiring people by articulating exciting possibilities, communicating a 

clear and rational vision of the TO-BE situation, alignment of individual and organizational goals, 

empowerment of achieving organizational and personal goals, treating threats and problems as 

opportunities for learning and achievement, and using appealing words and symbols (Gill, Levine, 

& Pitt, 1998). 

 Idealized influence: expressing confidence in the vision, extolling its virtues, taking full personal 

responsibility for actions, displaying a sense of purpose, persistence and trust in other people, 

emphasizing accomplishments rather than weaknesses or failures, and gaining the respect, trust 

and confidence of others by personally demonstrating an extraordinary ability of some kind (Gill, 

Levine, & Pitt, 1998). 

Barrier: System user friendliness 

By poor design, poor system function and integration, the implementation is seen as a policy 

requirement and this goes at the cost of the interest in IT (Ward, Stevens, Brentnall, & Briddon, 

2008). Navigating through the CPOE will consume more time of the physician than writing a note. 

This is due to a multiplicity of screens, options, and navigational aids (Miller & Sim, Physician's use of 

Electronic Medical Records: Barriers and Solutions, 2004) and anti-intuitive documentation of  

progress notes causing physicians to spend extra work time to learn effective ways to use the EMR 

(Miller & Sim, Physician's use of Electronic Medical Records: Barriers and Solutions, 2004). Physicians 

consider it a waste of human resource that they have to fill in the EHR. Some CPOE functions such as 

allergy warning are seen as a nuisance and missing information such as a problem list Physicians 

write less information in the EHR than they did in notes which makes the thought process harder to 

follow. Another major barrier is the intrusion of the division between home and work since 

physicians can access the EHR from any location (Miller & Sim, Physician's use of Electronic Medical 

Records: Barriers and Solutions, 2004). 

The design of user friendly EHRs is progressing slowly. Between vendors there is no belief that any 

new technology will dramatically simplify EMR usage (Miller & Sim, Physician's use of Electronic 

Medical Records: Barriers and Solutions, 2004).  
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Facilitator: Performance expectations 

Doctors that are new to using EHRs will spend more time per patient for several months up to years 

after implementation. This will result in longer workdays or fewer patients seen in the available time, 

or both. This decrease is caused by difficulties with technology, complementary changes and support 

and electronic data exchange (Miller & Sim, Physician's use of Electronic Medical Records: Barriers 

and Solutions, 2004).Medical personnel will initially try to work around the new EHR system. Paper 

always served as an important tool in their daily work and the new system still has to prove its use. 

Medical personnel can have several reasons to insist on using paper such as easiness of use, task 

specificity and trust. More categories that lead to paper persistence can be found in Appendix G: 

Reasons for persistence of paper. Eventually, paper based systems lead to EHR data being 

incomplete and medical personnel working with two systems at once. This goes at the cost of 

productivity (Miller & Sim, Physician's use of Electronic Medical Records: Barriers and Solutions, 

2004). One should strive towards getting the greatest number of physicians to use the EMR instead 

of paper for as many of their daily tasks as possible. As a result, a reduction in productivity should be 

expected during the implementation phase. A reduction of 10 up to 15% for at least several months 

should be expected (Gans, Kralewski, & Hammons, 2005).  Anticipating on this decrease is desirable. 

One could lower the amount of patients that one has to treat in parallel to the productivity decrease 

or could choose to hire additional personnel to compensate the downfall in productivity. 

According to research about attitudes of medical personal towards EHRs, all cooperating practices 

used EMR viewing capabilities. These improve chart availability, data organization, and legibility. As 

patient data accumulated over time, financial savings resulted from less staff time spent finding and 

making charts and less physician time spent locating information. For generating financial benefits in 

hospital settings the CPOE essential just as the electronic documentation by physicians is essential 

for generating financial benefits in ambulatory care settings (Miller & Sim, Physician's use of 

Electronic Medical Records: Barriers and Solutions, 2004). 

Gans et al found that when the initial cost and the monthly maintenance cost were added up, the 

savings on cost would translate into about a 10 percent for most primary care practices (Gans, 

Kralewski, & Hammons, 2005). Even five years amortization was taken into account at 8 percent 

interest (Gans, Kralewski, & Hammons, 2005). The reduction would even be greater if the practice 

would pay for the initial cost at once.  

If practices succeed in eliminating all paper processes, more than $20,000 per physician per year can 

be the financial benefit. If practices do not succeed in this, the financial benefits are close to 0 (Miller 

& Sim, Physician's use of Electronic Medical Records: Barriers and Solutions, 2004).  Research found 

that the bulk of EMR-related financial benefits were caused by reductions in medical records and 

transcription staff as physicians moved from dictation to typing their own notes. Also billing revenue 

was increased due to more logged services (Miller & Sim, Physician's use of Electronic Medical 

Records: Barriers and Solutions, 2004).  

Knowing the revenue related benefits could motivate high management to take on the role of 

transformational leaders (Gill, Levine, & Pitt, 1998). 
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A fully functional EHR will support care employees in doing a better job and providing better care. 

This should motivate them to adopt the EHR and should influence the implementation success 

positively. EHRs may improve the quality of care by providing the following benefits: 

 Providing richer, better organized and more accessible information: EHR provide the opportunity 

to enter data in templates. By using templates, the likelihood of forgetting to ask for relevant 

information is decreased. The completeness of documentation led to increased patient safety 

(Miller & Sim, Physician's use of Electronic Medical Records: Barriers and Solutions, 2004). 

Problem specific templates have embedded prompts to remind clinicians to ask about particular 

symptoms, tests, prescriptions or perform preventive or disease management activities. Another 

application of templates is that clinicians can enter data in coded rather than free-text form. This 

facilitates more advanced computer-based decision support for care coordination and chronic 

disease management (Collins, 2000).  Entering rich and organized information also has benefits 

for the application of performance monitoring. Examples could be the generation of quantities of 

extreme cases of a certain disease type.  EHRs integrate the data of different departments into 1 

easy accessible and understandable file. This gives physicians a bigger database of information 

which is accessible from any place in the world (Miller & Sim, Physician's use of Electronic 

Medical Records: Barriers and Solutions, 2004).  

 Providing medical decision-making support in real time; Decision support such as the CPOE 

decreases order completion time delays, allows order entry at any place in the world, provides 

error-checking for duplicate or incorrect doses or tests and simplifies inventory and posting of 

charges (Holden, 2010) (Miller & Sim, Physician's use of Electronic Medical Records: Barriers and 

Solutions, 2004).  

 Allowing patients and providers to communicate regularly and securely: Detailed information 

provision to patients about their treatments and other private medical data. Collins has studied a 

situation and found that patients consider an EHR system easy to use (Collins, 2000). Web sites 

supporting EHRs enable patients into a multifunctional portal. The portal offers functions to 

schedule visits, to send secure e-mail messages to providers, to receive e-mail reminders, to 

order medications, access to private charts and to obtain more individualized educational 

information about the treatment of a specific patient (Miller & Sim, Physician's use of Electronic 

Medical Records: Barriers and Solutions, 2004). 

Facilitator: Scoping 

 According to the consultant, scoping is an essential instrument to set boundaries to the 

domain in which the EHR can provide benefits. It aligns the views of different stakeholders 

on the same scenario to enhance their cooperation. Stakeholders will know whether a 

certain problem or requirement is included or excluded from the scope and can adapt their 

expectations of the EHR on it.  It will reduce likelihoods of stakeholder expectation conflicts. 

The ‘as is-to be’ analysis can be seen as an extension of scoping. The current situation is 

determined provided that it fits with the scope.   Based on the as-is, the requirements are 

determined and the to-be situation is designed aimed on improving the as-is situation. An ‘as 

is – to be’ analysis has several benefits including a clear understanding of the problem & 

solution and the elicitation of requirements. Whenever the analysis is presented, all 
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stakeholders can discuss whether they agree with the contents of the analysis and whether 

the project can start.  

Implementation Strategy 

Facilitator: Multi-faceted implementation strategy 

In the field of implementation strategies, a lot of discussion existed. There was no consensus about 

the influence of the number of components in an implementation strategy on the effects measured. 

Implementation strategies should be tailored to the organization. Facets that can be thought of are 

experience, skills, beliefs and motivation of the key actors. (Ward, Stevens, Brentnall, & Briddon, 

2008). In the context of this literature study, one can aim at the relevant dimensions of a successful 

EHR implementation. Which dimensions will turn out relevant, is dependant of the specific context as 

discussed earlier. A multi faceted implementation strategy would ensure that all is accounted for the 

effect of the barriers and facilitators on a specific dimension of success.  

A meta-review (Frankcke, Smit, de Veer, & Mistiaen, 2008), focused on this problem using the Quality 

Assessment Checklist for Reviews, a metric which allows the writers of a review to assess the 

methodological rigor of the research (Oxman & Guyatt). High scoring articles, could not find any 

significant relationship between the number of components of multi-faceted strategies and the 

effects measured (Grimshaw, Eccles, Thomas, Maclennan, Ramsay, & Fraser, 2006) (Grimshaw, 

Thomas, Maclennan, Fraser, & Ramsay, 2004) (Thomas L, 1999).  The majority of articles in the 

healthcare domain had results that were in favor of multi-faceted implementation strategies (Bauer, 

2002)(Davis & Taylor-Vaisey, 1997) (Tooher, Middleton, & Babidge, 2003) (Sachs, 2006) (Gross & 

Pujat, 2001). They found positive relationships between the number of facets included and the 

effectiveness on the short and long term. The disadvantage is that these were scoring low on 

methodological rigor and could were not convincing enough.  By finding a methodological strong 

article (Wensing, van der Weijden, & van der Grol, 1998) focusing on a variety of interventions, it 

could be concluded that combined implementation strategies with many different facets are the 

most effective.  

Facilitator: Synergy: 

standardization & customizability 

One should always keep in mind why 

one is implementing an EHR system: 

improving public health, the quality of 

care or the continuity of care must 

permeate all aspects of the project. A 

multi-faceted wide spread 

implementation strategy assists in 

achieving these ultimate goals but is 

rarely sufficient (Tripathi & Kendall, 2009).  

Synergy between the information system, secondary work processes and primary work processes is 

the other mechanism to achieve the ultimate goals (Tripathi & Kendall, 2009). The system should be 

used in service of the previously mentioned goals and develop evaluation systems to monitor that 

Figure 16: explanation of synergy (Tripathi & Kendall, 2009) 
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outcome. An EHR implementation involves a two way process involving the mutual transformation of 

the organization by the technology, and of the technology by the organization (Berg M. , 1997) (Berg 

M. , 2001) (Bijker & Law, 1992) (Duncker, 2000). The technology will affect the distribution and 

content of work tasks, change information flows, and affect the visibility of these work tasks and 

information flows. These changes inevitably trigger social and political processes that could change 

the information system. Examples are who gets to fill in what parts of the record, who ‘owns’ what 

information, and who gets to check on whose work (Schneider & Wagner, 1993) (Bowers, 1995) 

(Komito, 1998).  

The link between the information system and primary work processes is not the only relevant link.   

Miller & Sim have shown that limited EHR capabilities are used by users (Miller & Sim, Physician's use 

of Electronic Medical Records: Barriers and Solutions, 2004). This goes at the cost of potential quality 

and financial benefits.  Therefore the information system also needs to be linked to the secondary 

work processes which include management involvement and training and support.  The importance 

of IT training and support have been stressed by (Ward, Stevens, Brentnall, & Briddon, 2008) 

(Holden, 2010) (Miller & Sim, Physician's use of Electronic Medical Records: Barriers and Solutions, 

2004)It is the challenge to create a situation in which one encounters eagerness to mutually learn 

and, a desire to constantly further develop both the IS and the work processes, both primary and 

secondary (Tripathi & Kendall, 2009), as explained in Figure 16. 

One of the most encountered problems during the implementation is the lack of interoperability 

between the different systems of stakeholders in healthcare. An overview of the different 

stakeholders can be found in Figure 17. Shields perceived the inability to integrate the EHR with 

practice’s billing/claim submission systems to be very important with 81% of the community health 

centers (Shields, et al., 2007).The lack of adequate electronic data exchange resulting in having 

parallel electronic and paper- based systems. This slowed workflow due to switching between 

systems and increased physicians’ resistance against EHR systems. The presence of the two parallel 

systems goes at the cost of the quality of care due to a reduced ability to perform internal analyses 

or to report performance externally for quality report cards or performance incentive programs 

(Miller & Sim, Physician's use of Electronic Medical Records: Barriers and Solutions, 2004).  The 

effects of a lack of interoperability reduced as medical institutions become bigger. Larger institutions 

have the IT staff to set up data exchange interfaces. Next to this, big institutions have more leverage 

to obtain the cooperation of hospitals and other external data producers (Miller & Sim, Physician's 

use of Electronic Medical Records: Barriers and Solutions, 2004). 
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Figure 17:  overview of the different healthcare stakeholders (Appari, 2008) 

One of the methods to improve interoperability is standardization of EHR data and coding. Data that 

is in a clean, consistent, and readily available format could greatly reduce discrepancies and enhance 

the validity of EHR research.  Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine–Clinical Terms (SNOMED-CT) 

is the leading set of standardized medical terminology. It is developed to support the capture, 

transfer, querying, and storage of electronic clinical health information without discrepancies (Dean, 

2009). HL7 International is an international standards development organization that produces the 

most widely used standards for healthcare interoperability (Benson, 2012). An overview of the 

different possibilities standards can offer, are found in Figure 18. Next to improving data quality, 

standards have a financial character. As more people can interoperate, every new application will 

become more cost-effective. The IT market will grow and a spiral effect will occur (Benson, 2012).  
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Figure 18: overview of possibilities standards can offer (Benson, 2012). 

 

The Open Systems Interconnect (OSI) model consists of seven layers (Benson, 2012). Although each 

has its own purpose, two major categories can be distinguished. The top three layers focus on 

applications, the interworking, while the lower four layers focus on the transmission of data, the 

interconnection. A specification of the purposes per level can be obtained in Table 39. 

Layer Description 

Layer 

7 

Application: addresses definition of the data to be exchanged, the timing of the interchange, 

and the communication of certain errors to the application 

Layer 

6 Presentation: concerned with the syntax of information transfer between end systems  

 

Layer 

5 

Session: provides mapping between physical and logical sessions, including checkpoint 

recovery and restart 
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Layer 

4 Transport: provides end-to-end transmission of data to the required quality of service (e.g., 

error-free) 

 

Layer 

3 Network: concerned with routing and relaying between multiple sub- networks 

 

Layer 

2 

Data-link: transmit a stream of bits from one network node to another with indication of 

errors and limited error correction 

Layer 

1 Physical: provide the interface to the physical communications medium 

 

Table 39: specification of the different levels of the OSI model (Benson, 2012). 

 

In healthcare, the lack of adequate electronic data exchange between software and medical devices 

was a major issue. In 2004, the IHE, Integrating the Healthcare Enterprise, has been founded. This is 

an international alliance between users and suppliers of ICT in healthcare aimed at solving these data 

exchange problems (Nictiz, 2012). This is done by connecting different standards in integration 

profiles which describe which standards are used in a specific context. A clinical process is described 

in a use case in which potentially valuable standards are enumerated (Nictiz, 2012). Based on these 

use cases, the integration profiles are defined which suppliers should integrate in their systems. An 

integration profile specifies the data that systems must be able to exchange and the actions that 

must be performed by the systems in order to send or receive this information (Nictiz, 2012). During 

the connectathon, a yearly test session, the systems based on the integration profiles are tested. The 

connectathon serves as input for the further development of systems. 

Further standardization can be achieved by standardizing the architecture used by EMR systems. This 

is done to enable and enhance interoperability among EMRs and further reduce data variability 

(Dean, 2009). As a basis for architectural models, one can consider the continuity of care record 

(Nictiz, 2012). The CCR provides a format consisting of a header, a body and footer comparable to an 

electronic letter. An explanation of the CCR can be found in Table 40.  

Structural Element Contents 

Header  Document number 

 Language code 

 Version 

 Date and time 

 

 Patient 

 Mailer 

 Receiver 

 Cause of mail 
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Body  Payment information 

 Treatment restrictions 

 Support 

 Functional status 

 Complaints and diagnoses 

 Family anamnesis 

 Social anamnesis 

 Alerts 

 Medication  

  

 

 Medical aids 

 Vaccinations 

 Vital functions 

 Test results 

 Treatments 

 Appointments 

 Care plan 

 Care providers 

Footer  Sources of information 

 Notes 

 Signatures of CCR stakeholders 

 

Table 40: structural elements and contents in a CCR 

In a recent research, 50% of physicians stated a need to customize the technology to the individual 

department (Holden, 2010). Another survey of physicians was conducted at two Massachusetts 

hospitals. Only 22% of the physicians thought that the system’s user interface supported their 

workflow indicating that customizations might be an option (Goldzweig, Towfigh, Maglione, & 

Shekelle, 2009). A lack of fit could be that the system is not aligned with the way doctors think. 

Doctors find it a nuisance if they adapt their workflows instead of fitting the system to their workflow 

(Holden, 2010). When the EHR system is not sufficient, the physician practices could carry out 

complex, costly, and time-consuming activities to add functionality (Miller & Sim, Physician's use of 

Electronic Medical Records: Barriers and Solutions, 2004). Examples are the customization of visit- or 

disease-specific electronic forms and documentation and adding shortcuts. The bigger the medical 

group, the more easily the customization due to stronger organizational resources such as 

management expertise, experience with past process changes, financial resources, leadership, and 

information systems support staff (Miller & Sim, Physician's use of Electronic Medical Records: 

Barriers and Solutions, 2004).  

Facilitator: Collaborations 

Group purchasing of goods and services will result in higher quality of service, better IT support, 

better hardware, and benefits from a shared infrastructure. The creation of scalable solutions during 

communitywide EHR deployment is the most challenging but also the most rewarding of this process. 

EHR vendors can engage with these communities in contrast of the disability to engage with 

hundreds of individual practices. Standardization of implementation processes, software, data 

models, interfaces, and training is needed to implement and maintain EHRs. Standardization provides 

economies of scale to projects while vendors can also meet the diversity and particularity of practice 

needs. However, standardization is not the answer to all problems but a standardized approach can 
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substitute for labor intensive software customizations. Guaranteeing standardization and practice 

configurations in coexistence is a challenge (Tripathi & Kendall, 2009).  

Facilitator: Agreeing on what to do when mutual trust is lost 

Although unpleasant for many healthcare organizations, one could encounter implementation 

projects in which all stakeholders caused that many problems that mutual trust was lost. Up to a 

third of IT implementations fail. In this scenario, it could be better to mutually agree to end the 

collaboration ties. The positive side to severing ties is that practices with a failed implementation 

project are likely to be more prepared for the challenges on their next try (Tripathi & Kendall, 2009). 

Facilitator: Eliciting the requirements based on comparison 

Shields perceived the concern that the available software does not match the health center’s needs, 

as very important by 56% of the community health centers (Shields, et al., 2007).  Eliciting the right 

requirements can be a challenge due to the complexity of the EHR systems and lack of knowledge 

about what work processes can be supported. An overview of different requirements for hospitals 

can be seen in Table 41 requirements and adoption levels of EHR systems for hospitalsTable 41 (Jha, 

Campbell, Donelan, Rao, Ferris, & Blumenthal, 2009) . What is striking to see is that only 1.5% of 

hospitals use a comprehensive EHR system.  

In a recent research into the perceived barriers to EHR adoption amongst 633 community health 

centers in the United States, the inability to evaluate, compare and select the appropriate EHR 

system was perceived important by 56% of the community health centers (Shields, et al., 2007). 

Another research also classified the inability to find systems that meet the practices’ requirements 

and the lack of ability to evaluate EHR proposals and systems as one of the relatively high scoring 

barriers (Gans, Kralewski, & Hammons, 2005). In order to deal with this problem, one should select a 

system that is tried and tested in a similar setting. A tested system can be used as a source of 

knowledge for when one is implementing himself. If the chosen system is intuitive, this provides a 

predictor of the likelihood of adoption by personnel of the chosen system. In this way one has insight 

in which decisions need to be made concerning the implementation and increases likelihood of 

success (Goldzweig, Towfigh, Maglione, & Shekelle, 2009) 
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Requirement Comprehensive EHR 

System 

Basic EHR system with 

clinician notes 

Basic EHR system 

without clinician notes 

Clinical documentation    

Demographic 

characteristics of 

patients 

X X X 

Physicians’ notes X X  

Nursing assessments X X  

Problem lists X X X 

Medication lists X X X 

Discharge summaries X X X 

Advance directives X   

Test and imaging 

results 

   

Laboratory reports X X X 

Radiologic reports X X X 

Radiologic images X   

Diagnostic-test results X X X 

Diagnostic-test images X   

Consultant reports X   

Computerized 

provider-order entry 

   

Laboratory tests X   

Radiologic tests X   

Medications X X X 

Consultation requests X   

Nursing orders X   

Decision support    
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Clinical guidelines X   

Clinical reminders X   

Drug-allergy alerts X   

Drug-drug interaction 

alerts 

X   

Drug-laboratory 

interaction alerts (e.g. 

digoxin and low level of 

serum potassium) 

X   

Drug-dose support (e.g. 

renal dose guidance) 

X   

Adoption level-% of 

hospitals (95% CI) 

1.5(1.1-2.0) 7.6(6.8-8.1) 10.9(9.7-12.0) 

Table 41 requirements and adoption levels of EHR systems for hospitals (Jha, Campbell, Donelan, Rao, Ferris, & 

Blumenthal, 2009) 

Information Technology 

Facilitator: Hardware foundation conform specs of EHR 

The costs per bed in Euros in hospitals are influenced by the IT capital index of the specific 

hospital (PriceWaterhouseCoopers, 2007). The IT capital index, expresses the level of IT 

investment between 0 and 1. The more is invested in IT, the higher the costs per bed 

(PriceWaterhouseCoopers, 2007). This holds for hospitals aimed at profit until a tipping point 

at about 0.8. After this point a slight decrease in the costs per bed can be noticed. This 

means that investing in IT generally increases costs per bed. Only when an organization has 

already invested significantly in IT, will the costs per bed decrease as a result of IT 

investment (PriceWaterhouseCoopers, 2007). This means that implementing an EHR in a 

hospital needs to take the IT capital index into account in order to achieve financial benefits 

(Sterk, 2011). The successfulness of software implementations depends on its foundation: 

the hardware. If hardware is not performing as required by the software such as an EHR, 

then the EHR will not deliver the benefits as expected and the implementation project will 

be probably delayed up until the hardware is conform the minimal specs the EHR requires to 

function. 

 

Facilitator: Availability of access points into EHR 

One of the critical success factors is the availability of access points into the EHR. This will directly 

influence the use of computers by all medical personnel (Lee, 2005). The rule of the more hardware, 

the more access points into the EHR was applicable until the era of “Infrastructure as a Service” in 
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which the infrastructure and maintenance of a data center is outsourced to a provider. This is part of 

the cloud computing spectrum in which a customer pays for a virtual hardware configuration. 

Payments are determined on actual use where data storage is priced by the gigabyte per month and 

computing capacity by CPU per hour (Hayes, 2008).The rule of the more hardware the more access 

points  (Lee, 2005), is adapted into the more devices that can connect to the EHR interface, in the 

cloud or not, the more effective the EHR system can provide benefits. 

Facilitator: Master Data Management 

 Master Data Management defines and manages the non-transactional data (Loshin, 2010) 

and can be applied to 4 broad categories: Governance, Processes, Content & Quality and 

Systems & Tooling (Van Unen, de Goeij, Swartjes, & van der Staaij, 2012). MDM is important 

since it guarantees that the entire organization is provided with the same, clean data. 

(Loshin, 2010) 

Governance: Determines the extent of ownership of the data. It determines who is 

responsible for the data norms and whether this responsibility is formally decided.  

Furthermore the responsible persons need to be involved in decision making and escalation 

processes (Van Unen, de Goeij, Swartjes, & van der Staaij, 2012). 

Processes: assesses whether a registration process of patient data with the right roles exists 

and how the data entry takes place. Concerning the process of data entry, multiple 

questions could rise: Are people providing data? Are people entering the paper based data 

into the EHR? Is this process tested?  Is a new process implemented within the 

implementation or is the existing process copied (Van Unen, de Goeij, Swartjes, & van der 

Staaij, 2012).  

Content & Quality: Concerns the comparison of the content & quality of the old versus the 

new system. It addresses whether quality indicators and rules for data are integrated within 

the implementation. First it checks the data quality of paper based systems and whether this 

quality has improved or worsened after switching systems. By knowing how the conversion 

was performed, one could get insight in the change of data quality (Van Unen, de Goeij, 

Swartjes, & van der Staaij, 2012). 

Systems & Tooling: Assesses whether the system supports the requirements of quality, 

process support, workflow support, etc. (Van Unen, de Goeij, Swartjes, & van der Staaij, 

2012). 

 

Facilitator: Testing  

Specific elements of testing are considered to be relevant it makes sure that the system 

performs as desired under various circumstances. These are: user testing, stress tests and 

data quality tests. The last test should become redundant when one takes Master Data 

Management into account. User tests are tests in which real users carry out real tasks in the 
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EHR to identify design related difficulties, confusions, or misunderstandings. Stress tests test 

the robustness, availability, and error handling of a system during peak loads.  

Facilitator: Access control 

Security via Role-based access control provides simple 

security administration by introducing the ‘role’ 

abstraction between principals (subjects) and privileges 

(objects). It uses mapping from users to roles, and a 

mapping from roles to privileges (Eyers, Bacon, & 

Moody, 2006). RBAC0 simply dictates that there are 

user–role and role–privilege relationships.  

 

Figure 19: users, roles, sessions, privileges and 

constraints in RBAC2 (Eyers, Bacon, & Moody, 2006) 

 

Roles and privileges are modeled into mutually exclusive sets. In this way, the number of users who 

can be active in a certain role can be restricted. RBAC2 extends the basic RBAC0 model. By adding 

role–role relationships as can be seen in Figure 19, it facilitates the deployment of powerful policy 

schemas such as cardinality constraints, and separation of duties constraints (Eyers, Bacon, & Moody, 

2006). Examples of constraints are   

 Mutual exclusions: the separation of duty: an individual is not permitted to belong to mutual 

exclusive roles as this can be a possibility to commit fraud (Eyers, Bacon, & Moody, 2006). 

 Cardinality constraints: the specification of “maxima”, “minima” or “more than” constraints. Only 

1 department manager can exist at one time. Max 3 users are needed for role “x”. Furthermore 

constraints could apply to sessions. A user may belong to two roles but cannot be active in both 

at the same time. Another is that the amount of sessions in which a user can be active at the 

same time is limited (Eyers, Bacon, & Moody, 2006). 
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A detailed description of activities performed 

by the EHR network to retrieve information 

from an EHR is given Figure 21.  

Since medical records contain personal 

data (Europees parlement en de raad van 

de europese unie, 1995), the encryption 

of this data is essential to guarantee 

authorized access.  If data is lost or stolen, 

then the information is still encrypted and 

does not give away any personal data. In 

order to gain trust and cooperation of 

patients, encryption is essential to 

implementation success. 

 

Figure 21: activities to retrieve EHR information 

Appendix B: Dutch integrated care institutions 

Integrated care institution Contact data 

Mondriaan John F. Kennedylaan 301 6419 XZ Heerlen 

045 - 573 62 62 

http://www.mondriaan.eu 

Orbis Geestelijke 

Gezondheidszorg 

Dr. H. van der Hoffplein 1 6162 BG Sittard-Geleen 

088-4599393 

www.orbisconcern.nl/orbis-medisch/ggz 

Emergis Oostmolenweg 101 4481 PM Kloetinge 

 

The main components of a possible EHR network 

infrastructure are given in Figure 20. The network 

consists of 4 components (Eyers, Bacon, & Moody, 

2006): 

 

 Index server: a single logical object that stores a 

rudimentary header for each EHR fragment, and 

which HCO to contact for the complete record. 

Since the index server contains access control 

policy, it also translates the source of requests for 

EHR fragments into pseudonyms before they 

reach the HCO sites in question (Eyers, Bacon, & 

Moody, 2006).  

 HCO server: contains the detailed EHR 

information and will therefore perform the most 

semantically rich access control policies (Eyers, 

Bacon, & Moody, 2006).  

  NHS portal: connects to the user side of the EHR 

network (Eyers, Bacon, & Moody, 2006) 

 Web browser: used to connect to the NHS portal. 

 

 

 

Figure 20 EHR network infrastructure 
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0113 26 70 00 

http://www.emergis.nl 

GGZ Westelijk Noord-Brabant Hoofdlaan 8 4661 AA Halsteren 

0164289100 

http://www.ggzwnb.nl 

GGz Eindhoven, Locatie De Grote 

Beek 

Boschdijk 771 5626 AB Eindhoven 

0402970170 

http://www.ggze.nl 

De viersprong De Beeklaan 2 4661 EP Halsteren 

0164632200 

http://www.deviersprong.nl 

GGz Breburg Groep Ericssonstraat 2a 5121 ML Rijen 

0161-290400 

http://www.ggzbreburggroep.nl 

GGZ Noord- en Midden-Limburg Stationsweg 46 5803 AC Venray 

0478527272 

http://www.ggznml.nl 

Reinier van Arkel groep Bethaniëstraat 2 5211 LJ ’s-Hertogenbosch 

0736586111 

http://www.reiniervanarkelgroep.nl 

GGZ Oost Brabant Berlicumseweg 12 5248 NT ROSMALEN 

073 -?844 78 80 

http://www.ggzoostbrabant.nl 

Stichting RMPI - de Grote 

Rivieren 

Hellingen 21 3311 GZ Dordrecht 

0884050600 

http://www.degroterivieren.nl 

Delta Psychiatrisch Centrum Albrandswaardsedijk 74 3172 AA Poortugaal 

0105031313 

http://www.deltapsy.nl 

Parnassia Bavo Groep Karel Doormanweg 27 3115 JD Schiedam 

070 - 391 63 91 

http://www.parnassiabavogroep.nl 

GGZ Delfland Sint Jorisweg 2 2612 GA Delft 

0152607607 

http://www.ggz-delfland.nl 

De Gelderse Roos Wolfheze 2 6874 BE Wolfheze 

0264833111 

http://www.degelderseroos.nl 

Rivierduinen Endegeesterstraatweg 5 2342 AJ Oegstgeest 

0718906565 

http://www.rivierduinen.nl 

Centrum '45 Rijnzichtweg 35 2342 AX Oegstgeest 

(071) 519 15 00 

http://www.centrum45.nl 
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Lievegoed Zorggroep Professor Bronkhorstlaan 24 3723 MB Bilthoven 

030-2255555 

http://www.lievegoedzorggroep.nl 

Altrecht Geestelijke 

Gezondheidszorg 

Dolderseweg 164 3734 BN Den Dolder 

0302256666 

http://www.altrecht.nl 

Symfora groep Utrechtseweg 266 3818 EW Amersfoort 

0334609609 

http://www.symfora.nl 

GGNet Vordenseweg 12 7231 PA Warnsveld 

(0575) 58 08 08 

http://www.ggnet.nl 

Mediant Broekheurne Ring 1050 7546 TA Enschede 

0534755755 

http://www.mediant.nl 

Dimence Nico Bolkesteinlaan 1 7416 SB Deventer 

0570639600 

http://www.dimence.nl 

Meerkanten Veldwijk 75 3853 LC Ermelo 

0341566911 

http://www.meerkanten.nl 

Sinai Centrum polikliniek/kliniek 

GGZ 

Laan vd Helende Meesters 2 1186 AM Amstelveen 

0205457200 

http://www.sinai.nl/  

GGZ inGeest Lassusstraat 2 1075 GV Amsterdam 

(020) 788 5000 

http://www.ggzingeest.nl 

Arkin Klaprozenweg 111 1030 NN Amsterdam 

020-5905000 

http://www.arkin.nl 

GGZ Noord-Holland-Noord Kennemerstraatweg 464 1851 NG Heiloo 

0725312312 

http://www.ggz-nhn.nl 

GGZ Drenthe Dennenweg 9 9404 LA Assen 

0592334800 

http://www.ggzdrenthe.nl 

Lentis E 6 9471 KA Zuidlaren 

088 114 0000 

http://www.lentis.nl 

GGZ Friesland Sixmastraat 2 8932 PA Leeuwarden 

058-2848888 

http://www.ggzfriesland.nl 

Stichting Fier Fryslan Mr. P.J. Troelstraweg 149 8919 AA Leeuwarden 

058-2157084 
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http://www.fierfryslan.nl/ 

Table 42: list of integrated mental healthcare providers and contact information 

Appendix C: Phone script 

Speaking person Message 

Stephan Hello, can you transfer me to (PERSON X) about an expertise request? 

Receptionist One moment please. 

Desired person Hello, this is (PERSON X) 

Stephan 

 

(Pitch and climate 

setting) 

Hello, this is Stephan Ariesen, student of the technical university of Eindhoven 

and I am calling you for an expertise request in support of my master thesis. It 

is about determining the dimensions of success of EHR implementations in 

mental healthcare. Furthermore I want to rank the involved facilitators and 

barriers. It could be interesting for you in two ways: 

you can improve your services with the knowledge I am going to collect 

You can provide benefit for the community by further decreasing the costs of 

care and increasing the quality of care. 

 I am wondering if you are interested in hearing more? 

Desired person “No” OR “Yes” 

Stephan 

 

(Building trust by 

giving insight in 

progress so far and 

stressing the shared 

value, avoiding 

opportunistic 

behavior.) 

In case of “No”: 

That is disappointing to hear. The incorporation of your company provides 

essential insights that are why I am wondering if you could bring me into 

contact with one of your colleagues, preferably not a starter?  

 

In case of “YES”: 

I am a student driven by providing benefit to the community by improving 

care. I would like to do this by determining the dimensions of EHR 

implementation success and the barriers and facilitators to it and ranking 

these. 

I have performed a literature review of over 6500 thousand scientific articles 

in order to identify dimension of EHR implementation success and their 

facilitators and barriers. This ended up in a research framework consisting out 

of capital, it infrastructure, the human factor, expectation management, 

safety/privacy and implementation strategy.  This framework is constructed 

from literature out of normal healthcare due to a lack of relevant literature 

from mental healthcare. I am planning at least 14 interviews with EHR 

suppliers and with mental healthcare institutions in order to validate or 
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change my framework and to rank the facilitators and barriers. Of course all 

acquired insights will be shared with your organization so that you can use 

the insights to aid your implementation processes or support that your 

system is best. I would like you to be one of these and would like to plan an 

appointment or a call of between 1 half hour and an hour. Would you like to 

cooperate? 

Desired person Yes OR No 

Stephan 

 

(Stressing shared 

value and avoiding 

opportunistic 

behavior.) 

 

In case of “No” 

That is disappointing to hear. The incorporation of your company provides 

essential insights that are why I am wondering if you could bring me into 

contact with one of your colleagues, preferably not a starter?  

 

In case of “Yes” 

Thank you very much for your cooperation. I am really happy to spar with 

you. Could I have your email dress and telephone number so that we can 

keep in touch? I will mail you to plan a meeting. It would be handy if you 

could indicate by mail when you would like to plan the meeting so that I can 

adapt to your agenda. I would like to plan the meeting preferably in 

November. Do you have any questions or comments? 

Desired person Addresses the questions or comments. 

Stephan 

 

(Avoiding 

opportunistic 

behavior.) 

Handles the questions or comments. 

 

After handling: 

I hope that I have handled your questions and comments sufficiently. I would 

like to thank you again for your cooperation and I am looking forward to the 

meeting. Thanks for your time! Bye! 

 

 

Table 43: script for establishing the initial contact based on insight from Morgan  (Morgan & Hunt, 1994) 
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Appendix D: Questionnaire  

Dear…. 

First of all I would like to thank you for cooperating in my research. Our cooperation will hopefully 

end up in insights that will support EHR implementations in mental healthcare. This research will end 

up with the dimensions of success and their barriers and facilitators. These insights can prove to be 

beneficial for healthcare decision makers as they can choose their actions to achieve the highest 

likelihood of success.  

EHR system implementations in healthcare are processes at which much is at stake, for instance: -

budgets, quality of care, people satisfaction, private data etc. In a literature study taking more than 

6500 articles into account, many dimensions of success have been identified. After processing all 

these articles and categorizing them, a research framework was built. This framework can be seen in 

Figure 22 and provides the topics of our conversation which are:  

 

Figure 22: dimensions of success and topics of our conversation 

First of all, we will start with an indication of which functionalities your EHR includes. This provides 

me context to generalize results. 

Next, we are going into a conversation where my intention is to have you explain your own 

experiences without me giving insights in the expected barriers. This is approach is chosen to validate 

the expected facilitators and barriers and to discriminate other barriers and facilitators based on our 

conversation. When a conversation about a specific dimension is considered to be over, I will start 

posing questions about barriers and facilitators I have identified. This is to find out whether you 

agree or disagree with them.  

When the entire conversation is over, I will provide you with a list of all the predetermined and 

additional barriers and facilitators and will ask you to rank these. 

Lots of success! 
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Indication of which functionalities are used. 

Requirement Indicate which functions are used in your system: 

Clinical documentation 

Demographic characteristics of patients  

Physicians’ notes  

Nursing assessments  

Problem lists  

Medication lists  

Discharge summaries  

Advance directives  

Test and imaging results 

Laboratory reports  

Radiologic reports  

Radiologic images  

Diagnostic-test results  

Diagnostic-test images  

Consultant reports  

Computerized provider-order entry 

Laboratory tests  

Radiologic tests  

Medications  

Consultation requests  

Nursing orders  

Decision support 

Clinical guidelines  

Drug-allergy alerts  

Drug-drug interaction alerts  

Drug-laboratory interaction alerts (e.g. 

digoxin and low level of serum 

potassium) 

 

Drug-dose support (e.g. renal dose 

guidance) 

 

Workflow Support  

Clinical reminders  

Table 44: EHR functionalities from literature 
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Dimensions of success 

In this part of the interview, we are going into a conversation where my intention is to have you 

explain your own experiences with the pre-identified dimensions of success. For an overview, take a 

look at Figure 22. This is approach is chosen to validate the expected facilitators and barriers and to 

discriminate other barriers and facilitators based on our conversation. When a conversation about a 

specific dimension is considered to be over, I will start posing questions about barriers and 

facilitators I have identified. This is to find out whether you agree or disagree with them.  

Lots of success! 
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Ranking the barriers and facilitators 

You are almost at the end of this interview. The only thing we need to do is to prioritize the barriers 

and facilitators from this conversation together with the 20 predefined barriers and facilitators from 

healthcare IT. Below you will find the enumeration without possible additions. 

Your ranking All barriers and facilitators 

 Financial initiatives 

 

 Lack of capital to invest 

 

 IT training and support 

 

 User involvement 

 

 Positive attitude amongst users 

 

 Inefficient guidelines 

 

 User unfriendliness 

 

 Multi-faceted implementation strategy 

 

 Respecting the ultimate goal 

 

 Choosing a system that is tried and tested in a 

similar setting 

 

 Group engagement with vendors 

 

 Agreeing on what to do when mutual interest 

is lost 

 Availability of access point into EHR  

 

 Eliciting the requirements 

 

 Interoperability 

 

 Lack of customizability 

 

 Access control 

 

 Increased revenue after implementation 
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 Increased quality of care after implementation 

 

 Decreased productivity during implementation 

 

 

 

 

Appendix E: Interviewer guide for interviews 

Dear…. 

 

First of all I would like to thank you for cooperating in my research. Our cooperation will hopefully 

end up in insights that will support EHR implementations in mental healthcare. This research will end 

up with the dimensions of success and their barriers and facilitators. These insights can prove to be 

beneficial for healthcare decision makers as they can choose their actions to achieve the highest 

likelihood of success.  

EHR system implementations in healthcare are processes at which much is at stake, for instance: -

budgets, quality of care, people satisfaction, private data etc. In a literature study taking more than 

6500 articles into account, many dimensions of success have been identified. After processing all 

these articles and categorizing them, a research framework was built. This framework can be seen in 

Figure 22 on your sheets and provides the topics of our conversation which are:  

 

 

Figure 23: left: dimensions of success and topics of our conversation, right: extended framework with barriers & 

facilitators 
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First of all, we will start with an indication of which functionalities your EHR includes. This provides 

me context to generalize results. 

Next, we are going into a conversation where my intention is to have you explain your own 

experiences without me giving insights in the expected barriers. This is approach is chosen to validate 

the expected facilitators and barriers and to discriminate other barriers and facilitators based on our 

conversation. When a conversation about a specific dimension is considered to be over, I will start 

posing questions about barriers and facilitators I have identified. This is to find out whether you 

agree or disagree with them.  

When the entire conversation is over, I will provide you with a list of all the predetermined and 

additional barriers and facilitators and will ask you to rank these. Lots of success! 

Indication of which functionalities are used. 

Requirement Indicate which functions are used in your system: 

Clinical documentation 

Demographic characteristics of patients  

Physicians’ notes  

Nursing assessments  

Problem lists  

Medication lists  

Discharge summaries  

Advance directives  

Test and imaging results 

Laboratory reports  

Radiologic reports  

Radiologic images  

Diagnostic-test results  

Diagnostic-test images  

Consultant reports  

Computerized provider-order entry 

Laboratory tests  

Radiologic tests  

Medications  

Consultation requests  

Nursing orders  

Decision support 

Clinical guidelines  

Drug-allergy alerts  

Drug-drug interaction alerts  

Drug-laboratory interaction alerts (e.g. 

digoxin and low level of serum 

potassium) 

 

Drug-dose support (e.g. renal dose  
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guidance) 

Workflow Support  

Clinical reminders  

Table 45: EHR functionalities from literature 

FOR THE NEXT PART: ASK WHAT THE RESPONDENT’S VISION 

/EXPERIENCE/KNOWLEDGE ETC. IS ON THE SPECIFIC DIMENSION CONCERNING 

THE SUCCESS OF EHR IMPLEMENTATIONS IN MENTAL HEALTHCARE 

Dimensions of success 

In this part of the interview, we are going into a conversation where my intention is to have you 

explain your own experiences with the pre-identified dimensions of success. For an overview, take a 

look at Figure 22. This is approach is chosen to validate the expected facilitators and barriers and to 

discriminate other barriers and facilitators based on our conversation. When a conversation about a 

specific dimension is considered to be over, I will start posing questions about barriers and 

facilitators I have identified. This is to find out whether you agree or disagree with them.  

Lots of success! 

Dimension: Capital 

The lack of capital to pay for initial expenses and maintenance is one of the top barriers of 

EHRs.  

 Initial costs per FTE? 

 Maintenance costs per FTE? 

 

When budgeting, providers do not take all scenarios into account leading to expenses higher 

than anticipated.  

 25% higher than vendors estimates? Examples? 

 

The lack of knowledge about the average saving  

 10% after implementation? Examples? 

 

The effects of knowledge of initial and maintenance costs on adoption rates? 

 

Effect of access to capital? 

 Focus on EHR adoption or at quality improvement?  

 Use of the stimulating finance plan of the VZVZ in the Netherlands to support adoption 

and compliance to standards? 

 Role of government? 

 

Who collects financial benefits of EHR? 

 Institutions vs. third party payers and purchasers? Examples? 
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Position of pay for performance? 

 What kind of payment model? 

 What is effect on performance 

 

Dimension: The Human Factor 

IT training and support  

 Boosts technology skills and confidence in using these skills which supports the 

implementation process? Examples? 

 Over-reliance on potentially erroneous information? 

 A focus on compliance with EMR use protocol instead of on independently reviewing order 

accuracy? 

 Orders not being seen or neglected? 

 Perceiving correct CPOE as false alarms and spending more time to the EHR than to the patient? 

 Limited use of EHR capabilities by users? 

 Difficulties with minorities adapting to disruption? 

 

User involvement, involving personnel from multiple departments is another mechanism to 

foster ownership.  

 Were project leader involved early and did they lie out a vision that creates and restricts the 

space in which user-involvement can emerge and can express itself? 

 Early involvement of physicians? 

 Presence of high level leadership? Transformational leadership? 

 Did users develop judgment skills on specific configurations of the EHR they ‘need’ or what would 

work ‘best’ in actual work situations? 

 

Positive attitude: 

 Hands-on attitude to solve encountered problems and to motivate each other to start 

using EHR’s and to become experienced? 

 Confidence in using skills both technological & other?(Self efficacy) 

 What stood in the way of positive attitudes? 

 What facilitated positive attitudes? 

 Was a climate for innovation created? Was this done by framing (enrollment, 

preparation, trial & reflection)? 

 

Inefficient guidelines  

 A lack of awareness, limited familiarity and a lack of agreement? 

 Belief of slowness when using EHR compared to paper based system? 

 Interventions to boost guideline use? 

 

User unfriendliness 

 Implementation seen as policy requirement by poor design/function and integration? -> 
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Effect on interest on IT? 

 Multiplicity of screens options and navigational aids (tabs, dropdown menus, links? 

 Using EHR is considered as waste of time of valuable resources compared to paper based 

systems? 

 Difficult to follow thought process when EHR has resistance and provides limited info? 

 Intrusion of division between work and home? 

 Techno stress? (the set of negative impacts on attitudes, thoughts, behavior or 

physiology, caused both direct as indirect by technology) 

 

Dimension: Expectation Management 

Was a decrease in productivity during implementation expected? 

 Longer workdays/fewer patients seen during implementation? 

 Workaround new system? Persistence of paper based systems? 

 How many months did personnel find itself spending more time per patient than before 

the implementation? (Several months or several years?) 

 How did you compensate for this? 

 Data on productivity loss? (loss of 10% up to 15% is normal) 

 

Was an increase in revenue after implementation anticipated?(save of 10% when taking into 

account fixed costs and monthly maintenance cost up to $20.000,- per physician per year 

when all paper processes are eliminated.) 

 As patient data accumulated, was less staff time spent on finding and making charts and 

less physician time spent on locating information? 

 Reduction via less medical records and less transcription staff as physicians went from 

dictating to typing their own notes? 

 More logged services? 

 Did the CPOE deliver financial results? 

 

Was an increase in quality of care after implementation anticipated? 

 Providing richer, better organized and more accessible information (templates, use of coded data 

for CPOE, performance monitoring) 

 Real time decision support? 

 Improved communication with patients? 

 

Scoping: 

 Did you scope to set boundaries to the domain in which the EHR could provide benefits? 

 Did you have any scope related issues or conflicts afterwards? 

 

‘AS IS-TO BE’-analysis: 

Did you perform an AS IS-TO BE analysis? 

Did it help you in the implementation? How? 
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Dimension Safety/ Privacy 

One of the major concerns with EHR is privacy/security. Decent security is an important 

facilitator for the implementation success. This can be provided by using RBAC2 which maps 

users to roles and roles to privileges accounting while taking constraints into consideration. 

Examples are mutual exclusions and cardinality constraints to provide more safety features. 

 

Access control: 

 What systems and protocols to ensure safety and privacy? 

 RBAC2? (Users, roles, sessions, privileges & constraints?) 

 How is the infrastructure set up to deal with security? (index server, HCO server, NHS 

portal to connect to user side of EHR, web browser) 

 Human factors that undermine the effects of safety (sharing log in info, keeping 

computers logged in etc.) 

 

Encryption: 

 Is encryption used? 

 What kind of encryption? 

 What are the benefits of encryption? 

 

Dimension: The implementation strategy 

Multiple faceted implementation strategy vs. single faceted implementation strategy. 

(Experience, skills, beliefs motivation of key actors etc.) 

 Multiple more effective?  

 Role of interventions such as training, coaching etc? 

 

Strive for synergy between primary work processes, secondary work processes and the 

information system. 

 Does synergy lead to better care? 

 Is synergy created by the mutual adaptation between organization and technology? (For 

instance tech -> workflows and privileges -> tech ->...->...) 

 Is the applied goal of synergy to further develop the “IT, & both the primary and 

secondary work processes” or to start working IT-based? 

 

Choice of a system that is tried and tested in a similar setting to increase the likelihood of 

implementation success? 

 Was an inability to find, evaluate, compare and select the appropriate EHR system perceived? 

 How was this solved? 

 Is a tested system a predictor for the likelihood of adoption? 

 What benefits did/could using a tested system provide to you? 
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Group engagement with vendors? 

 What benefits do scalable solutions in communitywide deployment create? 

(higher quality of service, better IT support, better hardware, and benefits from a shared 

infrastructure) 

 What is the effect of standardization on diversity a particular practice needs? 

 Standardization vs. customization? 

 

Agreement on lost mutual trust? 

 Examples on lost mutual trust? 

 What was chosen? 

 What was the effect of ending ties on the successfulness of the next try? 

 

IT maturity: 

 Prior to the implementation, did IT take in a very prominent place in the organization? 

 What was the effect of the implementation of the EHR on the costs? 

 What was the effect of the implementation of the EHR on the amount of beds? 

 What was the effect of the implementation of the EHR on the costs per bed? 

 Do you think that the implementation could be more beneficial if less or more was 

invested in IT? 

 

Test strategy: 

 Did you have a test strategy incorporated in the implementation? 

 Which tests did you do? (stress testing, user testing & data quality testing) 

 What was the effect on the implementation? 

 

After care: 

Did you participate in after care going into the gap between expectations and results? 

What did it consist out of? 

What were the benefits? (Letting loose, follow up project?) 
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Dimension: IT 

Eliciting the requirements: 

 Why was it challenging? (complexity of EHR system and lack of knowledge about which 

work processes can be supported) 

 

Availability of access points into EHR: 

 The more access points the more effective the benefits? 

 Has a choice been made for IaaS?  What is offered as IaaS? What are the costs and 

benefits for the GGZ? 

 

Interoperability: 

 What are the stakeholders that need to be included into the interoperability scope? 

 Lack of interoperability sensed? (Lack to integrate the EHR with billing/claim 

submission?) 

 Parallel systems used? What was the effect on the ability to perform internal analyses or 

to or to report performance externally for quality report cards or performance incentive 

programs. 

 Effect of size on interoperability? (big institutions have more leverage to obtain the cooperation 

of hospitals and other external data producers) 

 What is the set of standardized nomenclature used? 

 Does using standardized nomenclature improve performance? 

(definition (of order, process and body), multiplier effect (more use more benefits), avoid 

supplier lock-in, reduce costs, minimize risk, interoperability, deployment(right info right 

place, right time)) 

 What model is used for the interworking of applications and transmission of data? (Open 

Systems Interconnect model: top three layers for interworking bottom four for the 

transmission.) 

 Ever heard of IHE? (integrated healthcare enterprise: alliance between users and 

suppliers to solve data exchange problems: connectathon) 

 

Customizability: 

 Examples of the need to customize technology to the individual department due to for 

instance a misfit with physician’s workflow? 

 And what about the customization of visit- or disease specific electronics form? 

 Is customizing a decent solution? 

 What is the effect of institution size on customization? (ease of customization due to 

resources vs. need for standardized information) 

 

Master Data Management: 

Governance 

 To which extent is determined who owns the data? 
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 Who is responsible for the data requirements? 

 Is this formally decided? 

 Are these people involved in decision making and escalation processes?  

  

Processes 

 Is a decent process with appropriate roles for the involved people implemented to register 

patient data? Think about the start of the registration process, employees that supply 

information, employees that enter information, process checks, et cetera.  

 Is the process developed during the implementation or is the old process fitted 1-1? 

 

Content & Quality 

 Are KPI’s and rules for data taken into account when implementing? 

 Is the data quality sufficient in the previous situation?  

 Has the data quality been improved of worsened? How was the conversion between situations 

handled? 

 

Systems & Tooling 

 Does the system match the intended requirements? (rules for quality, process & workflow 

support, etc) 

Additional dimensions? 

If not clear already, ask if the respondents consider a change in the proposed dimensions. 

Ask why he thinks this change should be made. 

 

 

Ranking the barriers and facilitators 

You are almost at the end of this conversation. The only thing we need to do is to prioritize the 

barriers and facilitators from this conversation together with the 20 predefined barriers and 

facilitators from healthcare IT. Below you will find all of them, totaling up to…. 

Your ranking All barriers and facilitators 

 Financial initiatives 

 

 Lack of capital to invest 

 

 IT training and support 

 

 User involvement 

 

 Positive attitude amongst users 

 

 Inefficient guidelines 
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 User unfriendliness 

 

 Multi-faceted implementation strategy 

 

 Respecting the ultimate goal 

 

 Choosing a system that is tried and tested in a 

similar setting 

 

 Group engagement with vendors 

 

 Agreeing on what to do when mutual interest 

is lost 

 

 Availability of access point into EHR  

 

 Eliciting the requirements 

 

 Interoperability 

 

 Lack of customizability 

 

 Access control 

 

 Increased revenue after implementation 

 

 Increased quality of care after implementation 

 

 Decreased productivity during implementation 

 

 

 

Master Data Management 

 

 

IT maturity 

 

 

Test strategy 

 

 

After care 

 

 

Encryption 

 

 

Scoping 

 

 

‘AS IS – TO BE’ analysis 
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Appendix F: 2014 categories of product groups in the GGZ 

 

Treat 

ment 

group Subgroup Clarification 

Special 

 

Diagnostics DTCs without any direct treatment or guidance.   

Crisis Crisis DTCs. 

Short 

 

Short 

treatments 

Youth related DTCs with a maximum of 250 minutes direct treatment. 

 

Long/intensive 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Attention 

deficit & 

behavior 

DTCs concerned with attention deficit & behavior disorders 

 

Pervasive 

Youth related DTCs from lack of development of basic functions such as PDD-

NOS, autism, Asperger & Rett.  

Other 

deficits in 

youth 

Others youth related DTCs. 

 

Delirium, 

dementia & 

other 

DTCs concerned with delirium, dementia, amnestic & other cognitive disorders. 

 

Alcohol DTCs where the addiction means is alcohol. 

Other 

addiction 

means 

DTCs where the addiction means is something other than alcohol. 

 

Schizophreni

a DTC's concerning schizophrenia & other psychotic disorders. 

Depression DTC's concerning mood disorders. 

Bipolar & 

others 

DTC's concerning mood disorders. 

 

Anxiety DTC's concerning anxiety. 

Other 

diagnoses 

 

Other DTC's concerning physical-, simulated-, dissociative-, sexual-, impulse 

control-, mental deficiency- & youth disorders. 

 

Personality  DTC's concerning personality. 

Somatoform  DTC's concerning physical complaints without any physical cause. 

Eating DTC's concerning eating disorders. 
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Table 46: 2014 categories of product groups in the GGZ (DBC Onderhoud, 2013) 

Appendix G: Reasons for persistence of paper 

Category Description 

Efficiency Using a workflow that improves actual or perceived efficiency. 

Knowledge/skill/ease of 

use 

Training/support/experience/ease of finding needed information. 

Memory Reminder about ‘old’ or existing information. 

Sensi-motoric 

preferences 

Preferred sensory input for task: ‘hear’, ‘tangible, easily modified (i.e. 

hand notes): mobility, something to deliver. 

Awareness Recognize new important information: notify, alert, trigger, adjusting 

‘signal to noise’ ratio. 

Task specificity Need specificity or ability to customize to patient, provider, department, 

etc.: some signal/noise issues. 

Task complexity Complexity of task dictates workflow issues or functionality issues. 

Data organization Data layout issues: need to view existing data differently. 

Longitudinal data 

processes 

Task requires processing multiple data points across time. 

Trust Greater trust in paper over electronic version. 

Security Security associated with the EHR encourages paper use as an alternative. 

Table 47: reasons for persistence of paper 

Appendix H: Coding table qualitative analysis 

Dimension Barrier/facilitator Co

de 

Topics 

Capital Lack of capital to invest in EHR A Lack of capital 

  Financial transparency B Crossing the budget 

  Quality Reimbursement 

programs 

C Financial reimbursement initiatives 

     Quality reimbursement 

programs(insurance companies) 

     ACO & P4P 

     Benefits to third party payers 

People & 

Expectation 

Management 

IT training and support D Compensation typing proficiency and 

system understanding 

     Support staff on location 

     Learning mechanisms 

  User Involvement E Minorities 

     Vision project leaders 

     Creating openness to change by 

framing 

     Users early and systematically on 

board in development process 

    Transformational leadership & 4 I’s 
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  System user friendliness F Poor software design decreases 

interest in IT 

  Performance expectations G Expectation of decreased 

productivity during implementation 

     Expectation of increased revenue 

after implementation  

     Expectation of increased quality of 

care after implementation 

  Scoping H   

 (EXT) High level leadership & 

governance 

I  

 Implementation 

strategy 

Synergy: standardization & 

customizability 

J Synergy between IS, primary & 

secondary work process 

   Interoperability between 

stakeholders and systems 

   Standardization of EHR architecture  

   Need to slightly customize 

technology to specific department 

needs 

  Collaborations K Group engagement with vendors 

  Tight agreements with supplier L In case of lost mutual trust 

   Development sequence 

   Lock in 

  Eliciting the requirements based 

on comparable institutions 

M   

  (EXT) Project Management N   

 (EXT) Regulative fit O  

 (EXT) Go Life P  

Information 

Technology 

Decent hardware foundation Q  

 Availability of access points into 

the EHR 

R   

  Master Data Management S   

  Testing T   

  Access control U  Specification of authorities 

     Encryption 

Table 48: Coding table qualitative analysis 

 

Appendix I: eHealth 

Patients get a more active role in their own treatment via eHealth. This improves efficiency of 

institutions and creates commitment amongst patients. One can offer an online mutual process of 

exercises & feedback. Patients can log in into the file, where the profile in which all interventions 

from both the patient as the institution are visible. The feedback that is given can be reviewed a 
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thousand times. Patients can fall back onto this and will have the full feedback at their disposal 

instead of remembering fractions of the feedback. The online treatment of eHealth is very 

transparent. Many people are afraid of this transparency. The addictive care is one of the 

problematic situations. They start by requiring seeing the patients. But institutions use 

videoconferencing so that people do not need to drive 50 kilometers for a visit. Then personnel could 

claim that they need to smell the patient in order to determine whether someone has used and if 

one can continue in providing reasons not to adopt eHealth. The assumption is that patients are not 

telling the truth. In cases like this, one needs to think that patients willing to manipulate the truth 

have plenty of opportunities.  

On the other side, institutions can earn money since patients can stay at home. By using apps, 

patients are not forced to come to us and treatment officers are not forced to drive their car. So in 

this case there is invested in technology instead of enabling people to drive around.  Video 

conferencing with patients, enabled by for instance MindDistrict is possible. 

Another found benefit of eHealth is that routine based tasks, which could be part of the online 

treatment  such as filling in a diary and giving feedback on it, cognitive behavioral therapeutically 

activities, can be scheduled with cheaper personnel. Overall, the institution could be more efficient. 

Before investing in eHealth, institutions always create a vision and wonder what goals the 

investment will accomplish. In eHealth this is mostly shortening the 

DiagnosisTreatmentsCombinations so that face-to-face appointments are replaced by hybrid 

appointments. These are mixes of face to face appointments with online contact. Institutions could 

force employees to use a DTC of 1000 minutes, but then with the face to face contact being replaced 

with online appointments or self management. eHealth could rank the institution higher in the list of 

innovative GGZ institutions. Since insurance companies are really impassioned by EHR innovations 

and eHealth, there are a very concrete pay back possibilities at the insurance company. The earning 

back potential is dependant of the vision and what is intended to be achieved with it. Insurance 

companies require knowing what the institution will do on eHealth aspect, and give institutions the 

possibility to reduce the cut of their budget. Since integrated institutions have multi-million euro 

budgets, every percentage point is a substantial amount of money. Convincing the insurance 

company of putting eHealth to good use, can earn back hundred thousands of Euros which would be 

lost if I would not apply eHealth.  
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Appendix J: Psygis Quarant 

 

Figure 24 elements of the Pysgis Quarant system (PinkRoccade Healthcare, 2010) 
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Figure 25: screenshot PsygisQuarant (PinkRoccade Healthcare, 2010) 

Appendix K: Generations of Computer-based Patient Record Systems 

Generation 1: The Collector These systems provide a site-specific, encounter-based solution to 

accessing clinical data. 

Generation 2: The Documenter These are simple systems that physicians and nurses can use at the 

point of care to begin to document, rather than merely access, clinical data. 

Generation 3: The Helper These systems support encounters as was as clinical episodes (that may 

involve more than one encounter) and can assist clinicians by providing a complete set of 

information on a particular patient with occasional advice triggered from a clinical decision support 

system. The basics of clinical decision support, workflow and knowledge management exist, but it 

can be difficult and resource intensive to actually implement evidence-based medicine at the point of 

care. These systems must be designed for use on medical- surgical floors, intensive care units, 

emergency departments and ambulatory settings. 

Generation 4: The Colleague These advanced systems further leverage the integration of the core 

components in a manner that provides substantial functionality for nurses, physicians, pharmacists 

and others. At this point, documentation and clinical display have been further refined to facilitate 

care rather than to permit documentation and review. Clinical decision support, workflow and 

knowledge management can more easily be used to implement EBM, are capable of discriminating 

between criticality of alerts and pathways, and can take into account individual clinical roles. In doing 

so, these CPRs take on more of a partnership role in the care of the patient. 

Generation 5: The Mentor These are complex, sophisticated and fully integrated systems providing 
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solutions that cover the full continuum of care and can, when appropriate, offer a different level of 

insights, suggestions and guidance to clinicians. The system is equipped with the tools necessary to 

determine the optimum treatment strategy for a patient based in part on the level of experience of 

the clinician, appropriate preferences of the patient, and the capabilities and restrictions of a 

particular institution. Physicians can consult such a system as a comprehensive and authoritative 

source of appropriate clinical practice guidelines, and view the system as an essential component for 

the delivery of state-of-the-art medicine. 

 

Table 49: generations of Computerbased Record Systems (Gartner, 2007) 

 

Appendix L: Explanation on testing 

1. Unit testing: the testing of separate units of source code or modules. 

2. Integration testing: the testing of groups of units 

3. Performance testing: the testing of the EHR performance in terms of responsiveness and stability 

when loaded. 

4. Functional testing: the testing whether the EHR performs according to requirements 

5. System acceptance testing: the testing to determine whether the EHR is complying with 

requirements. 

Table 50: explanation of different testing techniques 

 

Appendix M: Coding frequencies and percentages of total count 

Found barriers & facilitators 

All 

respondents EHR supplier(5) Institutions(7) Consultants(5) 

 

co

un

t 

% of 

total 

count 

co

un

t 

% of total 

sub count 

co

un

t 

% of total 

sub count 

co

un

t 

% of total 

sub count 

Lack of capital to invest in 

EHR 21 4,2% 6 3,8% 8 4,3% 6 5,0% 

Financial transparency 37 7,3% 11 6,9% 11 5,9% 11 9,1% 

Quality reimbursement 

programs 19 3,8% 5 3,1% 8 4,3% 4 3,3% 

IT training & support 21 4,2% 8 5,0% 8 4,3% 3 2,5% 

User involvement 49 9,7% 20 12,6% 16 8,6% 9 7,4% 

System user friendliness 14 2,8% 6 3,8% 5 2,7% 1 0,8% 

Performance expectations 30 5,9% 6 3,8% 11 5,9% 11 9,1% 

Scoping 17 3,4% 5 3,1% 7 3,8% 4 3,3% 

High level leadership & 

governance 35 6,9% 6 3,8% 18 9,7% 9 7,4% 

Synergy: standardization & 

customizability 50 9,9% 17 10,7% 14 7,5% 13 10,7% 

Collaborations 21 4,2% 7 4,4% 8 4,3% 5 4,1% 

Tight agreements with 23 4,6% 4 2,5% 10 5,4% 9 7,4% 
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supplier 

Eliciting requirements based 

on comparable institutions 17 3,4% 5 3,1% 7 3,8% 5 4,1% 

Project management 44 8,7% 22 13,8% 12 6,5% 9 7,4% 

Regulative fit 3 0,6% 1 0,6% 0 0,0% 1 0,8% 

Go life 11 2,2% 0 0,0% 6 3,2% 3 2,5% 

Decent hardware foundation 27 5,3% 10 6,3% 10 5,4% 5 4,1% 

Availability of access points 

into EHR 1 0,2% 0 0,0% 1 0,5% 0 0,0% 

Master Data Management 22 4,4% 10 6,3% 6 3,2% 4 3,3% 

Testing 15 3,0% 3 1,9% 6 3,2% 4 3,3% 

Access control 28 5,5% 7 4,4% 14 7,5% 5 4,1% 

total 

50

5 

100,00

% 

15

9 100,0% 

18

6 100,0% 

12

1 100,0% 

 

Table 51: Importance of facilitators and barriers based on the amount of discussions of a specific barriers or facilitator 

during the interview. 

Appendix N: Respondent ranking of barriers & facilitators 

 

Table 52: table of reference of means with their lower and upper bounds of respondent groups for the different barriers 

and facilitators from literature when dubiously assuming normality. 
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 Table 53: mean rankings of barriers and facilitators 
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Appendix O: Deviance from mean ranking of EHR suppliers, institutions & 

consultants 

  ERH 

suppliers, 

institutions, 

consultants 

 EHR 

Suppliers 

Institutions Consultants 

  n=15 n=5 n=6 n=4 

  Mean % of deviance  

Financial 

initiatives 

15,43 1,1% 12,3% -19,8% 

Lack of capital 

to invest 

12,77 -17,0% 8,4% 8,7% 

IT training and 

support 

12,43 -6,7% 0,5% 7,6% 

User 

involvement 

8,87 -16,5% 9,0% 7,1% 

Positive 

attitude 

amongst users 

10,70 23,4% -12,8% -10,0% 

Inefficient 

guidelines 

16,97 -22,2% 8,5% 14,9% 

User 

unfriendliness 

9,50 -3,2% -11,4% 21,1% 

Multi-faceted 

implementation 

strategy 

11,77 22,4% -36,3% 26,4% 

Respecting the 

ultimate goal 

7,90 6,3% -0,8% -6,6% 

Choosing a 

system that is 

tried and tested 

in a similar 

setting 

12,83 4,4% 7,8% -17,2% 

Group 

engagement 

with vendors 

11,93 5,6% -7,8% 4,7% 

Agreeing on 

what to do 

when mutual 

interest is lost 

15,17 -1,1% 3,3% -3,6% 

Availability of 

access point 

into EHR  

17,63 4,3% -4,5% 1,4% 

Eliciting the 

requirements 

12,37 42,3% -11,1% -36,3% 

Interoperability 13,23 23,9% -5,5% -21,6% 
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Lack of 

customizability 

15,33 13,5% -4,3% -10,3% 

Access control 17,63 -4,7% -4,5% 12,7% 

Increased 

revenue after 

implementation 

13,57 -39,6% 3,2% 44,7% 

Increased 

quality of care 

after 

implementation 

14,77 -1,1% 0,5% 0,7% 

Decreased 

productivity 

during 

implementation 

18,83 -3,4% -8,8% 17,5% 

Master Data 

Management 

16,73 5,2% 4,0% -12,6% 

IT maturity 15,43 1,1% -0,6% -0,4% 

Test strategy 13,57 -13,0% -2,9% 20,7% 

After care 16,17 -10,9% 12,4% -4,9% 

Encryption 20,50 -0,5% -9,8% 15,2% 

Scoping 11,10 -6,3% 21,6% -24,5% 

‘AS IS – TO BE’ 

analysis 

12,90 20,9% 7,2% -37,0% 

 

Appendix P: Version Control 

Date Version Changes 

11.11 0 Inserted combination of literature review and project plan as a basis. Set up the 

global  outline of the project 

15.11 0.1 Added facilitator “transformational leadership” based on academic feedback. 

Added  facilitators “test strategy”, ”master data management”, ”scoping”, 

”encryption” & “decent hardware foundation” based on consultant feedback. 

12.12 0.2 Set up of the analyses 

15.1 0.2 Added functionality analysis, started with analysis of EHR supplier data 

16.1 0.3 Reduced the amount of dimensions in the research model due to ambiguity and 

unnecessary complexity: 

 Merged dimension “the human factor” and dimension “expectation 

management” into “people & expectation management”  

 Integrated “transformational leadership ”in “user involvement”  

 Integrated “inefficient guidelines” in “user unfriendliness”  

 Integrated “positive attitudes” in “user involvement”  

 

 Transferred dimension “safety & privacy” to dimension “Information 

Technology”. 

 Renamed “safety & privacy” into “access control” 

 Integrated the facilitator “encryption” in “access control”. 
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 Merged “eliciting the requirements” and “choosing a system that is tried and 

tested in a similar setting” into “eliciting requirements based on comparison” 

 Changed facilitator “interoperability” into “standardization” and merged with 

“customization” into “synergy: standardization & customizability” 

 Inserted the facilitator “project management” at “implementation strategy”. 

 Merged “multifaceted implementation strategy” with “project management” 

into “project management” 

20.1- 

6.2 

0.4 Performed first version of the qualitative & quantitative analysis. 

7.2-

19.2 

0.5 Integration of university feedback of presentation including coding of qualitative 

dataset. 

20.2-

23.2 

0.6 Conclusions, discussion, limitations and final review of first version 

3.3-

4.3 

0.7 Incorporated the review of the first half by Pieter Van Gorp. It consists mostly of 

details. Big changes are made to the method section where more is elaborated on 

design choices. 

10.3-

12.3 

Final Incorporated the review of the second half by Pieter Van Gorp. It consists mostly 

of changes to the discussion and conclusions section and structural changes and 

reordering of paragraphs in the result section to make it more comprehensible. 

Table 54: version control 

Appendix Q: Definition of implementation success 

 

Figure 26: Layers in project success (Calleam Consulting Ltd., 2013) 

Appendix R: Financing of the GGZ 

What € (in millions) 

ZVW 3545 

AWBZ 1245 

Forensic care 553 

WMO 109 

total 5452 
Table 55: financing of the GGZ (GGZ Nederland, 2013) 
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Appendix T: Relations between respondents 

 

Figure 27: relations between respondents 

Blue EHR suppliers 

Green Institutions 

Red Thought leaders 

Orange Consultants 
Table 56: colors in Figure 27 

 

Appendix U: External solutions linked to EHRs in the GGZ  

Routing Outcome Measurement (ROM): ROM was developed in American psychiatry to measure the 

quality of a treatment and as a tool of guidance during the process. It is a standardized questionnaire 

consisting out of hundreds of questions from which a certain set can be picked. It measure effects on 

institution level and one could benchmark across institutions. I the Netherlands ROM reporting is 

considered mandatory by the insurance company: no ROM means no remuneration for the 

treatment. Insurance companies look at the DTCs one claims and map this against the treatment 

result that was achieved in general. This data about patient satisfaction, costs & treatment outcomes 

is used for the procurement of care. The impact of ROM on workflows is gigantic. Often employees 

do not manage to have all patients fill in the ROM, or ROM data is filled in a hurry. Since ROM is 

directly linked to the financing side of care, management has filling in the ROM on the top of its 

priority list. Management sometimes has to use authority next to motivation to have ROM in the top 

of their employees’ priority list as well. 

Electronic Prescription System (EVS): Everything concerning medication is centrally offered in the 

EVS. This concerns not only the prescriptions and ordering but also allergies & interaction alerts for 
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specific patients. It is not offered direct within the EHR but one has access to all EVS data. A 

frequently used EVS is Klinicom, part of Zamicom which is a pharmacy system and daughter of 

PinkRoccade. Klinicom is the prescription part while Zamicom is the supporting management 

package. In Zamicom all smart drug alerts as depicted in Table 6 are included. EVS systems provide 

the possibility to request not officially approved medicines. Documents supporting the necessary 

trials are given by the EHR. The links with the lab system is not always incorporated in the EVS. 

Potentially this might be a different system. Personal medication preferences are not yet included. 

Picture Archiving and Communication System (PACS): Big data files, like medication information, 

pictures and videos are not stored within the EHR but  in the PACS, which consists of medical image 

and data acquisition, storage, and display subsystems integrated by digital networks and application 

software (Huang, 2010). The EHR is provided with a secured link to the PACS so that the EHR could 

provide pictures. 

Correspondence module: The correspondence module deals with requests for consults. Since all 

institutions have their own system, access in external EHRs is not possible. To send and retrieve the 

request, the correspondence module is used.  This part is supported by information that is already 

logged in the system. This enables doctors to compose a consultation request rather quickly. 

Integration from this module in the EHR can be performed by scanning letters or integrating emails. 

One of the highlighted desired functionalities during interview is the GP portal. This portal is of 

increasing importance regarding the split between the specialist GGZ and the basic GGZ and the 

absence of decent data exchange between these systems. A link with the GP portal is not yet created 

due to privacy concerns both on the side of the institutions as the GP. This is since different entities 

are not allowed to access the data. A possible solution for this problem is to have the GP use 

diagnostic tools like Telepsy. Approval for the data to be sent to a mental healthcare institution is 

incorporated in the approval of the use of the diagnostic tool. Dealing with the privacy issues upfront 

has the benefit that the GP can include the screener in the letter of referral after the patient has 

approved the use of tools. This guarantees the exchange of healthcare communication. 

Invoicing system (mostly SAP or Oracle): In most EHR scenario’s, one cannot make invoices directly 

from the EHR. The EHR will make files which can be converted to invoices by the invoicing system. 

Table 57: linked healthcare solutions not incorporated in the EHR but linked to the EHR. 

 


